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Office of Grants ManagementOffice of Grants Management
The Office of Grants Management (OGM) oversees legal andThe Office of Grants Management (OGM) oversees legal and
administrative compliance and effects responsible stewardshipadministrative compliance and effects responsible stewardship
for the global grant-making activity of the Open Societyfor the global grant-making activity of the Open Society
Foundations. The office improves and streamlines grant-Foundations. The office improves and streamlines grant-
making operations through the adoption of innovativemaking operations through the adoption of innovative
technologies and industry best practices. OGM educates andtechnologies and industry best practices. OGM educates and
guides OSF staff and grantees on grant-making operations,guides OSF staff and grantees on grant-making operations,
encouraging timely processing of grants. It responds to theencouraging timely processing of grants. It responds to the
foundation's needs for compliance and information byfoundation's needs for compliance and information by
managing the daily flow of grant-related data andmanaging the daily flow of grant-related data and
documentation for OSF's grants.documentation for OSF's grants.

HistoryHistory

The Office of Grants Management was created at the end of the 1990sThe Office of Grants Management was created at the end of the 1990s
after the Office of General Counsel hired a consultant to engage in aafter the Office of General Counsel hired a consultant to engage in a
project to recover overdue reports from international grantees (“theproject to recover overdue reports from international grantees (“the
Lookback Project”). This consultant became the first director of the GMLookback Project”). This consultant became the first director of the GM
department in New York. At the same time, a parallel grantsdepartment in New York. At the same time, a parallel grants
management department was created in Budapest. After themanagement department was created in Budapest. After the
departure of the director in New York, Grants Management was putdeparture of the director in New York, Grants Management was put
under the Finance umbrella. Budapest Grants Management staff wereunder the Finance umbrella. Budapest Grants Management staff were
made employees of AdminConsult Rt. (later AdminConsult Zrt.), amade employees of AdminConsult Rt. (later AdminConsult Zrt.), a
company created to house administrative departments providingcompany created to house administrative departments providing
services to OSI Budapest. AdminConsult Zrt. was subsequentlyservices to OSI Budapest. AdminConsult Zrt. was subsequently
renamed AdminGroup Zrt.renamed AdminGroup Zrt.

Grants Management Team:Grants Management Team:

The Director and Deputy and Associate Directors provide oversightThe Director and Deputy and Associate Directors provide oversight
and supervision to the department. Core supervisory functionsand supervision to the department. Core supervisory functions
include: troubleshooting and decision support to grants officers in day-include: troubleshooting and decision support to grants officers in day-
to-day operations, coordination and special projects with otherto-day operations, coordination and special projects with other
operational functions (accounting, legal, systems), coordinationoperational functions (accounting, legal, systems), coordination
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between offices in New York, Budapest, Washington, Barcelona,between offices in New York, Budapest, Washington, Barcelona,
Baltimore and London related to grant making operations, provision ofBaltimore and London related to grant making operations, provision of
management information and other support to OSF’s seniormanagement information and other support to OSF’s senior
management.management.

Grants Officers are assigned a portfolio of programs awarding a totalGrants Officers are assigned a portfolio of programs awarding a total
of about 120-140 grants each year and are responsible forof about 120-140 grants each year and are responsible for
administering those awards from submission for compliance reviewadministering those awards from submission for compliance review
through grant closeout. Responsibilities include:through grant closeout. Responsibilities include:

•Conducting pre-award due diligence to ensure that grants are consistent with tax regulations
and foundation policies

•Preparing, issuing and monitoring grant agreements, payments, and amendments

•Monitoring grantee reporting requirements and evaluating grantee narrative and financial
reports to ensure administrative and legal compliance

•Providing ongoing orientation and training for staff on legal, business and system
requirements for grant processing

•Working with legal department to develop and maintain templates used by program staff for
grant agreements and formal correspondence

•Maintaining grant data in the Foundation Connect (FC) database and providing necessary
reports and analysis

Senior Grants Officers manage grant portfolios as well but also have aSenior Grants Officers manage grant portfolios as well but also have a
specialized role in the department, like supervision or training. Theyspecialized role in the department, like supervision or training. They
are also involved in special departmental projects.are also involved in special departmental projects.

Senior Grants Analyst is responsible for data integrity and reportingSenior Grants Analyst is responsible for data integrity and reporting
from Foundation Connect, works with IT and outside consultants tofrom Foundation Connect, works with IT and outside consultants to
support users and acts as system administrator. Engages with Grantssupport users and acts as system administrator. Engages with Grants
Management, program and other staff to ensure that FoundationManagement, program and other staff to ensure that Foundation
Connect developments and enhancements meet business needs ofConnect developments and enhancements meet business needs of
OSF. Supervises the Grants User Support Specialist.OSF. Supervises the Grants User Support Specialist.

Grants User Support Specialist provides technical support to the OfficeGrants User Support Specialist provides technical support to the Office
of Grants Management, other OSF staff, and grantees related to OSF’sof Grants Management, other OSF staff, and grantees related to OSF’s
Foundation Connect and the grantee portal.Foundation Connect and the grantee portal.

Grant Assistant handles departmental administrative functions withinGrant Assistant handles departmental administrative functions within
Grants Management and provides support for users of the FoundationGrants Management and provides support for users of the Foundation
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Connect Portal. In New York is also responsible for processingConnect Portal. In New York is also responsible for processing
Matching Gifts, a kind of grant made in response to employeeMatching Gifts, a kind of grant made in response to employee
donations to qualified charitable organizations.donations to qualified charitable organizations.

For the team’s actual org chart please visit Grants Management’s KARLFor the team’s actual org chart please visit Grants Management’s KARL
page .page .

For the actual portfolios of the Grants Officers please visit GrantsFor the actual portfolios of the Grants Officers please visit Grants
Management’s KARL page.https://karl.soros.org/communities/grants-Management’s KARL page.https://karl.soros.org/communities/grants-
management/wiki/who-we-are/management/wiki/who-we-are/
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List of EntitiesList of Entities
Core Office EntitiesCore Office Entities

Open Society Institute (OSI)Open Society Institute (OSI)

Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS)Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS)

Open Society Institute – Budapest/Budapesti Nyílt Társadalom IntézetOpen Society Institute – Budapest/Budapesti Nyílt Társadalom Intézet
Alapítvány (OSI-BP)Alapítvány (OSI-BP)

Foundation Open Society Institute/Stiftung Open Society InstituteFoundation Open Society Institute/Stiftung Open Society Institute
(FOSI/OSI-Zug)(FOSI/OSI-Zug)

OSI Assistance Foundation (OSI-AF)OSI Assistance Foundation (OSI-AF)

Alliance for Open Society International, Inc. (AOSI)Alliance for Open Society International, Inc. (AOSI)

Open Society Policy Center Inc. (OSPC)Open Society Policy Center Inc. (OSPC)

Soros Economic Development Fund (SEDF)Soros Economic Development Fund (SEDF)

Fund for Policy Reform Inc.Fund for Policy Reform Inc.
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National and Regional FoundationsNational and Regional Foundations

Afghanistan: Open Society AfghanistanAfghanistan: Open Society Afghanistan

Albania: Open Society Foundation for AlbaniaAlbania: Open Society Foundation for Albania

Armenia: Open Society Foundations-ArmeniaArmenia: Open Society Foundations-Armenia

Bosnia and Herzegovina: Open Society Fund Bosnia and HerzegovinaBosnia and Herzegovina: Open Society Fund Bosnia and Herzegovina

Eastern Africa: Open Society Initiative for Eastern AfricaEastern Africa: Open Society Initiative for Eastern Africa

Georgia: Open Society Georgia FoundationGeorgia: Open Society Georgia Foundation

Haiti: Fondation Connaissance et Liberté (FOKAL)Haiti: Fondation Connaissance et Liberté (FOKAL)

Indonesia: Tifa FoundationIndonesia: Tifa Foundation

Kazakhstan: Soros Foundation KazakhstanKazakhstan: Soros Foundation Kazakhstan

Kosovo: Kosovo Foundation for Open SocietyKosovo: Kosovo Foundation for Open Society

Kyrgyzstan: Soros Foundation KyrgyzstanKyrgyzstan: Soros Foundation Kyrgyzstan

Macedonia: Foundation Open Society MacedoniaMacedonia: Foundation Open Society Macedonia

Moldova: Soros Foundation MoldovaMoldova: Soros Foundation Moldova

Montenegro: Foundation Open Society Institute Representative OfficeMontenegro: Foundation Open Society Institute Representative Office
MontenegroMontenegro

Mongolia: Open Society ForumMongolia: Open Society Forum

Nepal: Alliance for Social DialogueNepal: Alliance for Social Dialogue

Pakistan: Foundation Open Society Institute - PakistanPakistan: Foundation Open Society Institute - Pakistan

Serbia: Open Society Foundation SerbiaSerbia: Open Society Foundation Serbia

South Africa: Open Society Foundation for South AfricaSouth Africa: Open Society Foundation for South Africa

Southern Africa: Open Society Initiative for Southern AfricaSouthern Africa: Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa

Tajikistan: Open Society Institute Assistance Foundation TajikistanTajikistan: Open Society Institute Assistance Foundation Tajikistan
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Turkey: Open Society FoundationTurkey: Open Society Foundation

Ukraine: International Renaissance FoundationUkraine: International Renaissance Foundation

Western Africa: Open Society Initiative for West AfricaWestern Africa: Open Society Initiative for West Africa

Foundation Spin-OffsFoundation Spin-Offs

Bulgaria: Open Society Institute SofiaBulgaria: Open Society Institute Sofia

Czech Republic: Open Society Fund PragueCzech Republic: Open Society Fund Prague

Estonia: Open Estonia FoundationEstonia: Open Estonia Foundation

Latvia: Foundation for an Open Society DOTS (Foundation DOTS)Latvia: Foundation for an Open Society DOTS (Foundation DOTS)

Poland: Stefan Batory FoundationPoland: Stefan Batory Foundation

Romania: Foundation for an Open SocietyRomania: Foundation for an Open Society

Slovakia: Open Society Foundation BratislavaSlovakia: Open Society Foundation Bratislava
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Open Society Foundations, An IntroductionOpen Society Foundations, An Introduction
The Open Society Foundations (OSF) are a family of offices and foundations created by
philanthropist George Soros. OSF consists of a number of different legal entities, including

• United States-based private operating foundation Open Society Institute (OSI),
• U.S. private foundation Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS),
• Zug, Switzerland-based Foundation Open Society Institute (FOSI, or OSI-Zug),
• Liechtenstein-based OSI Assistance Foundation (OSI-AF),
• Budapest-based Open Society Institute Budapest (OSI-BP),
• U.S.-based public charity Alliance for Open Society International (AOSI),
• and various national and regional foundations that operate in a variety of different

countries.
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Foundation ConnectFoundation Connect
Foundation Connect (FC) is the web-based application and database system used to administer
OSF’s grant-making process. Foundation Connect was created by NPower (a New York
nonprofit) on the Salesforce customer relationship management (CRM) platform. It is used by
over 40 grant-making foundations. It was acquired by the technology company roundCorner,
Inc. in 2014.

FC went live in the fall of 2012 replacing OSF’s former grants management system (Grant
Tracker) for New York and Budapest (Grant Tracker in turn replaced a non-web-based system
called GrantSQL that had been created by a consortium of foundations—the Pew Charitable
Trusts, the MacArthur Foundation, and the Eli Lilly Foundation – in the 1990s, and GrantSQL
replaced OSF’s first grants management system called GTS, which was used in conjunction with
an Access database). All historical data from both previous grants management systems was
migrated to Foundation Connect. Grant Tracker is still accessible to some staff in “Read-Only”
mode.

Foundation Connect supports grant-making activities from the time of the proposal submission
and development all the way through grant monitoring and closeout. Other added benefits of
Foundation Connect include:

• One central source of information for grant processing and collaboration between office
locations

• Access to institution-wide information about grantee relationships to inform decision-
making

• An online portal that applicants and grantees can use to submit materials and manage
their grants

• Program flexibility to solicit proposal applications and concept papers online
• Docket write-ups and Dockets to track and streamline the approval process of grants
• More efficient grant processing through system support for key grant-making steps such

as proposal submission, grant approval and grant letter signature and countersignature
• More sophisticated search and reporting functionalities

Grants Management’s role in Foundation Connect:Grants Management’s role in Foundation Connect:
Although Foundation Connect involves staff from all departments and levels of OSF, Grants
Management plays a special role to ensure its continued success. Data integrity must be
maintained for accurate reporting at the highest levels of the organization. Mislabeled or
incorrect data (such as duplicate organizations or misspelled names) is systematically fixed
through our de-duping process. In addition, data that is obviously incorrect is fixed on an ad
hoc by GM staff when noticed.

Proper training of all staff is essential to the accuracy of data entered into FC. GM offers regular
and frequent FC training for new staff as well as refresher trainings several times per year.
Training materials and job aids are also available within the FC system.
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User accounts and managing users’ roles are taken care of by GM trainers and support staff.
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Global Support RequestGlobal Support Request
Because OSF runs a number of proprietary softwareBecause OSF runs a number of proprietary software
applications, Information Systems and other staff areapplications, Information Systems and other staff are
responsible for multiple systems. The Global Support Requestresponsible for multiple systems. The Global Support Request
system, also referred to as Zendesk, is a trouble ticket systemsystem, also referred to as Zendesk, is a trouble ticket system
that provides a means to keep track of and systematicallythat provides a means to keep track of and systematically
address all technical issues identified by any staff members ofaddress all technical issues identified by any staff members of
OSF.OSF.

OSF staff should submit a trouble ticket whenever an issueOSF staff should submit a trouble ticket whenever an issue
involves system errors with existing functionality or when theyinvolves system errors with existing functionality or when they
wish to suggest a new feature. Tickets are triaged by GM staffwish to suggest a new feature. Tickets are triaged by GM staff
and grouped based on their complexity, impact and urgency.and grouped based on their complexity, impact and urgency.
New ideas are either channeled into regular releases or minorNew ideas are either channeled into regular releases or minor
ones get implemented in between.ones get implemented in between.

Foundation Connect specific issues or enhancement ideas toFoundation Connect specific issues or enhancement ideas to
improve FC functionality should be logged in as a trouble ticketimprove FC functionality should be logged in as a trouble ticket
through the Global Support Request system.through the Global Support Request system.

For the Budapest office: bp-grants@soros.zendesk.comFor the Budapest office: bp-grants@soros.zendesk.com

For the New York office: ny-grants@soros.zendesk.com.For the New York office: ny-grants@soros.zendesk.com.

For integration issues between Foundation Connect andFor integration issues between Foundation Connect and
Netsuite, grants management staff should log a trouble ticketNetsuite, grants management staff should log a trouble ticket
through the Global Support Request system using this email:through the Global Support Request system using this email:
integration@soros.zendesk.com.integration@soros.zendesk.com.

Foundation Connect related tickets are managed by GrantsFoundation Connect related tickets are managed by Grants
Management, Information Systems, and by external consultantManagement, Information Systems, and by external consultant
partners.partners.
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Enhancements to Foundation ConnectEnhancements to Foundation Connect
After Foundation Connect was launched, a group of program, Grants Management and other
administrative staff was formed and met on a regular basis under the direction of OSF’s
external consultant partners to make decisions about proposed enhancements to the
Foundation Connect system. This core team met for over a year after the launch of FC.
Currently enhancements to Foundation Connect go through IS staff and the Senior Grants
Analyst who consult with relevant staff as needed.
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Foundation Connect User Group (FCUG)Foundation Connect User Group (FCUG)
The Foundation Connect User Group (FCUG) was established in parallel with FC’s launch in
order to keep up and institutionalize the ongoing discussions with program representatives.
The user group was a forum for exchanging information, sharing updates around FC,
introducing grants-making policy changes and for peer learning. The group met separately in
New York and Budapest on a regular basis for several years. Its operations are currently
suspended.
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Chapter 2 - Before ComplianceChapter 2 - Before Compliance
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Receiving and Logging In ProposalsReceiving and Logging In Proposals
Programs receive proposals by one of these methods or anyPrograms receive proposals by one of these methods or any
combination:combination:

1)Unsolicited through www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants/grant-1)Unsolicited through www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants/grant-
inquiryinquiry

2)Open call/competition on www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants2)Open call/competition on www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants

3)As a reply to a targeted e-mail with unique URL for the application to3)As a reply to a targeted e-mail with unique URL for the application to
be submitted via the portalbe submitted via the portal

4)By e-mail, mail, fax, etc.4)By e-mail, mail, fax, etc.

A new proposal can be entered to FC by OSF staff on behalf ofA new proposal can be entered to FC by OSF staff on behalf of
an applicant (4) or created by an applicant through the portalan applicant (4) or created by an applicant through the portal
(1, 2, 3). Note that before a proposal is created, an organization(1, 2, 3). Note that before a proposal is created, an organization
and one or more contact records must be created for theand one or more contact records must be created for the
applicant either on the portal or in FC.applicant either on the portal or in FC.

PORTAL.PORTAL.

Applicants can submit their inquiries and proposals on theApplicants can submit their inquiries and proposals on the
Grantee Portal. The Grantee PortalGrantee Portal. The Grantee Portal
(http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants/manage ) gives(http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants/manage ) gives
non-FC users a window into certain areas of FC. All contacts innon-FC users a window into certain areas of FC. All contacts in
FC have the ability to request a password, which establishes aFC have the ability to request a password, which establishes a
Portal account.Portal account.

By default, all Portal accounts give read/write access to theBy default, all Portal accounts give read/write access to the
user’s contact information and organization informationuser’s contact information and organization information
(except for the organization’s legal name) through the portal.(except for the organization’s legal name) through the portal.
Portal users are also able to add new bank accounts toPortal users are also able to add new bank accounts to
organizations and edit existing bank account information. Theyorganizations and edit existing bank account information. They
are prevented from deleting existing bank accounts however.are prevented from deleting existing bank accounts however.
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When a portal user is granted Portal Permissions for aWhen a portal user is granted Portal Permissions for a
proposal, they will have read-only access to the information onproposal, they will have read-only access to the information on
the proposal record. If the proposal has not yet beenthe proposal record. If the proposal has not yet been
submitted, they will be able to edit the proposal and submit itsubmitted, they will be able to edit the proposal and submit it
to OSF.to OSF.

Language instructing and requiring grantees to register for anLanguage instructing and requiring grantees to register for an
account is generally included in grant letter templates.account is generally included in grant letter templates.
Registration is mandatory for U.S. Programs and failure to doRegistration is mandatory for U.S. Programs and failure to do
so is a basis for the initial payment on a grant to be placed onso is a basis for the initial payment on a grant to be placed on
hold. For other programs, this policy is enforceable at thehold. For other programs, this policy is enforceable at the
program’s discretion. An analysis of the location of accountprogram’s discretion. An analysis of the location of account
holders found that connectivity is a limited constraint onholders found that connectivity is a limited constraint on
grantees’ ability to use the portal. Aside from places in Africagrantees’ ability to use the portal. Aside from places in Africa
and among refugee populations of Burmese in third countries,and among refugee populations of Burmese in third countries,
programs can reasonably assume that their grantees haveprograms can reasonably assume that their grantees have
email and the ability to access the internet.email and the ability to access the internet.
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Unsolicited InquiriesUnsolicited Inquiries
Unsolicited inquiries from www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants/manage [ERP1] are directed
to a general queue. In FC these inquiries are managed by the grants assistant who forwards
them to the most relevant program person. If the program person assumes that the inquiry
should be reviewed by a different program they can forward to whomever they think is
appropriate.
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Open Calls and Targeted E-MailsOpen Calls and Targeted E-Mails
GM encourages programs to direct applicants to the portal toGM encourages programs to direct applicants to the portal to
apply for new grants. Before soliciting applications, programsapply for new grants. Before soliciting applications, programs
must create a Competition Docket, which generates uniquemust create a Competition Docket, which generates unique
Inquiry and Proposal links for the application process. ProgramInquiry and Proposal links for the application process. Program
staff decide if an open call is for either a Concept Paper/Letterstaff decide if an open call is for either a Concept Paper/Letter
of Inquiry (LOI), or a full proposal; and if for organizations or forof Inquiry (LOI), or a full proposal; and if for organizations or for
individuals. Calls can be open for a certain period of time until aindividuals. Calls can be open for a certain period of time until a
predefined deadline or can be set up on a rolling basis for anpredefined deadline or can be set up on a rolling basis for an
indefinite time. Programs may have more than one open callindefinite time. Programs may have more than one open call
going at once.going at once.

Program staff wishing to send an open call solicitation toProgram staff wishing to send an open call solicitation to
specific applicants should send an email including the link fromspecific applicants should send an email including the link from
the open call competition record. While competition recordsthe open call competition record. While competition records
are created on the docket page, they are open-call specific andare created on the docket page, they are open-call specific and
not related to approval dockets.not related to approval dockets.

When an application is submitted via the portal through theseWhen an application is submitted via the portal through these
links, the submitted record is associated with the competition inlinks, the submitted record is associated with the competition in
FC. The proposal submitter and competition owner receive e-FC. The proposal submitter and competition owner receive e-
mail alerts. Open call responses (competition records) aremail alerts. Open call responses (competition records) are
managed by the individual who setup the open call.managed by the individual who setup the open call.

Open calls are centrally posted onOpen calls are centrally posted on
www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants by Communicationswww.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants by Communications
or, as described above, emailed directly to prospectiveor, as described above, emailed directly to prospective
grantees.grantees.

After applicants submit a short inquiry, OSF staff may eitherAfter applicants submit a short inquiry, OSF staff may either
decline it or convert it to a full proposal. If declined, thedecline it or convert it to a full proposal. If declined, the
applicant receives a formal email stating that the inquiry doesapplicant receives a formal email stating that the inquiry does
not fit into any OSF program.not fit into any OSF program.
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If a Program staff decide to accept an open call LOI, they willIf a Program staff decide to accept an open call LOI, they will
convert it to a selected FC record type, thereby creating a newconvert it to a selected FC record type, thereby creating a new
organization, contact and proposal record in FC (unless theorganization, contact and proposal record in FC (unless the
program staff person checks that the organization and contactprogram staff person checks that the organization and contact
already exist in FC). When converted to a proposal, thealready exist in FC). When converted to a proposal, the
applicant receives an invitation to log into the portal and submitapplicant receives an invitation to log into the portal and submit
the full proposal. FC automatically fills in the information thatthe full proposal. FC automatically fills in the information that
was already supplied in the inquiry; the applicant is asked towas already supplied in the inquiry; the applicant is asked to
provide more details and attachments so that a full assessmentprovide more details and attachments so that a full assessment
can be made.can be made.
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Logging Proposals into FCLogging Proposals into FC
Program staff enters new grant applications into FC when theyProgram staff enters new grant applications into FC when they
are received by e-mail, mail, etc.As a first step program staffare received by e-mail, mail, etc.As a first step program staff
needs to choose from the following record/proposal types:needs to choose from the following record/proposal types:
conference grant, individual proposal, matching gifts, orgconference grant, individual proposal, matching gifts, org
minimal proposal and OSF Fellowship.minimal proposal and OSF Fellowship.

Conference GrantsConference Grants

This is a record type used to fund participants at OSF conferences inThis is a record type used to fund participants at OSF conferences in
Budapest. It is not used in New York and is being slowly phased out inBudapest. It is not used in New York and is being slowly phased out in
Budapest (although these types of grants still exist).Budapest (although these types of grants still exist).

Individual ProposalIndividual Proposal

This record type is for grants given to individuals in support ofThis record type is for grants given to individuals in support of
program-defined initiatives, primarily scholarships.program-defined initiatives, primarily scholarships.

Matching GiftsMatching Gifts

This record type is for the OSF contribution made in response to OSIThis record type is for the OSF contribution made in response to OSI
employee and trustee donations to qualifying charitable organizations.employee and trustee donations to qualifying charitable organizations.
This is only used in New York.This is only used in New York.

Org Minimal ProposalOrg Minimal Proposal

This record type is for grants given to organizations in support ofThis record type is for grants given to organizations in support of
program-defined initiatives. Includes open calls for applications andprogram-defined initiatives. Includes open calls for applications and
direct solicitations to grantees.direct solicitations to grantees.

OSF FellowshipOSF Fellowship

The record type for proposals submitted for the OSF Fellows program.The record type for proposals submitted for the OSF Fellows program.
A fellowship proposal is created and managed the same way that anA fellowship proposal is created and managed the same way that an
organization proposal is, except for a few fields which are fellowshiporganization proposal is, except for a few fields which are fellowship
specific.specific.
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Documents RequirementsDocuments Requirements
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Grants to OrganizationsGrants to Organizations

Project SupportProject Support

?Proposal narrative and budget documents are required?Proposal narrative and budget documents are required

?Additional documents program staff may collect and upload include:?Additional documents program staff may collect and upload include:

IRS determination letterIRS determination letter

Audited financial(s)Audited financial(s)

990 form(s) submitted to the IRS990 form(s) submitted to the IRS

Annual budgetAnnual budget

List of board membersList of board members

CVs or brief descriptions of personnelCVs or brief descriptions of personnel

Annual report(s)Annual report(s)

Title page (US Programs)Title page (US Programs)

General SupportGeneral Support

?For grants awarded by the US entities, no proposal or budget documents are?For grants awarded by the US entities, no proposal or budget documents are
technically required by law, though they are nearly always received. For grantstechnically required by law, though they are nearly always received. For grants
awarded from the European funding sources the organization’s strategy andawarded from the European funding sources the organization’s strategy and
annual budget are the minimum requirements.annual budget are the minimum requirements.

?Additional documents program staff may collect and upload include:?Additional documents program staff may collect and upload include:

IRS determination letterIRS determination letter

Audited financial(s)Audited financial(s)

990 form(s) submitted to the IRS990 form(s) submitted to the IRS

Annual budgetAnnual budget

List of board membersList of board members

CVs or brief descriptions of personnelCVs or brief descriptions of personnel

Annual report(s)Annual report(s)

Proposal Title page (U.S. Programs)Proposal Title page (U.S. Programs)
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Grants to Individuals (scholarships and the various fellowships)Grants to Individuals (scholarships and the various fellowships)

?Proposal narrative and budget documents are required?Proposal narrative and budget documents are required

?Additional documents program staff may collect and upload?Additional documents program staff may collect and upload
include:include:

Academic program descriptionAcademic program description

Letter from host organization (certain scenarios)Letter from host organization (certain scenarios)

IdentificationIdentification

TranscriptsTranscripts

DiplomasDiplomas

Interview formsInterview forms

Letters of recommendationLetters of recommendation
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Lobbying ReviewLobbying Review
Proposal narrative, budget documents, and any additionalProposal narrative, budget documents, and any additional
documentation are reviewed for lobbying and politicaldocumentation are reviewed for lobbying and political
campaigning. The lobbying checklist should be properly filledcampaigning. The lobbying checklist should be properly filled
out by program staff.out by program staff.

Grants Officers should assure that lobbying concerns are dealtGrants Officers should assure that lobbying concerns are dealt
with in an appropriate manner based on the funding source ofwith in an appropriate manner based on the funding source of
the grant and the legal status of the grant recipient.the grant and the legal status of the grant recipient.

Political activity or electioneering is categorically prohibited inPolitical activity or electioneering is categorically prohibited in
all grant-making so any proposals where this is suggestedall grant-making so any proposals where this is suggested
should be referred to the Legal department.should be referred to the Legal department.

For grants to individuals where the purpose of the grant is forFor grants to individuals where the purpose of the grant is for
an individual to attend an academic institution, such as aan individual to attend an academic institution, such as a
Scholarship grant, a lobbying checklist is not required.Scholarship grant, a lobbying checklist is not required.
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Proposal and Grantee StaffProposal and Grantee Staff
Program staff are responsible for entering the Proposal Owner,Program staff are responsible for entering the Proposal Owner,
Grants Officer and Recommender in the OSF staff section of theGrants Officer and Recommender in the OSF staff section of the
proposal record.proposal record.

Program staff should also add all relevant staff from theirProgram staff should also add all relevant staff from their
program to the Proposal Staff section of the proposal record, asprogram to the Proposal Staff section of the proposal record, as
well as any program staff that are providing co-funding for thewell as any program staff that are providing co-funding for the
grant. As new staff members join the program their namesgrant. As new staff members join the program their names
should be added to this section of the proposal record whileshould be added to this section of the proposal record while
staff members that have left the program should have theirstaff members that have left the program should have their
Active status unchecked.Active status unchecked.

At least one Program Officer, Grants Officer and SupportingAt least one Program Officer, Grants Officer and Supporting
Program Staff should be listed in this section.Program Staff should be listed in this section.

1. Program staff should also attach all relevant grantee staff to1. Program staff should also attach all relevant grantee staff to
the Contact Roles section of the proposal record. Thethe Contact Roles section of the proposal record. The
Authorized Signatory and Primary Application Contact roles areAuthorized Signatory and Primary Application Contact roles are
especially important.especially important.
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Processing Declined Proposals in ProgrammaticProcessing Declined Proposals in Programmatic
ReviewReview
A proposal can be declined directly by program or later during the approval process. In the first
scenario, proposals coming through the portal or entered by Program might turn out to be not
preferred by the program. When such a decision is made, Proposal stage/status can be
switched to a terminal declined status.
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Program CodeProgram Code
The program code is chosen by the program in the programmatic review stage. There is an
opportunity to identify Level 1 Lead Program (the OSF Program administering the grant) and
Lead Program (the actual budgeting level) even before setting up the payment, but is necessary
to choose before compliance review at the latest, along with Payment setup. Projects can be
financed from more than one Level 1 programs or several lower level programs, each of which
should be active and have their “Non-Posting” checkbox unchecked.
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PaymentsPayments
The payments are set up by the Program in ProgrammaticThe payments are set up by the Program in Programmatic
review status and are subject to compliance review. Paymentsreview status and are subject to compliance review. Payments
shall be set up for the whole approved amount at this stage,shall be set up for the whole approved amount at this stage,
even if the grant amount is an estimated maximum andeven if the grant amount is an estimated maximum and
payment lines will be modified later. Program staff need topayment lines will be modified later. Program staff need to
choose the correct program codes, fund class, and category orchoose the correct program codes, fund class, and category or
categories of work as they set up payments. Program staffcategories of work as they set up payments. Program staff
should be informed that it is very difficult to change codes aftershould be informed that it is very difficult to change codes after
grants are accrued, and many “errors” cannot be recognized bygrants are accrued, and many “errors” cannot be recognized by
Grants Management as they relate to program budgetingGrants Management as they relate to program budgeting
decisions in which Grants Management is not involved.decisions in which Grants Management is not involved.

At the compliance review stage, all payment information shouldAt the compliance review stage, all payment information should
be checked by Grants Officer.be checked by Grants Officer.
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ReportsReports
Scheduling at least one final report is a basic requirement forScheduling at least one final report is a basic requirement for
an OSF grant, except for travel reimbursements or conferencean OSF grant, except for travel reimbursements or conference
grants. The Grants Officer must confirm that the reportinggrants. The Grants Officer must confirm that the reporting
schedule is in line with OSF policies, the timing is reasonableschedule is in line with OSF policies, the timing is reasonable
and relevant to project period and payment setup. The normaland relevant to project period and payment setup. The normal
practice is that OSF requires progress reports at least annuallypractice is that OSF requires progress reports at least annually
before each installment (but not necessarily if there arebefore each installment (but not necessarily if there are
multiple installments within a year on a multi-year grant) and amultiple installments within a year on a multi-year grant) and a
final report after the project has ended. However, the Programfinal report after the project has ended. However, the Program
might ask for additional reports, or decide to transfer the lastmight ask for additional reports, or decide to transfer the last
installment based on the final report, in which case notinstallment based on the final report, in which case not
necessarily the whole amount of the last installment will benecessarily the whole amount of the last installment will be
transferred.transferred.

Special reporting is applicable to Expenditure ResponsibilitySpecial reporting is applicable to Expenditure Responsibility
grants, where Grantees must report on their expenditures upgrants, where Grantees must report on their expenditures up
to December 31 of the relevant year, no later than March 31 ofto December 31 of the relevant year, no later than March 31 of
the subsequent year.the subsequent year.
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Chapter 3 - Compliance ReviewChapter 3 - Compliance Review
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Compliance Review OverviewCompliance Review Overview
Each organizational and individual grant goes throughEach organizational and individual grant goes through
compliance review.compliance review.

This is a crucial function for both New York and Budapest grantsThis is a crucial function for both New York and Budapest grants
management.management.

There may be a need to request additional clarification about theThere may be a need to request additional clarification about the
project and the grantee.project and the grantee.

Grants Management determines how a grant is set up basedGrants Management determines how a grant is set up based
on:on:

Where the organization is registered and basedWhere the organization is registered and based

The legal or tax status of the organization (whether it is a non-U.S.The legal or tax status of the organization (whether it is a non-U.S.
organization, a 501(c)(3) public charity, private foundation, supportingorganization, a 501(c)(3) public charity, private foundation, supporting
organization, 501(c)(4) organization, for-profit entity, etc.)organization, 501(c)(4) organization, for-profit entity, etc.)

The amount of the grant.The amount of the grant.

Slight differences between NY and BP review:Slight differences between NY and BP review:

The selection of funding sources differs in New York and Budapest.The selection of funding sources differs in New York and Budapest.

U.S. vs. non-U.S. sourcing criteria varies between New York andU.S. vs. non-U.S. sourcing criteria varies between New York and
BudapestBudapest

Grants Officer’s Responsibility:Grants Officer’s Responsibility:

Grants Officers are responsible for reviewing a proposal recordGrants Officers are responsible for reviewing a proposal record
and its related records in Foundation Connect, after those areand its related records in Foundation Connect, after those are
entered by program staff.entered by program staff.

The Pre-Compliance Checklist button on a proposal recordThe Pre-Compliance Checklist button on a proposal record
helps Grants Officers identity missing data.helps Grants Officers identity missing data.
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The Compliance Review Checklist (see appendix ) guides GrantsThe Compliance Review Checklist (see appendix ) guides Grants
Officers through the Compliance Review process, detailedOfficers through the Compliance Review process, detailed
below.below.
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Determining Funding Source for Grants.Determining Funding Source for Grants.
U.S. sourcing vs. non-U.S. sourcingU.S. sourcing vs. non-U.S. sourcing

Generally determined by grant amount and the activities described inGenerally determined by grant amount and the activities described in
the proposal.the proposal.

Each funding source has its own set of criteria in terms of how a grantEach funding source has its own set of criteria in terms of how a grant
is set up.is set up.

U.S. sourcing considerations:U.S. sourcing considerations:

Does the project contain activities that are prohibited under ExpenditureDoes the project contain activities that are prohibited under Expenditure
Responsibility (“ER”) or require other special treatment? (Definition of ER and ERResponsibility (“ER”) or require other special treatment? (Definition of ER and ER
restrictions are discussed below in Expenditure Responsibility Section.)restrictions are discussed below in Expenditure Responsibility Section.)

Does the proposal contain activities that might be considered lobbying underDoes the proposal contain activities that might be considered lobbying under
the U.S. tax code? (Discussed later in Lobbying Section.)the U.S. tax code? (Discussed later in Lobbying Section.)

Funding a grant using U.S. and non-U.S. fundsFunding a grant using U.S. and non-U.S. funds

Based on the current thresholds for using U.S. funds, a grant thatBased on the current thresholds for using U.S. funds, a grant that
contains some activity that cannot be funded using U.S. funds but alsocontains some activity that cannot be funded using U.S. funds but also
contains other activity that could be funded with U.S. funds may becontains other activity that could be funded with U.S. funds may be
able to be funded using a combination of both U.S. and non-U.S.able to be funded using a combination of both U.S. and non-U.S.
funds.funds.

The funding source for these grants should be Open Society Institute BudapestThe funding source for these grants should be Open Society Institute Budapest
Foundation, an entity that has both U.S. and non-U.S. funds available forFoundation, an entity that has both U.S. and non-U.S. funds available for
regranting.regranting.
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Funding Sources available for use only in New YorkFunding Sources available for use only in New York

Alliance for Open Society International, Inc. or AOSI (public charity)Alliance for Open Society International, Inc. or AOSI (public charity)
sourcing used for:sourcing used for:

The regranting of third-party funding (that may or may not also include OSF/The regranting of third-party funding (that may or may not also include OSF/
Soros funds as well) to either organizations or individuals, with LegalSoros funds as well) to either organizations or individuals, with Legal
department’s approval.department’s approval.

Foundation to Promote Open Society or FPOS (U.S. 501(c)(3) privateFoundation to Promote Open Society or FPOS (U.S. 501(c)(3) private
foundation) sourcing used for:foundation) sourcing used for:

Grants to U.S. 501(c) (3) public charitiesGrants to U.S. 501(c) (3) public charities

Expenditure Responsibility (ER) Grants to U.S. entitiesExpenditure Responsibility (ER) Grants to U.S. entities

Includes supporting organizations, non-public charities, fiscal agent grants,Includes supporting organizations, non-public charities, fiscal agent grants,
entities in the process of getting a determination letter, U.S. for-profitsentities in the process of getting a determination letter, U.S. for-profits

Expenditure Responsibility (ER) Grants to non-U.S. entities (subject to U.S.Expenditure Responsibility (ER) Grants to non-U.S. entities (subject to U.S.
sourcing criteria)sourcing criteria)

Equivalency Determination (ED) grantsEquivalency Determination (ED) grants

Open Society Institute or OSI (private operating foundation) sourcingOpen Society Institute or OSI (private operating foundation) sourcing
used for:used for:

Grants to individuals, including grants paid through an organization if the grantGrants to individuals, including grants paid through an organization if the grant
is earmarked for that individualis earmarked for that individual

Grants to entities operating in sanction regimes as determined by the U.S.Grants to entities operating in sanction regimes as determined by the U.S.
Department of the Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) for whichDepartment of the Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) for which
OSI holds an applicable OFAC licenseOSI holds an applicable OFAC license

As of April 16, 2014 OSI currently has an OFAC license to support humanitarianAs of April 16, 2014 OSI currently has an OFAC license to support humanitarian
work in Sudan. This license expires on June 30, 2016. As of July, 2014 no otherwork in Sudan. This license expires on June 30, 2016. As of July, 2014 no other
U.S. OSF entity has an OFAC license (e.g., FPOS, AOSI), and OSI’s license is non-U.S. OSF entity has an OFAC license (e.g., FPOS, AOSI), and OSI’s license is non-
transferrable .transferrable .

Legal department should be contacted if a program wishes to make a grant toLegal department should be contacted if a program wishes to make a grant to
or with activities in Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, or Syria.or with activities in Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, or Syria.
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Funding sources available for use only in BudapestFunding sources available for use only in Budapest

Open Society Foundation – London or OSF-London sourcing used for:Open Society Foundation – London or OSF-London sourcing used for:

Third party funding when OSF London has agreed to receive funds from theThird party funding when OSF London has agreed to receive funds from the
third party and distribute funds to final beneficiarythird party and distribute funds to final beneficiary

Project purpose fits well with the charitable object of OSFProject purpose fits well with the charitable object of OSF
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Funding sources available for use in Budapest and for referralFunding sources available for use in Budapest and for referral
from New York to Budapest prior to approval:from New York to Budapest prior to approval:

Open Society Institute Budapest Foundation or OSI-BP sourcing usedOpen Society Institute Budapest Foundation or OSI-BP sourcing used
for:for:

Grants to U.S. public charities originating from Budapest office (using U.S.Grants to U.S. public charities originating from Budapest office (using U.S.
funds)funds)

Grants over $100,000 to a non-U.S. organization originating from Budapest orGrants over $100,000 to a non-U.S. organization originating from Budapest or
New York office, in which all or part of the grant can be subjected toNew York office, in which all or part of the grant can be subjected to
Expenditure Responsibility restrictions (using U.S. funds)Expenditure Responsibility restrictions (using U.S. funds)

Includes bifurcated grants referred from New York using U.S. and non-U.S.Includes bifurcated grants referred from New York using U.S. and non-U.S.
funds, as well as grants originating in Budapest using only U.S. fundsfunds, as well as grants originating in Budapest using only U.S. funds

Grants originating in Budapest to organizations for which FPOS has performedGrants originating in Budapest to organizations for which FPOS has performed
an Equivalency Determination (ED) (using U.S. funds)an Equivalency Determination (ED) (using U.S. funds)

Grants to organizations located in Hungary (generally NOT using U.S. funds;Grants to organizations located in Hungary (generally NOT using U.S. funds;
Budapest Legal should be consulted)Budapest Legal should be consulted)

If OSI-BP is selected as the funding source on the proposal record by a GO inIf OSI-BP is selected as the funding source on the proposal record by a GO in
New York, the grant will go through a referral process after the grant has beenNew York, the grant will go through a referral process after the grant has been
approved.approved.

The referral has to be approved by Grants Management in Budapest.The referral has to be approved by Grants Management in Budapest.

If approved, the grant will be managed by a GO in Budapest from that point on.If approved, the grant will be managed by a GO in Budapest from that point on.

Foundation Open Society Institute or Zug/FOSI (Swiss entity) sourcingFoundation Open Society Institute or Zug/FOSI (Swiss entity) sourcing
used for:used for:

Grants under $25,000 to non-US organizations (except for publicGrants under $25,000 to non-US organizations (except for public
charity equivalents: EDs)charity equivalents: EDs)

Grants $100,000 or under with activities potentially prohibited underGrants $100,000 or under with activities potentially prohibited under
ER restrictions to non-U.S. organizationsER restrictions to non-U.S. organizations
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If FOSI is selected as the funding source on the proposal record by aIf FOSI is selected as the funding source on the proposal record by a
GO in NY, the grant will go through a referral process after the grantGO in NY, the grant will go through a referral process after the grant
has been approved.has been approved.

The referral has to be approved by Grants Management in Budapest.The referral has to be approved by Grants Management in Budapest.

If approved, the grant will be managed by a GO in Budapest from that point on.If approved, the grant will be managed by a GO in Budapest from that point on.

OSI – Assistance Foundation or OSI-AF (Liechtenstein entity) sourcingOSI – Assistance Foundation or OSI-AF (Liechtenstein entity) sourcing
used for:used for:

Grants to entities without ED status in: the Russian Federation (although OSF isGrants to entities without ED status in: the Russian Federation (although OSF is
currently not awarding any grants inside the Russian Federation), Turkey,currently not awarding any grants inside the Russian Federation), Turkey,
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.Armenia, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.
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Grant Proposal InformationGrant Proposal Information
Proposals and budgets must be carefully reviewed by GOs forProposals and budgets must be carefully reviewed by GOs for
the following:the following:

Grant versus ConsultancyGrant versus Consultancy

Does OSF receive a tangible benefit or service from as a result of theDoes OSF receive a tangible benefit or service from as a result of the
transaction?transaction?

Has the organization or its signatory received OSF funds under non-grantHas the organization or its signatory received OSF funds under non-grant
contracts for similar activities?contracts for similar activities?

Verify the entity who will be signing the grant contract and determine ifVerify the entity who will be signing the grant contract and determine if
it is different from the “grantee” for the purposes of eligibility and one-it is different from the “grantee” for the purposes of eligibility and one-
third threshold determination (see Hierarchy section below).third threshold determination (see Hierarchy section below).

Ensure that the proposal and budget correspond with the proposalEnsure that the proposal and budget correspond with the proposal
record and other associated records in FC.record and other associated records in FC.
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StaffStaff
Program staff is responsible for associating a Grants Officer toProgram staff is responsible for associating a Grants Officer to
a proposal record in Foundation Connect as well as other OSFa proposal record in Foundation Connect as well as other OSF
staff under the Proposal staff section. During compliancestaff under the Proposal staff section. During compliance
review, a GO should review if:review, a GO should review if:

The Authorized Signatory and Primary Application Contact roles areThe Authorized Signatory and Primary Application Contact roles are
defineddefined

There are no duplicates under Grantee contacts (merging contactsThere are no duplicates under Grantee contacts (merging contacts
when necessary)when necessary)

Verify that an e-mail address is associated with Authorized SignatoryVerify that an e-mail address is associated with Authorized Signatory
contactcontact
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ReportsReports
All proposal records, except non-U.S. sourced travel grantsAll proposal records, except non-U.S. sourced travel grants
under $5000 and conference grant proposals, must have a finalunder $5000 and conference grant proposals, must have a final
report record. For project and fellowship grants, the finalreport record. For project and fellowship grants, the final
reporting requirements include a narrative and financial finalreporting requirements include a narrative and financial final
report. For general support grants, the grantee should submitreport. For general support grants, the grantee should submit
an annual report at the conclusion of the grant. Foran annual report at the conclusion of the grant. For
scholarships grants, an annual official transcript is required.scholarships grants, an annual official transcript is required.
Program staff should review the grantee report record typesProgram staff should review the grantee report record types
chart when creating a report record to ensure that thechart when creating a report record to ensure that the
appropriate record type is selected.appropriate record type is selected.

It is at the discretion of the program funding the grant as toIt is at the discretion of the program funding the grant as to
whether or not they would like to request multiple reports overwhether or not they would like to request multiple reports over
the lifetime of a grant. For project grants, programs may ask forthe lifetime of a grant. For project grants, programs may ask for
narrative and financial interim reports at a certain point duringnarrative and financial interim reports at a certain point during
the grant – most often at the mid-point of the grant period.the grant – most often at the mid-point of the grant period.

ER grants issued by the NY entities must include an ExpenditureER grants issued by the NY entities must include an Expenditure
Responsibility type grantee report record due on March 31st ofResponsibility type grantee report record due on March 31st of
each year during the grant term and a final Expenditureeach year during the grant term and a final Expenditure
Responsibility type report after the conclusion of the grant.Responsibility type report after the conclusion of the grant.
Should the program staff not include these reports, GrantsShould the program staff not include these reports, Grants
Officers should add these report records to the proposal recordOfficers should add these report records to the proposal record
and notify program staff that they have done so. When an ERand notify program staff that they have done so. When an ER
grant is prepared in BP, GO shall make sure that there is agrant is prepared in BP, GO shall make sure that there is a
Progress Report in place each year before March 31st or anProgress Report in place each year before March 31st or an
additional Annual report record should be inserted.additional Annual report record should be inserted.

? GOs in NY should create the grantee report record types used by GO? GOs in NY should create the grantee report record types used by GO
in Budapest for grant records that are referred to OSI BP.in Budapest for grant records that are referred to OSI BP.
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Verify 501(c)(3) StatusVerify 501(c)(3) Status
Grants Officers must verify the 501(c)(3) status of a U.S. publicGrants Officers must verify the 501(c)(3) status of a U.S. public
charity using the functionality built into Foundation Connect.charity using the functionality built into Foundation Connect.
This requires the organization’s EIN number in the FCThis requires the organization’s EIN number in the FC
organization record.organization record.

? Grants Officers can search the Guidestar website? Grants Officers can search the Guidestar website
(www.guidestar.org) by organization name to find this information.(www.guidestar.org) by organization name to find this information.

The Verify 501(c)(3) feature in Foundation Connect searches theThe Verify 501(c)(3) feature in Foundation Connect searches the
IRS Business Master File (BMF) for the most current status of allIRS Business Master File (BMF) for the most current status of all
tax -exempt organizations registered with the IRS. The IRS hastax -exempt organizations registered with the IRS. The IRS has
specified in Revenue Procedure 2009-32 that grant makers canspecified in Revenue Procedure 2009-32 that grant makers can
use BMF data to verify a grantee’s public charity classificationuse BMF data to verify a grantee’s public charity classification
under section 509(a)(1), (2), or (3). The IRS BMF is updatedunder section 509(a)(1), (2), or (3). The IRS BMF is updated
monthly and the most recent IRS BMF date is reflected in themonthly and the most recent IRS BMF date is reflected in the
Tax Status Verifications record, which is generated after theTax Status Verifications record, which is generated after the
search has been completed.search has been completed.

The grantee organization’s tax status will determine how theThe grantee organization’s tax status will determine how the
grant should be structured, please see Equivalencygrant should be structured, please see Equivalency
Determination (ED), ER grants, Grants to For Profits, Grants toDetermination (ED), ER grants, Grants to For Profits, Grants to
Unregistered Organizations Overseas below for moreUnregistered Organizations Overseas below for more
information and Organization Types by Tax Status in theinformation and Organization Types by Tax Status in the
appendix.appendix.

Sometimes organizations that are exempt under sectionSometimes organizations that are exempt under section
501(c)(3) and not private foundations under Section 509 (a) 1 -501(c)(3) and not private foundations under Section 509 (a) 1 -
170 (b) (1) (A) (i) do not have tax determination letters.170 (b) (1) (A) (i) do not have tax determination letters.
Churches and other religious organizations are not required toChurches and other religious organizations are not required to
obtain formal tax determinations, for example. GO shouldobtain formal tax determinations, for example. GO should
consult with Legal in these cases.consult with Legal in these cases.
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Conflict of Interest (COI) CheckConflict of Interest (COI) Check
Grants Officers must run a COI check on each proposal recordGrants Officers must run a COI check on each proposal record
in the system in order to be in compliance with OSI’s COI Policy.in the system in order to be in compliance with OSI’s COI Policy.

Clicking on the “COI Check” button at the proposal level will runClicking on the “COI Check” button at the proposal level will run
the organization’s legal name field, for organizational grants,the organization’s legal name field, for organizational grants,
and individual names (for individual grants) against the Conflictand individual names (for individual grants) against the Conflict
of Interest Disclosure Site database maintained by Office ofof Interest Disclosure Site database maintained by Office of
General Counsel.General Counsel.

If a potential match is found the Office of General Counsel staffIf a potential match is found the Office of General Counsel staff
is notified to investigate the potential match.is notified to investigate the potential match.

If necessary, Office of General Counsel staff will contact theIf necessary, Office of General Counsel staff will contact the
program awarding the grant and ask them to submit a Conflictprogram awarding the grant and ask them to submit a Conflict
of Interests Policy and Questionnaire to the COI Committee forof Interests Policy and Questionnaire to the COI Committee for
review. (please see the questionnaire in the appendix below).review. (please see the questionnaire in the appendix below).

Once approved by the COI Committee the potential match isOnce approved by the COI Committee the potential match is
cleared on the proposal record and the grant can proceed.cleared on the proposal record and the grant can proceed.

Additional checks for COIs may be done in KARL (on theAdditional checks for COIs may be done in KARL (on the
individual identified as the authorized signatory) and Contractsindividual identified as the authorized signatory) and Contracts
Online (on the individual identified as the authorized signatoryOnline (on the individual identified as the authorized signatory
and the organization implementing the grant work).and the organization implementing the grant work).

? Should a potential match come up during these checks, GOs should? Should a potential match come up during these checks, GOs should
work with legal to obtain a completed Conflict of Interests Policy andwork with legal to obtain a completed Conflict of Interests Policy and
Questionnaire and additional information from program staff.Questionnaire and additional information from program staff.
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OFAC CheckOFAC Check
Grants Officers must also run a check whether a potentialGrants Officers must also run a check whether a potential
grantee is listed on the Specially Designated Nationals (SDN)grantee is listed on the Specially Designated Nationals (SDN)
list, which is managed by the Officer of Foreign Asset Controllist, which is managed by the Officer of Foreign Asset Control
(OFAC) within the US Treasury Department. This list includes(OFAC) within the US Treasury Department. This list includes
names and aliases of individuals and entities identified asnames and aliases of individuals and entities identified as
terrorists by the US government. OSF entities are prohibitedterrorists by the US government. OSF entities are prohibited
from funding such individuals and entities. Clicking the “OFACfrom funding such individuals and entities. Clicking the “OFAC
Check” button will run the organization name (forCheck” button will run the organization name (for
organizational grants) and submitted by (for individual grants)organizational grants) and submitted by (for individual grants)
fields against this list.fields against this list.

If a potential match is found Office of General Counsel staff isIf a potential match is found Office of General Counsel staff is
notified automatically by FC and is tasked to research thenotified automatically by FC and is tasked to research the
potential match and update the system once the potentialpotential match and update the system once the potential
match has (hopefully) been cleared.match has (hopefully) been cleared.
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LobbyingLobbying
Unlike public charities, private foundations like OSI and FPOSUnlike public charities, private foundations like OSI and FPOS
are strictly prohibited from engaging in or funding "lobbying"are strictly prohibited from engaging in or funding "lobbying"
activities. Under the U.S. tax code, “lobbying” is defined asactivities. Under the U.S. tax code, “lobbying” is defined as
efforts to influence legislation, including laws, treaties,efforts to influence legislation, including laws, treaties,
confirmations of executive appointments, appropriations, ballotconfirmations of executive appointments, appropriations, ballot
initiatives and/or referenda.initiatives and/or referenda.

For more information, please see the Lobbying Rules andFor more information, please see the Lobbying Rules and
Regulations That Apply to U.S. Private Foundations appendixRegulations That Apply to U.S. Private Foundations appendix
below.below.

Every project-support proposal record in the system mustEvery project-support proposal record in the system must
include a Lobbying Checklist completed by a Program Officer.include a Lobbying Checklist completed by a Program Officer.

Grants Officers should follow up with program staff if projectGrants Officers should follow up with program staff if project
related activities could be considered lobbying (as defined byrelated activities could be considered lobbying (as defined by
the US tax code).the US tax code).

In requesting additional information regarding potential lobbying, GOsIn requesting additional information regarding potential lobbying, GOs
should be clear and concise, keeping their questions simpleshould be clear and concise, keeping their questions simple

Asking whether the project OSF will fund actually includes the suspectedAsking whether the project OSF will fund actually includes the suspected
lobbying activity is a good place to start (sometimes the activity is mentioned inlobbying activity is a good place to start (sometimes the activity is mentioned in
the proposal only to provide context of other work done by the organization),the proposal only to provide context of other work done by the organization),
followed by attempting to determine whether the activity really is lobbying asfollowed by attempting to determine whether the activity really is lobbying as
defined by the U.S. tax code.defined by the U.S. tax code.

GOs can also request that a grantee submits an attestation letter stating thatGOs can also request that a grantee submits an attestation letter stating that
their project in fact contains no lobbying as defined by the U.S. tax code.their project in fact contains no lobbying as defined by the U.S. tax code.

If the activity is determined to be lobbying, and if the potential granteeIf the activity is determined to be lobbying, and if the potential grantee
is a U.S. 501(c)(3) public charity or equivalent, request a bifurcatedis a U.S. 501(c)(3) public charity or equivalent, request a bifurcated
budget (see Lobbying Case Study in Appendix below). The grantbudget (see Lobbying Case Study in Appendix below). The grant
amount must be equal to or less than the non-lobbying amountamount must be equal to or less than the non-lobbying amount
budgeted. If the grant is subject to ER, the bifurcated budget safebudgeted. If the grant is subject to ER, the bifurcated budget safe
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harbor is not permitted, but the grantee can submit a revised proposalharbor is not permitted, but the grantee can submit a revised proposal
and budget for the non-lobbying portion of the project (see below).and budget for the non-lobbying portion of the project (see below).

Documentation of lobbying concerns that have been addressed andDocumentation of lobbying concerns that have been addressed and
resolved should be added to the proposal record in FC.resolved should be added to the proposal record in FC.

OSPC-Enabled Staff & Lobbying ConcernsOSPC-Enabled Staff & Lobbying Concerns

Under grants sourced through our overseas grant making entities,Under grants sourced through our overseas grant making entities,
such as FOSI, OSIAF, or regional or national foundations, grantees maysuch as FOSI, OSIAF, or regional or national foundations, grantees may
engage in lobbying activities. OSF U.S. program staff who provideengage in lobbying activities. OSF U.S. program staff who provide
technical guidance during the implementation of grants that includetechnical guidance during the implementation of grants that include
lobbying must be “OSPC enabled”, meaning that they must go throughlobbying must be “OSPC enabled”, meaning that they must go through
a procedure whereby they are approved to charge to the Open Societya procedure whereby they are approved to charge to the Open Society
Policy Center (“OSPC”), a 501(c)(4) tax-exempt entity, the time that theyPolicy Center (“OSPC”), a 501(c)(4) tax-exempt entity, the time that they
spend providing technical guidance/feedback to the grantee, reviewingspend providing technical guidance/feedback to the grantee, reviewing
grant reports from a grant that contains lobbying, or any other OSFgrant reports from a grant that contains lobbying, or any other OSF
work that meets the IRS definition of lobbying.work that meets the IRS definition of lobbying.

OSPC is a separate but affiliated organization from OSI-NY thatOSPC is a separate but affiliated organization from OSI-NY that
"engages in policy advocacy on U.S. and international issues, including"engages in policy advocacy on U.S. and international issues, including
domestic civil liberties, multilateralism, economic development, civildomestic civil liberties, multilateralism, economic development, civil
rights, human rights, women's rights and criminal justice reform."rights, human rights, women's rights and criminal justice reform."
OSPC makes grants in its own right but also serves as the vehicleOSPC makes grants in its own right but also serves as the vehicle
through which OSF staff can work on grants that contain lobbyingthrough which OSF staff can work on grants that contain lobbying
activity. The IRS allows affiliated 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations,activity. The IRS allows affiliated 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations,
such as OSI and OSPC, to work together and to share facilities and staffsuch as OSI and OSPC, to work together and to share facilities and staff
members’ time as long as certain requirements are met that, amongmembers’ time as long as certain requirements are met that, among
other things, prevent any subsidizing by OSI of any OSPC costs orother things, prevent any subsidizing by OSI of any OSPC costs or
expenditures. In order for OSI staff to engage in 501(c)(4)-relatedexpenditures. In order for OSI staff to engage in 501(c)(4)-related
activities, they must keep contemporaneous records of the time theyactivities, they must keep contemporaneous records of the time they
spend on lobbying and non-lobbying work. OSPC then reimburses OSIspend on lobbying and non-lobbying work. OSPC then reimburses OSI
for any OSPC time.for any OSPC time.

OSF programs or initiatives that engage in lobbying activities throughOSF programs or initiatives that engage in lobbying activities through
grants issued through our overseas grant making entities shouldgrants issued through our overseas grant making entities should
consider which U.S. staff will be most involved in the implementationconsider which U.S. staff will be most involved in the implementation
of these grants and should request that these staff become OSPC-of these grants and should request that these staff become OSPC-
enabled. The program is expected to possess a solid understanding ofenabled. The program is expected to possess a solid understanding of
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what activities constitute lobbying and the ability to identify suchwhat activities constitute lobbying and the ability to identify such
activities in proposals.activities in proposals.

OSF has another 501(c)(4) affiliate, the Fund for Policy Reform, Inc.OSF has another 501(c)(4) affiliate, the Fund for Policy Reform, Inc.
(FPR). FPR is used on a limited basis, as determined by the General(FPR). FPR is used on a limited basis, as determined by the General
Counsel’s office and OSF senior management. Any staff membersCounsel’s office and OSF senior management. Any staff members
working on a grant from FPR must be “FPR enabled.” (There is in factworking on a grant from FPR must be “FPR enabled.” (There is in fact
yet another FPR entity that is organized as a trust instead of ayet another FPR entity that is organized as a trust instead of a
corporation; it funds the corporation FPR.)corporation; it funds the corporation FPR.)

The Compliance Officer in OSI-DC office can be consulted on theThe Compliance Officer in OSI-DC office can be consulted on the
process of becoming OSPC- or FPR-enabled.process of becoming OSPC- or FPR-enabled.
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Equivalency Determination (ED)Equivalency Determination (ED)
Equivalency Determination is a legal procedure whereby a non-Equivalency Determination is a legal procedure whereby a non-
U.S. organization is determined to be the equivalent of a U.S.U.S. organization is determined to be the equivalent of a U.S.
501(c)(3) public charity. When done properly, this procedure501(c)(3) public charity. When done properly, this procedure
allows private foundations like OSI and FPOS to treat theseallows private foundations like OSI and FPOS to treat these
organizations as if they were public charities and to makeorganizations as if they were public charities and to make
grants to them without exercising Expenditure Responsibility.grants to them without exercising Expenditure Responsibility.
Longstanding OSF grantees receiving at least $100,000 in grantLongstanding OSF grantees receiving at least $100,000 in grant
funds per year that have been in existence for at least five yearsfunds per year that have been in existence for at least five years
and that receive a substantial amount of financial support fromand that receive a substantial amount of financial support from
the general public make ideal candidates for ED. (Organizationsthe general public make ideal candidates for ED. (Organizations
must have broad public support to qualify as Equivalents, andmust have broad public support to qualify as Equivalents, and
five years of financial data is required to make thefive years of financial data is required to make the
determination, if the organization is not an educational ordetermination, if the organization is not an educational or
religious institution.) Candidates are identified by OSF Programreligious institution.) Candidates are identified by OSF Program
and/or Grants Management staff.and/or Grants Management staff.

An ED pre-screening form should be submitted to GrantsAn ED pre-screening form should be submitted to Grants
Officers for reviewOfficers for review

That form will be forwarded to the ED team, if the Grants OfficerThat form will be forwarded to the ED team, if the Grants Officer
determines that the organization makes a good candidate for ED.determines that the organization makes a good candidate for ED.

NGOSourceNGOSource

The Equivalency Determination process is outsourced to an externalThe Equivalency Determination process is outsourced to an external
service provider called NGOSource (source: http://www.ngosource.org/service provider called NGOSource (source: http://www.ngosource.org/
Home). OSF pays NGOSource an annual membership fee as well as aHome). OSF pays NGOSource an annual membership fee as well as a
fee for each organization for which an ED is requested. The ED fee stillfee for each organization for which an ED is requested. The ED fee still
must be paid if the organization is ultimately determined not to be themust be paid if the organization is ultimately determined not to be the
equivalent of a U.S. public charity, although if another foundation hasequivalent of a U.S. public charity, although if another foundation has
already performed an ED on the organization, the ED can bealready performed an ED on the organization, the ED can be
transferred to OSF for smaller fee than that required for do an EDtransferred to OSF for smaller fee than that required for do an ED
from the beginning.from the beginning.
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ED RenewalED Renewal

Equivalency Determinations are only valid for 1 to 2 calendar years,Equivalency Determinations are only valid for 1 to 2 calendar years,
and need to be renewed when expired.and need to be renewed when expired.

If the organization does not qualify as an equivalent to a U.S. publicIf the organization does not qualify as an equivalent to a U.S. public
charity during the renewal process, the grantee will be subject tocharity during the renewal process, the grantee will be subject to
Expenditure Responsibility (ER) for any new grants or payments fromExpenditure Responsibility (ER) for any new grants or payments from
private foundation funds.private foundation funds.

More information about EDs can be found at the EquivalencyMore information about EDs can be found at the Equivalency
Determinations community on KARL.Determinations community on KARL.
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Expenditure Responsibility (ER) GrantsExpenditure Responsibility (ER) Grants
With very limited exceptions, by law Expenditure ResponsibilityWith very limited exceptions, by law Expenditure Responsibility
("ER") must be performed on all grants sourced from OSI and("ER") must be performed on all grants sourced from OSI and
FPOS to entities that are not 501(c)(3) public charities and publicFPOS to entities that are not 501(c)(3) public charities and public
charities that are classified as Type III "supportingcharities that are classified as Type III "supporting
organizations" that are not "functionally integrated". (Becauseorganizations" that are not "functionally integrated". (Because
the current procedures recommended by the IRS forthe current procedures recommended by the IRS for
determining if a supporting organization is Type III and/ordetermining if a supporting organization is Type III and/or
"functionally integrated" are so onerous, the General Counsel's"functionally integrated" are so onerous, the General Counsel's
office has instructed that Expenditure Responsibility beoffice has instructed that Expenditure Responsibility be
performed on grants to any "supporting organizations unless itperformed on grants to any "supporting organizations unless it
clearly states on the organization’s determination letter or onclearly states on the organization’s determination letter or on
the IRS website that the organization is not a Type III supportingthe IRS website that the organization is not a Type III supporting
organization that is not “functionally integrated”.)organization that is not “functionally integrated”.)

Expenditure Responsibility grants must be for purely charitableExpenditure Responsibility grants must be for purely charitable
purposes. The bifurcated budget cannot be used as a safepurposes. The bifurcated budget cannot be used as a safe
harbor for ER grants; the grantee must guarantee that all grantharbor for ER grants; the grantee must guarantee that all grant
funds go to non-lobbying, charitable activities. Also, generalfunds go to non-lobbying, charitable activities. Also, general
support grants are more difficult to make under ER, although asupport grants are more difficult to make under ER, although a
grant that accomplishes the same goals of general institutionalgrant that accomplishes the same goals of general institutional
support can usually be issued. Grantees receiving ER grantssupport can usually be issued. Grantees receiving ER grants
must segregate the grant funds in a separate fund or accountmust segregate the grant funds in a separate fund or account
(technically other 501(c)(3)private foundations are exempt from(technically other 501(c)(3)private foundations are exempt from
this requirement, although we generally leave this requirementthis requirement, although we generally leave this requirement
in grant agreements with other private foundations).in grant agreements with other private foundations).

Program staff must complete the Organization Description,Program staff must complete the Organization Description,
Project Description, Rationale For Funding/Recommendation,Project Description, Rationale For Funding/Recommendation,
and Executive Summary fields on the proposal record, whichand Executive Summary fields on the proposal record, which
will be used as the Pre-Grant Inquiry (PGI) before the grantwill be used as the Pre-Grant Inquiry (PGI) before the grant
letter is produced. The PGI is a legal requirement for all ERletter is produced. The PGI is a legal requirement for all ER
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grants. The PGI is generally the same as a docket write-up, butgrants. The PGI is generally the same as a docket write-up, but
it must clearly describe the charitable purpose of the grant,it must clearly describe the charitable purpose of the grant,
how the organization will be able to achieve the charitablehow the organization will be able to achieve the charitable
purpose, and how it will be able to report back on the use ofpurpose, and how it will be able to report back on the use of
the funds.the funds.

The body of the ER grant letter informs the grantee that theyThe body of the ER grant letter informs the grantee that they
must submit annual reports no later than three months aftermust submit annual reports no later than three months after
the end of the calendar year, detailing the use of the grantthe end of the calendar year, detailing the use of the grant
funds in the preceding year.funds in the preceding year.

Expenditure Report type grantee report records should beExpenditure Report type grantee report records should be
created for all grants that are structured under ER, as thiscreated for all grants that are structured under ER, as this
information is included as part of the 990-PF tax return. Reportsinformation is included as part of the 990-PF tax return. Reports
should be scheduled to account for every calendar year inshould be scheduled to account for every calendar year in
which the grantee will retain or expend grant funds, as well aswhich the grantee will retain or expend grant funds, as well as
in the year that the grant is awarded; scheduled due datesin the year that the grant is awarded; scheduled due dates
should be March 31 of each year (the final ER report can beshould be March 31 of each year (the final ER report can be
scheduled three months after the end of the grant). The “Yearscheduled three months after the end of the grant). The “Year
Expended (This Report)” field should correspond to the year forExpended (This Report)” field should correspond to the year for
which the grantee is providing a report.which the grantee is providing a report.

Grant expenditures should only be recorded in the “AmountGrant expenditures should only be recorded in the “Amount
Expended (This Report)” field of the Expenditure Report typeExpended (This Report)” field of the Expenditure Report type
grantee report records for every year of the grant term.grantee report records for every year of the grant term.

Grantees need to continue to provide reports until all funds areGrantees need to continue to provide reports until all funds are
expended, so grants should be extended accordingly, otherwiseexpended, so grants should be extended accordingly, otherwise
grantees must return unused funds.grantees must return unused funds.
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Grants to For-ProfitsGrants to For-Profits
Grants for-profit companies awarded by OSI or FPOS requireGrants for-profit companies awarded by OSI or FPOS require
the standard Expenditure Responsibility procedures and grantthe standard Expenditure Responsibility procedures and grant
agreement. Legal should be consulted in these cases, as usuallyagreement. Legal should be consulted in these cases, as usually
these grantees are asked to open up a new bank account forthese grantees are asked to open up a new bank account for
the grant funds to guarantee that no OSF funds are used forthe grant funds to guarantee that no OSF funds are used for
non-charitable purposes.non-charitable purposes.

Grants from FOSI or OSI-AF to for-profit companies require noGrants from FOSI or OSI-AF to for-profit companies require no
special procedures, although the purpose of the grant must bespecial procedures, although the purpose of the grant must be
charitable.charitable.
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Grants to Unregistered Organizations outsideGrants to Unregistered Organizations outside
the United Statesthe United States
Grants to unregistered organizations overseas may be made through FOSI or asGrants to unregistered organizations overseas may be made through FOSI or as
an ER grant. A challenge with these organizations is that the fact that they arean ER grant. A challenge with these organizations is that the fact that they are
unregistered in their countries can make it difficult for them to receive grantunregistered in their countries can make it difficult for them to receive grant
payments. To avoid this issue, the organization can either obtain a registeredpayments. To avoid this issue, the organization can either obtain a registered
fiscal agent or money can be sent to an individual bank account associated withfiscal agent or money can be sent to an individual bank account associated with
the organization.the organization.
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Contingent GrantsContingent Grants
Historically, multi-year grants have been difficult to makeHistorically, multi-year grants have been difficult to make
because of the annual budget cycle and the need to accrue thebecause of the annual budget cycle and the need to accrue the
full value of a grant in the year of award. To address this issue,full value of a grant in the year of award. To address this issue,
GM worked with Legal and Finance to craft contingent languageGM worked with Legal and Finance to craft contingent language
that can be included in a grant letter indicating an intention tothat can be included in a grant letter indicating an intention to
fund at certain levels in future years without it constituting afund at certain levels in future years without it constituting a
firm commitment that would require accrual. In these grants,firm commitment that would require accrual. In these grants,
typically the first year of the grant is awarded outright, andtypically the first year of the grant is awarded outright, and
payments in subsequent years are contingent upon OSF’spayments in subsequent years are contingent upon OSF’s
internal approval procedures. Sometimes programs want tointernal approval procedures. Sometimes programs want to
make a more complicated arrangement, with subsequent yearsmake a more complicated arrangement, with subsequent years
containing a mixture of contingent and outright payments. Thiscontaining a mixture of contingent and outright payments. This
should be discouraged, as these kinds of complicated scenariosshould be discouraged, as these kinds of complicated scenarios
usually end up confusing everyone, although it can be allowedusually end up confusing everyone, although it can be allowed
if a program insists and makes a convincing case for such anif a program insists and makes a convincing case for such an
arrangement.arrangement.

Amounts are accrued based on the Payment Type of everyAmounts are accrued based on the Payment Type of every
payment associated with the grant. Standard payments arepayment associated with the grant. Standard payments are
accrued when the grant automatically updated to Approved/accrued when the grant automatically updated to Approved/
Accrued status, while Contingent payments are not.Accrued status, while Contingent payments are not.

A contingent portion of a grant requires the approval of aA contingent portion of a grant requires the approval of a
program director to release the contingency following theprogram director to release the contingency following the
review and approval of a set of interim reports and the receiptreview and approval of a set of interim reports and the receipt
of a work plan of the remainder of the project from theof a work plan of the remainder of the project from the
grantee. A new letter is produced and sent to the granteegrantee. A new letter is produced and sent to the grantee
informing them that the contingency is released and confirminginforming them that the contingency is released and confirming
the requirements of the grant.the requirements of the grant.

The normal practice is for an entire year’s projected contingentThe normal practice is for an entire year’s projected contingent
payments to be released from contingency at one time (but notpayments to be released from contingency at one time (but not
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necessarily paid at one time). Exceptions can be made butnecessarily paid at one time). Exceptions can be made but
should be discouraged, as it creates considerableshould be discouraged, as it creates considerable
administrative burden to produce multiple grant agreements inadministrative burden to produce multiple grant agreements in
any given year on the same grant.any given year on the same grant.

If any portion of a grant is designated as contingent thisIf any portion of a grant is designated as contingent this
amount must be reflected in the “Contingent Amount (In USD)”amount must be reflected in the “Contingent Amount (In USD)”
field on the proposal record in the system. Additionally, whenfield on the proposal record in the system. Additionally, when
setting up contingent payment records the Payment Type fieldsetting up contingent payment records the Payment Type field
should be “Contingent” and the Contingent Criteria Status fieldshould be “Contingent” and the Contingent Criteria Status field
must be set to “Not Met”. The contingent portion of the grantmust be set to “Not Met”. The contingent portion of the grant
will only be accrued when the Contingent Criteria Status field iswill only be accrued when the Contingent Criteria Status field is
updated to “Met”, which should happen just prior to processingupdated to “Met”, which should happen just prior to processing
the payment.the payment.

For more information, please see “Types of Contingent Grants”For more information, please see “Types of Contingent Grants”
appendix.appendix.
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Grants to UniversitiesGrants to Universities
The Open Society Foundations network makes numerousThe Open Society Foundations network makes numerous
grants to universities worldwide. Given the size of many ofgrants to universities worldwide. Given the size of many of
these universities and the associated bureaucracy, difficultiesthese universities and the associated bureaucracy, difficulties
may arise in making grants to these entities. Some examplesmay arise in making grants to these entities. Some examples
include the following:include the following:

Confirming legal name to be used in grant agreement: UniversitiesConfirming legal name to be used in grant agreement: Universities
often do business under a name other than their university name (foroften do business under a name other than their university name (for
example, grants to Columbia University are made to the Trustees ofexample, grants to Columbia University are made to the Trustees of
Columbia University in the City of New York), or they have separateColumbia University in the City of New York), or they have separate
(sometimes multiple) legal entities set up to receive grant payments.(sometimes multiple) legal entities set up to receive grant payments.
This may also create issues with eligibility.This may also create issues with eligibility.

Confirming the authorized signatory for the grantee: When confirmingConfirming the authorized signatory for the grantee: When confirming
the authorized signatory for the grantee, ask program staff to be surethe authorized signatory for the grantee, ask program staff to be sure
to confirm that the name presented by the grantee as the authorizedto confirm that the name presented by the grantee as the authorized
signatory for the grant is someone who is actually legally authorized tosignatory for the grant is someone who is actually legally authorized to
sign on behalf of the university and not just the lead academic contactsign on behalf of the university and not just the lead academic contact
working on the project that the grant is funding.working on the project that the grant is funding.

Confirming the correct bank account for payment of grant funds:Confirming the correct bank account for payment of grant funds:
Universities will often have different bank accounts for differentUniversities will often have different bank accounts for different
purposes.purposes.

Grants officers may need to undertake a greater amount of dueGrants officers may need to undertake a greater amount of due
diligence when reviewing and assigning the organization for adiligence when reviewing and assigning the organization for a
grant to a university to avoid difficulties with the points above,grant to a university to avoid difficulties with the points above,
including organizational hierarchy issues.including organizational hierarchy issues.

Universities often time take longer than smaller, lessUniversities often time take longer than smaller, less
bureaucratic grantees to prepare and submit reports. It is notbureaucratic grantees to prepare and submit reports. It is not
uncommon for universities to request a longer timeframe inuncommon for universities to request a longer timeframe in
which to prepare and submit reports. As long as program staffwhich to prepare and submit reports. As long as program staff
are comfortable with this, it should not be an issue.are comfortable with this, it should not be an issue.
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Baltimore GrantsBaltimore Grants
Open Society Institute-Baltimore (OSI-Baltimore) is a field officeOpen Society Institute-Baltimore (OSI-Baltimore) is a field office
for U.S. Programs. Its work focuses on “a single city and testingfor U.S. Programs. Its work focuses on “a single city and testing
the effectiveness of place-based philanthropy strategy on somethe effectiveness of place-based philanthropy strategy on some
of the biggest challenges facing Baltimore and other urbanof the biggest challenges facing Baltimore and other urban
centers in the United States.”centers in the United States.”

OSI-Baltimore functions as a U.S. Public Charity. The legal grantOSI-Baltimore functions as a U.S. Public Charity. The legal grant
making entity is Alliance for Open Society International d/b/amaking entity is Alliance for Open Society International d/b/a
Open Society Institute-Baltimore (AOSI). Grantee activities areOpen Society Institute-Baltimore (AOSI). Grantee activities are
restricted to charitable purposes, but as a public charity, OSI-restricted to charitable purposes, but as a public charity, OSI-
Baltimore is able to fund some activities that OSF’s privateBaltimore is able to fund some activities that OSF’s private
foundation grantors are not, including lobbying and grants tofoundation grantors are not, including lobbying and grants to
individuals. Furthermore, OSI-Baltimore can fund organizationsindividuals. Furthermore, OSI-Baltimore can fund organizations
without IRS U.S. public charity status without imposingwithout IRS U.S. public charity status without imposing
expenditure responsibility requirements.expenditure responsibility requirements.

The Board of Directors for AOSI is the governing body for OSI-The Board of Directors for AOSI is the governing body for OSI-
Baltimore. However, all recommended grants are reviewed andBaltimore. However, all recommended grants are reviewed and
approved by OSI-Baltimore’s local board. After a grant isapproved by OSI-Baltimore’s local board. After a grant is
approved by the local board of OSI-Baltimore, no furtherapproved by the local board of OSI-Baltimore, no further
approval is required in order to issue grant agreements.approval is required in order to issue grant agreements.
Currently, there is no functionality for approving OSI-BaltimoreCurrently, there is no functionality for approving OSI-Baltimore
grants through Foundation Connect, and proposal records aregrants through Foundation Connect, and proposal records are
changed to a status of “Approved” by Grants Managementchanged to a status of “Approved” by Grants Management
upon receipt of the signed agenda of an OSI-Baltimore boardupon receipt of the signed agenda of an OSI-Baltimore board
meeting.meeting.

AOSI grant letters for grants under $250,000 are electronicallyAOSI grant letters for grants under $250,000 are electronically
signed by the Director of OSI-Baltimore. Grant letters for grantssigned by the Director of OSI-Baltimore. Grant letters for grants
over $250,000 must be electronically signed by an officer ofover $250,000 must be electronically signed by an officer of
AOSI. OSI-Baltimore has its own grant letter template andAOSI. OSI-Baltimore has its own grant letter template and
letterhead.letterhead.
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1/3rd Threshold1/3rd Threshold
The Open Society Foundations has a long-standing principle ofThe Open Society Foundations has a long-standing principle of
limiting funding of most organizations to no more than one-limiting funding of most organizations to no more than one-
third of the annual budget. The overall context, policies,third of the annual budget. The overall context, policies,
memos, FAQ are available at the GMSG resource center onmemos, FAQ are available at the GMSG resource center on
KARL and in the Open Society Foundations help manual forKARL and in the Open Society Foundations help manual for
Foundation Connect, at the following links:Foundation Connect, at the following links:

https://osf.app.box.com/s/ll2u9sraula9w3g2lk1k/1/1669968316https://osf.app.box.com/s/ll2u9sraula9w3g2lk1k/1/1669968316

https://osf.screenstepslive.com/s/10935/m/45305/l/https://osf.screenstepslive.com/s/10935/m/45305/l/
522473-release-7-enhancements-october-6-2014522473-release-7-enhancements-october-6-2014

Grants that push OSF’s overall contribution over one-third ofGrants that push OSF’s overall contribution over one-third of
the grantee’s expenditures from their most recently completedthe grantee’s expenditures from their most recently completed
fiscal year can be considered for funding but should befiscal year can be considered for funding but should be
approved by the President.approved by the President.

FC will automatically calculate the One-Third Threshold basedFC will automatically calculate the One-Third Threshold based
on the grantee’s active Annual Expenditures (AE) from theon the grantee’s active Annual Expenditures (AE) from the
previous grantee fiscal year. Banner messages will appear onprevious grantee fiscal year. Banner messages will appear on
organization, proposal, docket write-up and docket pages whenorganization, proposal, docket write-up and docket pages when
the threshold is crossed or may potentially be crossed. At thisthe threshold is crossed or may potentially be crossed. At this
time, the system will not re-route or block the grant approvaltime, the system will not re-route or block the grant approval
process if the one-third threshold is crossed.process if the one-third threshold is crossed.
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In order for FC to make such a calculation the GO should reviewIn order for FC to make such a calculation the GO should review
the following information:the following information:

Confirm that program staff have created and completed an AnnualConfirm that program staff have created and completed an Annual
Expenditure record on the grantee’s organization record for the mostExpenditure record on the grantee’s organization record for the most
recently completed fiscal year. This should be done before a proposalrecently completed fiscal year. This should be done before a proposal
is placed into compliance review.is placed into compliance review.

In the case of complex organizations, make sure that the entityIn the case of complex organizations, make sure that the entity
implementing the project to be supported by the grant is assigned asimplementing the project to be supported by the grant is assigned as
the Grantee (on the proposal record) and the Annual Expenditurethe Grantee (on the proposal record) and the Annual Expenditure
record has been created/completed for that entity (on the organizationrecord has been created/completed for that entity (on the organization
record). This means that sometimes an entity that is not a legal entityrecord). This means that sometimes an entity that is not a legal entity
will need to provide an estimated annual expenditure amount – forwill need to provide an estimated annual expenditure amount – for
example an institute of a university or a collection of legal entities thatexample an institute of a university or a collection of legal entities that
functionally operate as one (like OSF does).functionally operate as one (like OSF does).

Inform program staff that the grant will need to be sent forInform program staff that the grant will need to be sent for
presidential approval in a separate docket.presidential approval in a separate docket.

The naming convention is “One Third Rule: Level 1 Program Name, Date ofThe naming convention is “One Third Rule: Level 1 Program Name, Date of
Submission”.Submission”.

Use a system to confirm that the appropriate approval was requested.Use a system to confirm that the appropriate approval was requested.

Some GOs use the tag “One Third Rule Violation”Some GOs use the tag “One Third Rule Violation”

If the approval isn’t obtained by the appropriate approver, theIf the approval isn’t obtained by the appropriate approver, the
proposal record should reverted back to “Generate Docket Write-Up”proposal record should reverted back to “Generate Docket Write-Up”
status and the program should be alerted.status and the program should be alerted.

This should occur prior to processing the grant letter.This should occur prior to processing the grant letter.

You should also use the public tag “Budget Rule Scenario” for casesYou should also use the public tag “Budget Rule Scenario” for cases
where the calculation is complex, in order to help future enhancementwhere the calculation is complex, in order to help future enhancement
in FC .in FC .
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Eligibility AssessmentEligibility Assessment
The eligibility assessment process should take place either priorThe eligibility assessment process should take place either prior
to a proposal record entering into Compliance Review status orto a proposal record entering into Compliance Review status or
while the proposal record is being reviewed for compliancewhile the proposal record is being reviewed for compliance
review. This process is initiated by program staff.review. This process is initiated by program staff.

The GO’s role during compliance review is to ensure that theThe GO’s role during compliance review is to ensure that the
grantee organization (“Grantee”) has the following in thegrantee organization (“Grantee”) has the following in the
Eligibility Status field on the organization record, if theEligibility Status field on the organization record, if the
recommended grant amount exceeds $25,000 USD:recommended grant amount exceeds $25,000 USD:

EligibleEligible

Eligible with Special ScrutinyEligible with Special Scrutiny

A built-in validation will prevent program staff from submittingA built-in validation will prevent program staff from submitting
a proposal record for approval if the Eligibility Status field is:a proposal record for approval if the Eligibility Status field is:

ExpiredExpired

Currently IneligibleCurrently Ineligible

Field is blank (for grants with a recommended grant amount aboveField is blank (for grants with a recommended grant amount above
$25,000)$25,000)

In the case of a complex relationship, such as chapters in aIn the case of a complex relationship, such as chapters in a
network or departments/centers at a university, thenetwork or departments/centers at a university, the
organization identified in the Organization Name field on theorganization identified in the Organization Name field on the
proposal record should also be assessed for eligibility.proposal record should also be assessed for eligibility.

In the case of a fiscal agent relationship, the organizationIn the case of a fiscal agent relationship, the organization
identified in the Fiscal Agent field on the proposal recordidentified in the Fiscal Agent field on the proposal record
should also be assessed for eligibility.should also be assessed for eligibility.
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HierarchyHierarchy
Creating organization hierarchies in Foundation Connect cameCreating organization hierarchies in Foundation Connect came
about as part of the need to calculate for the 1/3rd budgetabout as part of the need to calculate for the 1/3rd budget
threshold and to assess organizations for eligibility, asthreshold and to assess organizations for eligibility, as
mandated by the Office of the President.mandated by the Office of the President.

A hierarchy is established by associating a parent organizationA hierarchy is established by associating a parent organization
to its child entity or entities, if the relationship between the twoto its child entity or entities, if the relationship between the two
groups is identified as complex.groups is identified as complex.

For example an association is created between a network and itsFor example an association is created between a network and its
chapters or a university and its departments or centerschapters or a university and its departments or centers

Specifically these are multilateral institutions, INGOs, IGOs, coalitionsSpecifically these are multilateral institutions, INGOs, IGOs, coalitions
and universities.and universities.

During compliance review GOs are expected to look for aDuring compliance review GOs are expected to look for a
complex relationship between two organizations and set up ancomplex relationship between two organizations and set up an
organization hierarchy, if one does not exist in the system.organization hierarchy, if one does not exist in the system.

Ideally, program staff will identify a complex organization and will workIdeally, program staff will identify a complex organization and will work
with their GOs to establish the correct relationship/hierarchy in thewith their GOs to establish the correct relationship/hierarchy in the
system.system.

GOS are to use the proposal, additional organizational documentation,GOS are to use the proposal, additional organizational documentation,
website research, and consult with program staff to determinewebsite research, and consult with program staff to determine
whether or not an organization hierarchy needs to be established.whether or not an organization hierarchy needs to be established.
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When establishing a hierarchy GO should consider theWhen establishing a hierarchy GO should consider the
following:following:

Placing an organization into a hierarchy does not necessarily meanPlacing an organization into a hierarchy does not necessarily mean
that it is legally connected or part of another organization; at its mostthat it is legally connected or part of another organization; at its most
basic we are merely identifying a connection between twobasic we are merely identifying a connection between two
organizations.organizations.

If an organization is not technically a legal entity, it should beIf an organization is not technically a legal entity, it should be
associated with one as part of the hierarchy creation.associated with one as part of the hierarchy creation.

This legal entity should be identified in the Associated Legal Entity field of theThis legal entity should be identified in the Associated Legal Entity field of the
non-legal entity’s organization record and should be selected from within thenon-legal entity’s organization record and should be selected from within the
existing hierarchy.existing hierarchy.

An organization that is associated with a legal entity cannot be identified in theAn organization that is associated with a legal entity cannot be identified in the
“Organization Name” field on the proposal record, as it is not a legal entity (an“Organization Name” field on the proposal record, as it is not a legal entity (an
example would be a university department).example would be a university department).

If an organization is associated with “Multiple Associated Legal Entities”If an organization is associated with “Multiple Associated Legal Entities”
the checkbox should be checked on its organization record.the checkbox should be checked on its organization record.

An organization that is associated with multiple legal entities also not beAn organization that is associated with multiple legal entities also not be
identified in the “Organization Name” fields on the proposal record, as it is not aidentified in the “Organization Name” fields on the proposal record, as it is not a
legal entity. It will also probably not be the entity identified as the “Grantee”,legal entity. It will also probably not be the entity identified as the “Grantee”,
although this is technically possible. (The “Tides Network” has multiple legalalthough this is technically possible. (The “Tides Network” has multiple legal
entities but would be unlikely to be a “Grantee”, but some universityentities but would be unlikely to be a “Grantee”, but some university
departments might be associated with multiple legal entities and they could bedepartments might be associated with multiple legal entities and they could be
“Grantees”.)“Grantees”.)

A virtual organization should be created, as the Level 1 Organization, inA virtual organization should be created, as the Level 1 Organization, in
the instance where a relationship needs to be established betweenthe instance where a relationship needs to be established between
organizations that are separate legal entities.organizations that are separate legal entities.

This type of organization would not be identified in either theThis type of organization would not be identified in either the
“Organization Name” or “Grantee” fields on the proposal record.“Organization Name” or “Grantee” fields on the proposal record.

Virtual organizations serve a valuable purpose and can be used as aVirtual organizations serve a valuable purpose and can be used as a
data point for reporting.data point for reporting.

Examples: Helsinki Committees, or the Tides NetworkExamples: Helsinki Committees, or the Tides Network
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In the case of a fiscal agent, the organization designated as aIn the case of a fiscal agent, the organization designated as a
fiscal agent should not be associated with the entityfiscal agent should not be associated with the entity
implementing the grant (the “Grantee”) in an organizationimplementing the grant (the “Grantee”) in an organization
hierarchy; it there is truly such an association, the relationshiphierarchy; it there is truly such an association, the relationship
between the entities is not a “fiscal agent” type relationship.between the entities is not a “fiscal agent” type relationship.

In the case of a coalition, the organization administering theIn the case of a coalition, the organization administering the
grant on behalf of a coalition should be set up as Level 1grant on behalf of a coalition should be set up as Level 1
organization in the hierarchy.organization in the hierarchy.

The coalition should be identified in the “Grantee” field of the proposalThe coalition should be identified in the “Grantee” field of the proposal
record on the proposal, and the organization administering the grantrecord on the proposal, and the organization administering the grant
on behalf of the coalition should be identified in the “Organizationon behalf of the coalition should be identified in the “Organization
Name” of the proposal record.Name” of the proposal record.

For now, the hierarchy for a coalition needs to be redone every timeFor now, the hierarchy for a coalition needs to be redone every time
the coalition moved to a new administering organization. There is nothe coalition moved to a new administering organization. There is no
functionality currently in Foundation Connect to handle this level offunctionality currently in Foundation Connect to handle this level of
complexity in relationship.complexity in relationship.
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AppendicesAppendices
Uploaded to Box:Uploaded to Box:

Lobbying Rules and Regulations That Apply to U.S. Private FoundationsLobbying Rules and Regulations That Apply to U.S. Private Foundations

FAQs on one-thirdFAQs on one-third

1/3 calculation spreadsheet1/3 calculation spreadsheet

Organization Types by Tax Status (lists what kinds of organizations forOrganization Types by Tax Status (lists what kinds of organizations for
which we do/don’t need to structure an ER grant)which we do/don’t need to structure an ER grant)

ED pre-screening formED pre-screening form

GMDT Release Notes Dec 2013GMDT Release Notes Dec 2013

list of OSPC enabled staff as of June 2014list of OSPC enabled staff as of June 2014

Lobbying Case StudyLobbying Case Study

Conflict of Interests Policy and QuestionnaireConflict of Interests Policy and Questionnaire

Conflict of Interests Policy and Questionnaire - USPConflict of Interests Policy and Questionnaire - USP

Not Uploaded to BoxNot Uploaded to Box

compliance review checklistcompliance review checklist

List of Organizations that do or do not require ExpenditureList of Organizations that do or do not require Expenditure
Responsibility processResponsibility process
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Comparison Compliance ReviewComparison Compliance Review
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Chapter 4 - ApprovalsChapter 4 - Approvals
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IntroductionIntroduction
Historically at OSF nearly all grants over $50,000 were approvedHistorically at OSF nearly all grants over $50,000 were approved
by the President, with program directors generally only able toby the President, with program directors generally only able to
approve grants of $25,000 or under without an additionalapprove grants of $25,000 or under without an additional
approval from senior management. Each new grant needed toapproval from senior management. Each new grant needed to
be approved separately. New grant approval procedures werebe approved separately. New grant approval procedures were
rolled out in 2012 when Chris Stone became President, with therolled out in 2012 when Chris Stone became President, with the
goal of streamlining grant making and diversifying decision-goal of streamlining grant making and diversifying decision-
making by: (1) creating a new process whereby granteemaking by: (1) creating a new process whereby grantee
organizations themselves are subjected to an eligibilityorganizations themselves are subjected to an eligibility
approval process after which they are able to receive grantsapproval process after which they are able to receive grants
with approval only by program director, and (2) decentralizingwith approval only by program director, and (2) decentralizing
approval authority beyond the President.approval authority beyond the President.
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Organizational EligibilityOrganizational Eligibility
The process for determining whether an organization is eligibleThe process for determining whether an organization is eligible
to receive OSF funding aims to separate the assessments thatto receive OSF funding aims to separate the assessments that
grant-making staff conduct on grantee organizations from thegrant-making staff conduct on grantee organizations from the
approval of a specific grant. Eligibility assessments focus on fiveapproval of a specific grant. Eligibility assessments focus on five
parameters—financial health, governance, leadership andparameters—financial health, governance, leadership and
management, presence in the public sphere, and reputation formanagement, presence in the public sphere, and reputation for
effectiveness. Complete guidelines to the eligibility assessmenteffectiveness. Complete guidelines to the eligibility assessment
process, including how to handle special eligibilityprocess, including how to handle special eligibility
circumstances, can be found in the GMSG’s Eligibilitycircumstances, can be found in the GMSG’s Eligibility
Assessment Guidelinesdocument.Assessment Guidelinesdocument.

The approval of grants requires a valid eligibility status ofThe approval of grants requires a valid eligibility status of
“Eligible” or “Eligible with Special Scrutiny.” Exceptions are made“Eligible” or “Eligible with Special Scrutiny.” Exceptions are made
for grants under 25,000 USD.for grants under 25,000 USD.

Program staff are expected to submit recommendations forProgram staff are expected to submit recommendations for
eligibility to the Office of the President through Foundationeligibility to the Office of the President through Foundation
Connect. As of June 2015, designated Program Directors canConnect. As of June 2015, designated Program Directors can
approve eligibility assessment renewals for organizations,approve eligibility assessment renewals for organizations,
unless an organization has an eligibility status of “Expired.”unless an organization has an eligibility status of “Expired.”

To allow rapid response to crises and emergencies, a specialTo allow rapid response to crises and emergencies, a special
Rapid Response protocol has beenRapid Response protocol has been
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Grant Approval AuthorityGrant Approval Authority
In January 2014, OSF implemented a set of new policies andIn January 2014, OSF implemented a set of new policies and
procedures for devolving grant-approval authority to programprocedures for devolving grant-approval authority to program
directors. This decision was intended to increase the agility ofdirectors. This decision was intended to increase the agility of
OSF grant making, allowing programs to approve grants moreOSF grant making, allowing programs to approve grants more
quickly. Further decentralization of grant approval authorityquickly. Further decentralization of grant approval authority
below director level may be instituted more broadly. Guidancebelow director level may be instituted more broadly. Guidance
will come from the Office of the President and the GMSG.will come from the Office of the President and the GMSG.

As of this writing, designated OSF program directors canAs of this writing, designated OSF program directors can
approve grants up to but not including one million dollars toapprove grants up to but not including one million dollars to
any organization deemed eligible for OSF funding as long asany organization deemed eligible for OSF funding as long as
OSF’s total contribution to the grantee does not exceed one-OSF’s total contribution to the grantee does not exceed one-
third of the grantee’s organizational budget in their mostthird of the grantee’s organizational budget in their most
recently completed fiscal year (the “One-Third Thresholdrecently completed fiscal year (the “One-Third Threshold
policy”). Grants in amounts of one million dollars or more, orpolicy”). Grants in amounts of one million dollars or more, or
for which recommended funding is greater than one-third offor which recommended funding is greater than one-third of
the annual expenditures, require the approval of the Presidentthe annual expenditures, require the approval of the President
of OSF.of OSF.
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Board Approvals for GrantsBoard Approvals for Grants
For Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS) grants: GrantsFor Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS) grants: Grants
of over two (2) million dollars require the affirmative vote (byof over two (2) million dollars require the affirmative vote (by
email) of a majority of the FPOS Board before the grant can beemail) of a majority of the FPOS Board before the grant can be

For Open Society Institute (OSI) grants: Grants of over two (2)For Open Society Institute (OSI) grants: Grants of over two (2)
million dollars require the affirmative vote of the full OSI Boardmillion dollars require the affirmative vote of the full OSI Board
(note: this is not the OSF “Global Board”) before the grant can(note: this is not the OSF “Global Board”) before the grant can
be awarded. GM staff should contact the General Counsel’sbe awarded. GM staff should contact the General Counsel’s
office, who will coordinate theoffice, who will coordinate the

For Alliance for Open Society International (AOSI) grants: AllFor Alliance for Open Society International (AOSI) grants: All
AOSI grants that are not OSI-Baltimore grants require approvalAOSI grants that are not OSI-Baltimore grants require approval
from the AOSI Board.from the AOSI Board.

For Open Society Institute-Baltimore grants: The Director ofFor Open Society Institute-Baltimore grants: The Director of
OSI-Baltimore has grant approval authority for grants up toOSI-Baltimore has grant approval authority for grants up to
250,000 USD. In practice, almost all OSI-Baltimore grants are250,000 USD. In practice, almost all OSI-Baltimore grants are
approved by the OSI-Baltimore Board at their regular meetings.approved by the OSI-Baltimore Board at their regular meetings.
Once a copy of the signed agenda for the meeting is receivedOnce a copy of the signed agenda for the meeting is received
by the Grants Officer, the grant can be manually approved inby the Grants Officer, the grant can be manually approved in
FoundationFoundation

For Open Society Policy Center (OSPC) grants: The OSPC boardFor Open Society Policy Center (OSPC) grants: The OSPC board
must unanimously approve (by email) any grant over 250,000must unanimously approve (by email) any grant over 250,000
USD. Grants under that amount can be approved by theUSD. Grants under that amount can be approved by the
DirectorDirector
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Chapter 5 - Grant LettersChapter 5 - Grant Letters
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Grant Agreement/Grant Letter ProcessingGrant Agreement/Grant Letter Processing
The grant agreement is a legally binding agreement between anThe grant agreement is a legally binding agreement between an
OSF grantor entity and an individual or organizational grantee.OSF grantor entity and an individual or organizational grantee.
In New York, the grant agreement is frequently called aIn New York, the grant agreement is frequently called a
â€œgrant letterâ€?, while in Budapest, the term â€œgrantâ€œgrant letterâ€?, while in Budapest, the term â€œgrant
letterâ€? is used for a unilateral agreement sent to granteesletterâ€? is used for a unilateral agreement sent to grantees
that does not need to be countersigned by the grantee. Thethat does not need to be countersigned by the grantee. The
grant agreement/letter states the terms and conditions ofgrant agreement/letter states the terms and conditions of
award, the award requirements, and the payment andaward, the award requirements, and the payment and
reporting schedules.reporting schedules.

Although from a legal standpoint a grant is not consideredAlthough from a legal standpoint a grant is not considered
awarded until a grant agreement is issued, program staff oftenawarded until a grant agreement is issued, program staff often
notify a grantee of award after internal OSF approval. Programnotify a grantee of award after internal OSF approval. Program
staff should be discouraged from this practice, as it is possible,staff should be discouraged from this practice, as it is possible,
although rare, that a grant will be stopped by Legal or Senioralthough rare, that a grant will be stopped by Legal or Senior
Management before the grant agreement is signed and sent toManagement before the grant agreement is signed and sent to
the grantee, even after it has been approved.the grantee, even after it has been approved.
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Drafting of Grant AgreementDrafting of Grant Agreement
Grant agreements are merged directly from FoundationGrant agreements are merged directly from Foundation
Connect through the CongaMerge application. Based on theConnect through the CongaMerge application. Based on the
OSF funding source grantor and the type of the grant (generalOSF funding source grantor and the type of the grant (general
support, project support, Expenditure Responsibility), thesupport, project support, Expenditure Responsibility), the
appropriate template is chosen for the grant agreement. Grantappropriate template is chosen for the grant agreement. Grant
amendment, grant rescission, and other types of grantamendment, grant rescission, and other types of grant
correspondence are also merged via Foundation Connect. Newcorrespondence are also merged via Foundation Connect. New
templates can be added and existing templates cantemplates can be added and existing templates can

If grants are funded from European entities (FOSI, OSIAF, OSI-If grants are funded from European entities (FOSI, OSIAF, OSI-
BP, OSF-London) it is legally required to attach an approvedBP, OSF-London) it is legally required to attach an approved
budget to the grant agreement, as well as to include thebudget to the grant agreement, as well as to include the
grantee’s bank information in the agreement.grantee’s bank information in the agreement.

In Budapest, Grants Officers share the draft agreements withIn Budapest, Grants Officers share the draft agreements with
Programs. When the program’s edits are ready, Grants OfficersPrograms. When the program’s edits are ready, Grants Officers
review those edits and then send the documents for secondaryreview those edits and then send the documents for secondary
Grants Officer review. BP Grants Officers tend to keep the allGrants Officer review. BP Grants Officers tend to keep the all
draft versions in FC. In special scenarios, Legal is involved indraft versions in FC. In special scenarios, Legal is involved in
drafting the agreementdrafting the agreement

In NY, many grants officers only keep the final version of theIn NY, many grants officers only keep the final version of the
agreement in FC. Some grants officers in NY share drafts withagreement in FC. Some grants officers in NY share drafts with
program staff; others do not, based on the preferences ofprogram staff; others do not, based on the preferences of
programs. Again, in special scenarios, Legal is involved inprograms. Again, in special scenarios, Legal is involved in
drafting the agreement.drafting the agreement.

Grants originating in New York but deemed unsuitable for USGrants originating in New York but deemed unsuitable for US
funding may be referred to European colleagues with afunding may be referred to European colleagues with a
proposal for funding. In cases where a grant is accepted forproposal for funding. In cases where a grant is accepted for
funding by European colleagues, a grants officer in Budapestfunding by European colleagues, a grants officer in Budapest
assumes all grant administration tasks and responsibilities.assumes all grant administration tasks and responsibilities.
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Grant Agreement SignatoriesGrant Agreement Signatories
Legal maintains a master list of the signatories for the variousLegal maintains a master list of the signatories for the various
OSF entities.OSF entities.
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The primary signatories for the most frequently used grantThe primary signatories for the most frequently used grant
making entities are the following:making entities are the following:

Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS): The Secretary of FPOSFoundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS): The Secretary of FPOS
(currently GailAidinoff Scovell)(currently GailAidinoff Scovell)

Open Society Institute(OSI): The Secretary of OSI (currently GailOpen Society Institute(OSI): The Secretary of OSI (currently Gail
Aidinoff Scovell)Aidinoff Scovell)

Alliance for Open Society International (AOSI): One of the three AOSIAlliance for Open Society International (AOSI): One of the three AOSI
Officers: Chris Stone (President), Maija Arbolino (Treasurer), A. NicoleOfficers: Chris Stone (President), Maija Arbolino (Treasurer), A. Nicole
Campbell (Secretary).Campbell (Secretary).

Open Society Institute-Baltimore [: For grants up to 250,000 USD, theOpen Society Institute-Baltimore [: For grants up to 250,000 USD, the
Director of OSI-Baltimore (currently Diana Morris) can sign grantDirector of OSI-Baltimore (currently Diana Morris) can sign grant
agreements with the prior approval of an AOSI Officer (see above). Theagreements with the prior approval of an AOSI Officer (see above). The
grants officer should send any draft grant agreement up to 250,000grants officer should send any draft grant agreement up to 250,000
USD to an AOSI officer (typically the Secretary) for their review andUSD to an AOSI officer (typically the Secretary) for their review and
approval before sending it to the OSI-Baltimore Director for signature.approval before sending it to the OSI-Baltimore Director for signature.
For OSI-Baltimore grants over 250,000 USD, an AOSI Officer must sign.For OSI-Baltimore grants over 250,000 USD, an AOSI Officer must sign.

Open Society Policy Center: The Secretary of OSPC should sign all grantOpen Society Policy Center: The Secretary of OSPC should sign all grant
agreements forOSPC.agreements forOSPC.

Foundation Open Society Institute: Up to and equal $200K LegalFoundation Open Society Institute: Up to and equal $200K Legal
Counsel (currently Miklós Sándor), above $200K the Executive DirectorCounsel (currently Miklós Sándor), above $200K the Executive Director
(currently Suzanne Wettenschwiler)of FOSI(currently Suzanne Wettenschwiler)of FOSI

OSI Assistance Foundation: Up to and equal $200K Legal CounselOSI Assistance Foundation: Up to and equal $200K Legal Counsel
(currently Zoltán Pankotai), above $200K the Executive Director ((currently Zoltán Pankotai), above $200K the Executive Director (
currently Suzanne Wettenschwiler) of OSI AFcurrently Suzanne Wettenschwiler) of OSI AF

Open Society Institute Budapest Foundation: The Executive DirectorOpen Society Institute Budapest Foundation: The Executive Director
(currently KatalinKoncz)(currently KatalinKoncz)

Open Society Initiative for Europe: The Executive Director (currentlyOpen Society Initiative for Europe: The Executive Director (currently
Jordi Vaquer)Jordi Vaquer)

Open Society Foundation (London): currently in flux as a new legalOpen Society Foundation (London): currently in flux as a new legal
entity is being createdentity is being created
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Issuing Grant Agreements/DocusignIssuing Grant Agreements/Docusign
In Budapest, when the grant agreement is sent via theIn Budapest, when the grant agreement is sent via the
electronic signature application DocuSign, the grants officerelectronic signature application DocuSign, the grants officer
creates the DocuSign envelope and sends it to the OSFcreates the DocuSign envelope and sends it to the OSF
signatory,signatory,

In New York, grant agreements are generally always issuedIn New York, grant agreements are generally always issued
through Docusign. The Grants Officer is in charge of issuing thethrough Docusign. The Grants Officer is in charge of issuing the
grant agreement and routing it to the correct OSF signatory andgrant agreement and routing it to the correct OSF signatory and
authorized signatory of the grantee. Some programs requestauthorized signatory of the grantee. Some programs request
that the proposal owner, recommender, or other program staffthat the proposal owner, recommender, or other program staff
be copied on the Docusign envelope when it goes to thebe copied on the Docusign envelope when it goes to the
grantee, and GM can accommodate that request. Somegrantee, and GM can accommodate that request. Some
grantees in some countries may also state that they require agrantees in some countries may also state that they require a
paper grant letter (either scanned, or, in rare cases, a hardpaper grant letter (either scanned, or, in rare cases, a hard
copy), but the agreement is usually also sent via DocuSign.copy), but the agreement is usually also sent via DocuSign.

A guide to Docusign can be found here.A guide to Docusign can be found here.

A guide to what grantees see when they receive a DocusignA guide to what grantees see when they receive a Docusign
grant letter can be found here.grant letter can be found here.
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Chapter 6 - Accruals andChapter 6 - Accruals and
PaymentsPayments
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Payment ProcessingPayment Processing
Payments may be requested on grants after the fully executedPayments may be requested on grants after the fully executed
grant agreement has been received. Payments may not begrant agreement has been received. Payments may not be
initiated on a grant to an organization without having ainitiated on a grant to an organization without having a
countersigned grant agreement on file. (With the extremelycountersigned grant agreement on file. (With the extremely
rare exception of a small subset of rapid-response grants, orrare exception of a small subset of rapid-response grants, or
other rare grants that donâ€other rare grants that donâ€™t require a countersigned grantt require a countersigned grant
agreement.) Please see the functional workflow document for aagreement.) Please see the functional workflow document for a
detailed overview of all the steps in payment processing. Alldetailed overview of all the steps in payment processing. All
grants from the OSI-Budapest Foundation entity require angrants from the OSI-Budapest Foundation entity require an
original paper grant agreement.original paper grant agreement.
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Budapest ProcessBudapest Process
Grants officers send grant agreements via DocuSign whenGrants officers send grant agreements via DocuSign when
possible, automatically triggering the grant accrual when thepossible, automatically triggering the grant accrual when the
agreement is signed by the OSF representative. Grantagreement is signed by the OSF representative. Grant
agreements sent via email or paper by program staff requireagreements sent via email or paper by program staff require
the Grants Assistant to undertake a manual process (thethe Grants Assistant to undertake a manual process (the
“dummy” DocuSign envelope) in which a document is sent“dummy” DocuSign envelope) in which a document is sent
through DocuSign to be “signed” by the Grants Assistant (withthrough DocuSign to be “signed” by the Grants Assistant (with
no routing for countersignature) to trigger the accrual.no routing for countersignature) to trigger the accrual.

When a countersigned grant agreement is received (viaWhen a countersigned grant agreement is received (via
DocuSign or otherwise), program staff must request the firstDocuSign or otherwise), program staff must request the first
payment on the grant. Budapest Finance requires a paperpayment on the grant. Budapest Finance requires a paper
payment request as well as a paper copy of the executed grantpayment request as well as a paper copy of the executed grant
agreement, so program staff must print these out as well andagreement, so program staff must print these out as well and
bring them directly to Budapest Finance. (The exception here isbring them directly to Budapest Finance. (The exception here is
grants that have been referred to Budapest from New York thatgrants that have been referred to Budapest from New York that
are managed by U.S.-based program staff; in those casesare managed by U.S.-based program staff; in those cases
Budapest grants officers initiate the first payment). Since grantBudapest grants officers initiate the first payment). Since grant
agreements produced in Budapest contain bank information,agreements produced in Budapest contain bank information,
any discrepancy between the bank information in the grantany discrepancy between the bank information in the grant
agreement and the bank information in the payment requestagreement and the bank information in the payment request
must be explained to Finance. Subsequent payments aremust be explained to Finance. Subsequent payments are
released upon request from the program staff in FC typicallyreleased upon request from the program staff in FC typically
after the reporting requirements are completed.after the reporting requirements are completed.
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New York ProcessNew York Process
Grant agreements are prepared by the grants officer and thenGrant agreements are prepared by the grants officer and then
sent to the OSF signatory for signature through DocuSign. Forsent to the OSF signatory for signature through DocuSign. For
these grants, the accrual is created automatically at the time ofthese grants, the accrual is created automatically at the time of
OSF signature. Grant agreements not signed through DocuSignOSF signature. Grant agreements not signed through DocuSign
require a manual procedure by the grants officer (the “dummy”require a manual procedure by the grants officer (the “dummy”
DocuSign envelope), in which a document is sent through theDocuSign envelope), in which a document is sent through the
DocuSign process to be “signed” by the grants officer (with noDocuSign process to be “signed” by the grants officer (with no
routing for countersignature), triggering the accrual. Sometimesrouting for countersignature), triggering the accrual. Sometimes
the actual grant agreement is used, other times a blankthe actual grant agreement is used, other times a blank
document is used. When the grant agreement is countersigneddocument is used. When the grant agreement is countersigned
by the grantee through DocuSign, the grants officer gets aby the grantee through DocuSign, the grants officer gets a
notification and then proceeds to release the first payment,notification and then proceeds to release the first payment,
provided that the grantee has no overdue reports. This practiceprovided that the grantee has no overdue reports. This practice
varies by program: some programs prefer to initiate even firstvaries by program: some programs prefer to initiate even first
payments.payments.

Subsequent payments are released upon request from theSubsequent payments are released upon request from the
program staff in FC typically after the reporting requirementsprogram staff in FC typically after the reporting requirements
are completed.are completed.
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Payment Request In FCPayment Request In FC
Program staff submit the payment for GO’s approvalProgram staff submit the payment for GO’s approval

GO checks all relevant data and sends payment to theGO checks all relevant data and sends payment to the
designated approver (programs decide who will be thedesignated approver (programs decide who will be the
approver for their program: it is often the director, deputyapprover for their program: it is often the director, deputy
director, or another program staff person who has a broaddirector, or another program staff person who has a broad
administrative role; if the approver is anyone other than theadministrative role; if the approver is anyone other than the
director or deputy director, the Director of Finance shoulddirector or deputy director, the Director of Finance should
confirm that this approver is appropriate).confirm that this approver is appropriate).

Designated approver approves payment, program staff gets aDesignated approver approves payment, program staff gets a
system notificationsystem notification

Payment is processed by accounting departmentPayment is processed by accounting department

In Budapest, program staff generate and print payment requestIn Budapest, program staff generate and print payment request
form, sign it and submit it to the Finance Department with theform, sign it and submit it to the Finance Department with the
printed countersigned contractprinted countersigned contract
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Bank Related IssuesBank Related Issues
Grantees are required to provide bank information for wireGrantees are required to provide bank information for wire
transfer of grant funds. The grantee should provide:transfer of grant funds. The grantee should provide:

Name of bankName of bank

Bank addressBank address

Branch name (if available)Branch name (if available)

Account number (IBAN if the grantee bank is in an IBAN country)Account number (IBAN if the grantee bank is in an IBAN country)

ABA routing number (if the grantee is in the US and the payment isABA routing number (if the grantee is in the US and the payment is
coming from OSI or FPOS)coming from OSI or FPOS)

SWIFT code if the transfer is international (FPOS/OSI grants to foreignSWIFT code if the transfer is international (FPOS/OSI grants to foreign
organizations and all FOSI/OSIAF grants)organizations and all FOSI/OSIAF grants)

Beneficiary name – the name in which the account is registeredBeneficiary name – the name in which the account is registered
(usually the organization name), not the name of individuals(usually the organization name), not the name of individuals
associated with the accountassociated with the account

Most international transfers require an intermediary orMost international transfers require an intermediary or
corresponding bank, which is a bank (usually in the U.S. if thecorresponding bank, which is a bank (usually in the U.S. if the
transfer is in U.S. dollars) through which the funds will betransfer is in U.S. dollars) through which the funds will be
routed to the beneficiary’s bank.routed to the beneficiary’s bank.

Grantees can enter their bank information through the Portal.Grantees can enter their bank information through the Portal.

Program staff will occasionally enter new banking informationProgram staff will occasionally enter new banking information
when entering the payment. GM should review bankwhen entering the payment. GM should review bank
information during Compliance Review, before accrual of theinformation during Compliance Review, before accrual of the
grant and releasing payments to the grantee.grant and releasing payments to the grantee.
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Bank account validation:Bank account validation:

Check bank name, branch, SWIFT code, IBAN number and/or accountCheck bank name, branch, SWIFT code, IBAN number and/or account
number, beneficiary name and bank address fields, alsonumber, beneficiary name and bank address fields, also
correspondent bank details if neededcorrespondent bank details if needed

SWIFT validator can be found here: http://www.swift.com/SWIFT validator can be found here: http://www.swift.com/
index.page?lang=enindex.page?lang=en

IBAN validator can be found here: https://www.iban.com/IBAN validator can be found here: https://www.iban.com/
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Scheduling PaymentsScheduling Payments
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Program staff is responsible for setting up the payments on aProgram staff is responsible for setting up the payments on a
grant. During compliance review of the proposal and beforegrant. During compliance review of the proposal and before
accrual of the grant or approval of the payment, GM shouldaccrual of the grant or approval of the payment, GM should
keep in mind the following:keep in mind the following:

Depending on how familiar the program is with the grantee, the lengthDepending on how familiar the program is with the grantee, the length
of the grant term, and the nature of the grant activities, payments areof the grant term, and the nature of the grant activities, payments are
usually scheduled at the beginning of the grant term and after interimusually scheduled at the beginning of the grant term and after interim
reports are due. (Some Budapest programs schedule a final paymentreports are due. (Some Budapest programs schedule a final payment
as a reimbursement after receipt of the final financial report to makeas a reimbursement after receipt of the final financial report to make
sure that the grantee is not given more funding than needed.) Verifysure that the grantee is not given more funding than needed.) Verify
that the payment dates are in line with the reporting dates. Thethat the payment dates are in line with the reporting dates. The
program must be realistic about how long it will take to review andprogram must be realistic about how long it will take to review and
approve reports when scheduling payments. For example, in mostapprove reports when scheduling payments. For example, in most
cases it is highly unlikely that the program will review a report and becases it is highly unlikely that the program will review a report and be
ready to make payment on the same day. The recommendation is thatready to make payment on the same day. The recommendation is that
installments should be scheduled 30 days after interim reporting dueinstallments should be scheduled 30 days after interim reporting due
dates. Alert the program staff to discrepancies in payment scheduling.dates. Alert the program staff to discrepancies in payment scheduling.

Grants officers should update the scheduled date of the first paymentGrants officers should update the scheduled date of the first payment
if significant time has passed since it was entered and it is no longerif significant time has passed since it was entered and it is no longer
realistic. Scheduled payment dates are used for cash forecasting, so ifrealistic. Scheduled payment dates are used for cash forecasting, so if
a program staff person entered payments six months prior to thea program staff person entered payments six months prior to the
grant agreement being issued, it is likely that the first payment is outgrant agreement being issued, it is likely that the first payment is out
of sync with reality. As stated above, subsequent payments shouldof sync with reality. As stated above, subsequent payments should
remain in line with interim report dates. In rare cases, if subsequentremain in line with interim report dates. In rare cases, if subsequent
payments are not tied to scheduled reports, their scheduled dates maypayments are not tied to scheduled reports, their scheduled dates may
need to be updated as well.need to be updated as well.

Under payment details account code, payment type, status, categoryUnder payment details account code, payment type, status, category
of work, lobby/non-lobby bifurcation (for OSI-BP grants), contingentof work, lobby/non-lobby bifurcation (for OSI-BP grants), contingent
criteria status, payment date, payee and its bank details, fund class,criteria status, payment date, payee and its bank details, fund class,
fixed non-USD and fixed FX payment amount, comment to accountingfixed non-USD and fixed FX payment amount, comment to accounting
for invoice numbers should be checked.for invoice numbers should be checked.

For grants over $500,000, multiple payments of $250,000 or lessFor grants over $500,000, multiple payments of $250,000 or less
should be scheduled instead of single-installment payments, unlessshould be scheduled instead of single-installment payments, unless
the program can justify otherwise.the program can justify otherwise.
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Coding Errors: Before accruing a grant, make sure that the paymentsCoding Errors: Before accruing a grant, make sure that the payments
are coded to the correct accounting codes. In addition, if there are twoare coded to the correct accounting codes. In addition, if there are two
or more programs supporting a grant, the sum of the payments mustor more programs supporting a grant, the sum of the payments must
equal the total amount charged to each budget. There is also a systemequal the total amount charged to each budget. There is also a system
alert in FC.alert in FC.

Currencies Other than US Dollars: In most cases OSF transfers USD.Currencies Other than US Dollars: In most cases OSF transfers USD.
However, GBP and EUR transfers can be requested by the grantee.However, GBP and EUR transfers can be requested by the grantee.
OSF can make payments in other currencies as well. The FinanceOSF can make payments in other currencies as well. The Finance
department knows which currencies FOSIâ€department knows which currencies FOSIâ€™s or OSI-BPâ€s or OSI-BPâ€™s banks bank
can process. If payments are made in another currency, the proposalcan process. If payments are made in another currency, the proposal
budget should be expressed in that currency with a dollar equivalent.budget should be expressed in that currency with a dollar equivalent.

In order to schedule payments in other currencies, programIn order to schedule payments in other currencies, program
staff must choose the currency type of the payment:staff must choose the currency type of the payment:
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Paying Invoices for VendorsPaying Invoices for Vendors
OSF can pay an invoice from a vendor to support the travel ofOSF can pay an invoice from a vendor to support the travel of
an individual or support a conference (or, very rarely, for anan individual or support a conference (or, very rarely, for an
organizational grant). Such an invoice has to be issued for theorganizational grant). Such an invoice has to be issued for the
relevant OSF entity and the preferred currency is USD. If therelevant OSF entity and the preferred currency is USD. If the
invoice is to be paid in another currency than USD, programinvoice is to be paid in another currency than USD, program
staff should to choose the Fixed Non-USD checkbox and enterstaff should to choose the Fixed Non-USD checkbox and enter
the amount in the relevant currency to the Fixed FX Paymentthe amount in the relevant currency to the Fixed FX Payment
Amount field.Amount field.

For grants with contingent payments, make sure that theFor grants with contingent payments, make sure that the
payment amount entered on the transaction detail is entered inpayment amount entered on the transaction detail is entered in
the contingent amount box (below the outright amount box).the contingent amount box (below the outright amount box).
For more on contingent payments, see “Contingent Grants” inFor more on contingent payments, see “Contingent Grants” in
the Special Grant Scenarios section.the Special Grant Scenarios section.
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Payment RequestsPayment Requests
Payments are generally processed when a countersigned grantPayments are generally processed when a countersigned grant
agreement is returned and when interim reports have beenagreement is returned and when interim reports have been
submitted by the grantee and reviewed and approved bysubmitted by the grantee and reviewed and approved by
program staff and by grants officer.program staff and by grants officer.

During training staff are reminded that they must consider theDuring training staff are reminded that they must consider the
time involved in processing subsequent payments. Grantstime involved in processing subsequent payments. Grants
Officers must be afforded reasonable time by program staff toOfficers must be afforded reasonable time by program staff to
review interim reports for compliance concerns, includingreview interim reports for compliance concerns, including
lobbying and campaign intervention issues as well as errors inlobbying and campaign intervention issues as well as errors in
financial reports. If Program Staff are not diligent in their reviewfinancial reports. If Program Staff are not diligent in their review
of the interim reports, payments may be delayed while Grantsof the interim reports, payments may be delayed while Grants
Officers review any concerns in the reports with program staffOfficers review any concerns in the reports with program staff
and Legal, if necessary.and Legal, if necessary.

Payment requests initiated by program staff will be rejected byPayment requests initiated by program staff will be rejected by
Grants Officers if the grantee has overdue reportingGrants Officers if the grantee has overdue reporting
requirements on other grants with OSF and/or if the granteerequirements on other grants with OSF and/or if the grantee
has reports that are overdue and/or have not yet beenhas reports that are overdue and/or have not yet been
reviewed and approved on the grant for which areviewed and approved on the grant for which a
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Approval Process and AuthorityApproval Process and Authority
Programs determine who will approve payments for theirPrograms determine who will approve payments for their
department (although the Director of Finance should bedepartment (although the Director of Finance should be
consulted if the program chooses someone other than aconsulted if the program chooses someone other than a
Program Director of Deputy Director). GO sends payment to theProgram Director of Deputy Director). GO sends payment to the
appropriate next approver. Approvers can reassign paymentsappropriate next approver. Approvers can reassign payments
to other approvers.to other approvers.
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Payment StatusesPayment Statuses
RejectedRejected

This is used when the grantee has overdue reports and GO rejects theThis is used when the grantee has overdue reports and GO rejects the
payment.payment.

Rejected by FinanceRejected by Finance

This is used when the payment details don’t correspond to the grantThis is used when the payment details don’t correspond to the grant
contract or proposal record. Discrepancies can include the amount,contract or proposal record. Discrepancies can include the amount,
the currency or the bank information. The specific reason for rejectionthe currency or the bank information. The specific reason for rejection
should be included in the automatic message sent by Finance via FC. Inshould be included in the automatic message sent by Finance via FC. In
this case, GO or program staff should update the data and documentthis case, GO or program staff should update the data and document
what happened, if necessary.what happened, if necessary.

VoidVoid

This is used when payment has already been transferred butThis is used when payment has already been transferred but
subsequently bounced back from the bank, usually because of errorssubsequently bounced back from the bank, usually because of errors
in bank information. The reason for the void should be included in thein bank information. The reason for the void should be included in the
automatic message sent by Finance via FC. In this case GO or programautomatic message sent by Finance via FC. In this case GO or program
staff should update the data and document what happened, ifstaff should update the data and document what happened, if
necessary.necessary.

CancelledCancelled

This is used when a payment will never be released (for example, inThis is used when a payment will never be released (for example, in
case of a decrease amendment).case of a decrease amendment).

Program staff or GO can recall a payment from approval if itProgram staff or GO can recall a payment from approval if it
was submitted in error. When the program approver rejects thewas submitted in error. When the program approver rejects the
payment the reason should be noted; this is generallypayment the reason should be noted; this is generally
something to be addressed by program staff.something to be addressed by program staff.
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Process for Requesting Grant Be Assigned toProcess for Requesting Grant Be Assigned to
Different Program CodeDifferent Program Code
At times, program staff may inadvertently assign the wrongAt times, program staff may inadvertently assign the wrong
Division or other codes to grants. If this is discovered after aDivision or other codes to grants. If this is discovered after a
grant is accrued, an adjustment to the coding is done at thegrant is accrued, an adjustment to the coding is done at the
discretion of the finance department. As this entails significantdiscretion of the finance department. As this entails significant
work by Finance and Accounting staff, program staff shouldwork by Finance and Accounting staff, program staff should
write an explanation of what happened and request the changewrite an explanation of what happened and request the change
directly to Budget/Finance office through the Global Supportdirectly to Budget/Finance office through the Global Support
System, along with evidence of permission for this change fromSystem, along with evidence of permission for this change from
the Chief Financial Officer.the Chief Financial Officer.
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Holding PaymentsHolding Payments
Payments are not issued on grants that have overdue orPayments are not issued on grants that have overdue or
unapproved reports, or to grantees that have overdue reportsunapproved reports, or to grantees that have overdue reports
on other grants. If there are unapproved (but received) reportson other grants. If there are unapproved (but received) reports
on a grant that is for the same project as a grant with a pendingon a grant that is for the same project as a grant with a pending
payment, those reports should be approved before payment ispayment, those reports should be approved before payment is
released.released.

Because of the organizational hierarchy system, we don’tBecause of the organizational hierarchy system, we don’t
generally hold payments if there are overdue reports ongenerally hold payments if there are overdue reports on
different grants to the same legal organization where thedifferent grants to the same legal organization where the
grantee entity is different (an example would be differentgrantee entity is different (an example would be different
university departments). There could be exceptions tothis:university departments). There could be exceptions tothis:
verify that the grantee entity is in no way responsible for theverify that the grantee entity is in no way responsible for the
overdue reports on another grant to the same legaloverdue reports on another grant to the same legal
organization.organization.

Before releasing payment, GM should check the FC notificationBefore releasing payment, GM should check the FC notification
bar which can be seen on the payment and on the proposalbar which can be seen on the payment and on the proposal
page of the organization record. It lists the overdue andpage of the organization record. It lists the overdue and
unapproved reports from other grants. If there are overdueunapproved reports from other grants. If there are overdue
reports, the responsible program staff should be notified thatreports, the responsible program staff should be notified that
the grantee has overdue reports and that those overduethe grantee has overdue reports and that those overdue
reports are holding back payment on a new grant.reports are holding back payment on a new grant.

Exceptions to this rule include:Exceptions to this rule include:

For grants to individuals, sometimes it is necessary to release paymentFor grants to individuals, sometimes it is necessary to release payment
to vendors when there are overdue reports on the grant record. If theto vendors when there are overdue reports on the grant record. If the
overdue report is a transcript, which may not be available by the timeoverdue report is a transcript, which may not be available by the time
payment is due, do not hold payment.payment is due, do not hold payment.
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FC will alert you when there are overdue reports on otherFC will alert you when there are overdue reports on other
grants to the same grantee when you try to release paymentsgrants to the same grantee when you try to release payments
to that grantee.to that grantee.
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Payment Schedules for Grants Over $500,000Payment Schedules for Grants Over $500,000
In 2010, senior management decided that grants above certainIn 2010, senior management decided that grants above certain
dollar thresholds should be broken up into multiple paymentsdollar thresholds should be broken up into multiple payments
rather than be paid in a single installment. While interimrather than be paid in a single installment. While interim
reporting and payment installments were a common practicereporting and payment installments were a common practice
for large or multi-year grants, they were not consistent.for large or multi-year grants, they were not consistent.
Concerns underlying this policy change included managingConcerns underlying this policy change included managing
OSF’s cash needs by avoiding abrupt large disbursements, andOSF’s cash needs by avoiding abrupt large disbursements, and
minimizing the opportunity cost of selling profitable securitiesminimizing the opportunity cost of selling profitable securities
before grantees needed funds.before grantees needed funds.

As communicated by OSF’s president, the policy states thatAs communicated by OSF’s president, the policy states that
grants of $500,000 to $1 million should be divided into at leastgrants of $500,000 to $1 million should be divided into at least
two payments and grants over $1 million into at least fourtwo payments and grants over $1 million into at least four
payments spread equally over the life of the grant. If there is apayments spread equally over the life of the grant. If there is a
payment over $1M, it should be approved by the President.payment over $1M, it should be approved by the President.
Exceptions can be made when supported by cash flowExceptions can be made when supported by cash flow
projections of the organization. General support grants orprojections of the organization. General support grants or
project support grants where significant activity happens laterproject support grants where significant activity happens later
in the grant period would not qualify as exceptions.in the grant period would not qualify as exceptions.
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AccrualsAccruals
An accrual is the recording of an expense in the period it isAn accrual is the recording of an expense in the period it is
committed, regardless of which period the expense is actuallycommitted, regardless of which period the expense is actually
paid. OSF records grant expenses on the date of signature ofpaid. OSF records grant expenses on the date of signature of
the grant letter by OSF, regardless of whether the grant willthe grant letter by OSF, regardless of whether the grant will
have multiple payments.have multiple payments.

It is essential that program staff review and confirm that theIt is essential that program staff review and confirm that the
account codes while setting up payments during complianceaccount codes while setting up payments during compliance
review before the grant is accrued to prevent coding errors thatreview before the grant is accrued to prevent coding errors that
are time-consuming to correct. Grants Officers should alsoare time-consuming to correct. Grants Officers should also
review the accounting codes during compliance review appliedreview the accounting codes during compliance review applied
to grants before the grants are issued.to grants before the grants are issued.

The accrual depends on status. Proposal status must be inThe accrual depends on status. Proposal status must be in
Grant Letter Processing, and when then OSF representative hasGrant Letter Processing, and when then OSF representative has
signed it, the status changes to Grant Letter Processingsigned it, the status changes to Grant Letter Processing
Completed.Completed.

This status should change to Approved & Accrued through theThis status should change to Approved & Accrued through the
integration process between Foundation Connect and NetSuiteintegration process between Foundation Connect and NetSuite
within 8 hours.within 8 hours.

Once a grant is accrued, program codes assigned to theOnce a grant is accrued, program codes assigned to the
accrued grant are charged for the full and complete cost of theaccrued grant are charged for the full and complete cost of the
grant, with the exception of any payments designated asgrant, with the exception of any payments designated as
“contingent”.“contingent”.

Accruals can be double-checked in the NetSuite accountingAccruals can be double-checked in the NetSuite accounting
system if desired.system if desired.
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Reverse AccrualsReverse Accruals
The term “reverse accrual” refers the process whereby previously accrued funds are
reversedand credited the current fiscal year. A reverse accrual occurs when the total grant
award is notpaid out, if there is an unpaid balance at the end of the grant cycle, or when a
grantee hasreturned funds to OSF that will not be paid out again under the same grant. This
process isautomatic in Foundation Connect when a grant is closed or the status is set to
“FinancialClosed”.
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Chapter 8 - Organization GrantChapter 8 - Organization Grant
ReportingReporting
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Post-Award/MonitoringPost-Award/Monitoring
OSF monitors the progress of work supported by grantsOSF monitors the progress of work supported by grants
through various forms of monitoring and evaluation. The goalthrough various forms of monitoring and evaluation. The goal
of grants monitoring is to ensure that the project is conductedof grants monitoring is to ensure that the project is conducted
in substantive and budgetary compliance with the approvedin substantive and budgetary compliance with the approved
proposal and budget, IRS regulations (in case of U.S.-fundedproposal and budget, IRS regulations (in case of U.S.-funded
grants), and OSF standards and policies as described in thegrants), and OSF standards and policies as described in the
grant agreement.grant agreement.

ReportsReports

Reporting requirements are specified in the grant agreement sent toReporting requirements are specified in the grant agreement sent to
the grantee upon award. There are different requirements dependingthe grantee upon award. There are different requirements depending
on the funding source of the grant (US funded or non-US funded) andon the funding source of the grant (US funded or non-US funded) and
on the type of grant (general support or project; individual grant).on the type of grant (general support or project; individual grant).
Grantees are asked to refer to their grant agreement to understandGrantees are asked to refer to their grant agreement to understand
requirements specific to their award.requirements specific to their award.
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Scheduling ReportsScheduling Reports

Report due dates are indicated in the grant agreement issued to theReport due dates are indicated in the grant agreement issued to the
grantee. The frequency of grant narrative and financial interim reportsgrantee. The frequency of grant narrative and financial interim reports
varies and is affected by the type of grantee organization, type of grantvaries and is affected by the type of grantee organization, type of grant
awarded and the grant term. Reports may be scheduled forawarded and the grant term. Reports may be scheduled for
submission on a quarterly, semi-annual, or annual basis as determinedsubmission on a quarterly, semi-annual, or annual basis as determined
by the awarding program, but the program must enter at least one setby the awarding program, but the program must enter at least one set
of final reports (both narrative and financial) for each grant in theof final reports (both narrative and financial) for each grant in the
Foundation Connect record.Foundation Connect record.

Multi-year grant awards typically include at least one set of interimMulti-year grant awards typically include at least one set of interim
narrative and financial reports, as well as a set of final narrative andnarrative and financial reports, as well as a set of final narrative and
financial reports due 15-60 days following the conclusion of the grantfinancial reports due 15-60 days following the conclusion of the grant
term. Sometimes, especially in Budapest, a final report is scheduledterm. Sometimes, especially in Budapest, a final report is scheduled
before the end of the grant payment, and the final payment on thebefore the end of the grant payment, and the final payment on the
grant is paid as a reimbursement with the amount of the paymentgrant is paid as a reimbursement with the amount of the payment
determined by the amount expended in the final financial report.determined by the amount expended in the final financial report.

Grants officers should verify that program staff has entered theGrants officers should verify that program staff has entered the
minimum required set of monitoring events in FC as per Reportingminimum required set of monitoring events in FC as per Reporting
Requirement by Grant Type noted below.Requirement by Grant Type noted below.
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General Reporting Requirement by Grant TypeGeneral Reporting Requirement by Grant Type
ORGANIZATIONAL GRANTS.ORGANIZATIONAL GRANTS.

General Support GrantsGeneral Support Grants

General support grants are awarded to support the operation of theGeneral support grants are awarded to support the operation of the
grantee organization without restricting the funding to specificgrantee organization without restricting the funding to specific
projects or activities. The grantee organization (U.S. public charity orprojects or activities. The grantee organization (U.S. public charity or
equivalent) reserves the right to decide how to spend the fundsequivalent) reserves the right to decide how to spend the funds
consistent with the organization’s charitable mission.consistent with the organization’s charitable mission.

The grantee is only required to submit an annual report outlining theThe grantee is only required to submit an annual report outlining the
organization’s work over the corresponding grant award term, in lineorganization’s work over the corresponding grant award term, in line
with the organizational budget and strategy.with the organizational budget and strategy.

Organization-Level, Program-Level, and Project-Level GrantsOrganization-Level, Program-Level, and Project-Level Grants

Most grants awarded at OSF are organization-level, program-level, orMost grants awarded at OSF are organization-level, program-level, or
project-level grants. (These are all considered types of project grantsproject-level grants. (These are all considered types of project grants
from the legal point of view in the United States.) These types ofgrantsfrom the legal point of view in the United States.) These types ofgrants
are restricted to support specific activities or programmatic work ofare restricted to support specific activities or programmatic work of
the grantee as defined in a proposal narrative and budget.the grantee as defined in a proposal narrative and budget.

OSF does not have unified, approved narrative or financial reportOSF does not have unified, approved narrative or financial report
templates. Grants management may provide guidance on narrative ortemplates. Grants management may provide guidance on narrative or
financial report guidelines upon request from the program, although afinancial report guidelines upon request from the program, although a
number of programs have developed their own detailed narrative andnumber of programs have developed their own detailed narrative and
financial reporting guidelines for grantees.financial reporting guidelines for grantees.

If there are multiple payments scheduled for a grant, payment isIf there are multiple payments scheduled for a grant, payment is
usually released after the interim reports have been approved byusually released after the interim reports have been approved by
program staff (recommender) and the grants officer (although multipleprogram staff (recommender) and the grants officer (although multiple
grant payments scheduled because the overall grant amount is overgrant payments scheduled because the overall grant amount is over
$500,000 do not require reports before each installment).$500,000 do not require reports before each installment).

At a minimum, the narrative report should explain activities of theAt a minimum, the narrative report should explain activities of the
grant including an overview of progress made toward the goals of thegrant including an overview of progress made toward the goals of the
grant to date. The financial reports must detail the Grantee’sgrant to date. The financial reports must detail the Grantee’s
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expenditure of the grant funds against the approved budget line itemsexpenditure of the grant funds against the approved budget line items
and include a clear balance of funds to date. Final reports shouldand include a clear balance of funds to date. Final reports should
account for full expenditure of the grant and explain the projectaccount for full expenditure of the grant and explain the project
outcomes.outcomes.

For grants to U.S. public charities or equivalents where the grantee hasFor grants to U.S. public charities or equivalents where the grantee has
submitted a bifurcated lobbying/non-lobbying budget for the entiresubmitted a bifurcated lobbying/non-lobbying budget for the entire
project, grantees don’t need to provide bifurcated reports, but theyproject, grantees don’t need to provide bifurcated reports, but they
should provide an overall financial report for the entire project,should provide an overall financial report for the entire project,
including activities not funded by OSF funds. They should not attributeincluding activities not funded by OSF funds. They should not attribute
OSF funds to any specific activities, but the total income minusOSF funds to any specific activities, but the total income minus
expenditures should imply that all funds from OSF were expended.expenditures should imply that all funds from OSF were expended.
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Expenditure Responsibility Grants (U.S. –funded grants toExpenditure Responsibility Grants (U.S. –funded grants to
organizations that are not public charities or equivalent)organizations that are not public charities or equivalent)

To comply with U.S. IRS regulations, Expenditure Responsibility GrantsTo comply with U.S. IRS regulations, Expenditure Responsibility Grants
(ER Grants) require annual reports detailing the use of grant funds(ER Grants) require annual reports detailing the use of grant funds
until all funds are fully expended or returned to OSF. A template foruntil all funds are fully expended or returned to OSF. A template for
this report is available in Foundation Connect.this report is available in Foundation Connect.

For each calendar year in which the grantee receives U.S. funds fromFor each calendar year in which the grantee receives U.S. funds from
OSF (even if OSF funds are disbursed in December), an annual reportOSF (even if OSF funds are disbursed in December), an annual report
(ER report) has to be submitted by the grantee that contains:(ER report) has to be submitted by the grantee that contains:

- a narrative description of the activities undertaken by grantee with U.S. funds,- a narrative description of the activities undertaken by grantee with U.S. funds,

- a detailed financial report on how the grantee expended U.S. funds, compared- a detailed financial report on how the grantee expended U.S. funds, compared
to the approved grant budget, in the calendar year.to the approved grant budget, in the calendar year.

The annual report must be submitted to OSF within 90 days of the endThe annual report must be submitted to OSF within 90 days of the end
of a calendar year, scheduled for March 31, where the grantee hasof a calendar year, scheduled for March 31, where the grantee has
already received U.S. funds. For ER grants including equipmentalready received U.S. funds. For ER grants including equipment
purchases, the grantee must provide a list of items purchased. Inpurchases, the grantee must provide a list of items purchased. In
addition, the grantee must continue to report on equipment for threeaddition, the grantee must continue to report on equipment for three
years following the conclusion of the grant or for the useful life ofyears following the conclusion of the grant or for the useful life of
purchases made. A summary of ER report scenarios and actions ispurchases made. A summary of ER report scenarios and actions is
provided in the table below.provided in the table below.

In case of bifurcated grants (consisting of both U.S. and non-U.S.In case of bifurcated grants (consisting of both U.S. and non-U.S.
sourced funds), the reports should clearly distinguish betweensourced funds), the reports should clearly distinguish between
expenses coming from the different funding sources, following theexpenses coming from the different funding sources, following the
format of the approved bifurcated grant budget. Funds from U.S.format of the approved bifurcated grant budget. Funds from U.S.
sources cannot be used for activities allocated to be funded from asources cannot be used for activities allocated to be funded from a
non-U.S. funding source.non-U.S. funding source.
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ER Report review guidance:ER Report review guidance:

INDIVIDUAL GRANTSINDIVIDUAL GRANTS

The number of reports required may vary depending on the type ofThe number of reports required may vary depending on the type of
grant, and/ or the length of the grant. Grants such as scholarshipsgrant, and/ or the length of the grant. Grants such as scholarships
require the submission of verified reports at the end of each academicrequire the submission of verified reports at the end of each academic
period. The only exception to this requirement is when the grantee isperiod. The only exception to this requirement is when the grantee is
awarded to study at an accredited school, and all payments are madeawarded to study at an accredited school, and all payments are made
directly to the school. In these cases, the school agrees to use thedirectly to the school. In these cases, the school agrees to use the
grant funds to defray the recipient’s expenses or pay funds to thegrant funds to defray the recipient’s expenses or pay funds to the
recipient but only if the recipient is enrolled and in good standing withrecipient but only if the recipient is enrolled and in good standing with
the school.the school.

For scholarships, OSF must arrange to receive a verified report forFor scholarships, OSF must arrange to receive a verified report for
each academic period on a timely basis. When the grantee's study iseach academic period on a timely basis. When the grantee's study is
completed, a final verified report must be obtained. All final reportscompleted, a final verified report must be obtained. All final reports
should be dated and received by the due date listed in the grantshould be dated and received by the due date listed in the grant
agreement.agreement.
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Compliance IssuesCompliance Issues
Grantees must be in compliance with any previous grant reportGrantees must be in compliance with any previous grant report
requirements in order to be eligible to receive new OSF grantrequirements in order to be eligible to receive new OSF grant
funds. Program staff must make reasonable efforts to obtainfunds. Program staff must make reasonable efforts to obtain
overdue reports from the grantee, and OSF will withhold futureoverdue reports from the grantee, and OSF will withhold future
payments to the grantee until the missing reports are received.payments to the grantee until the missing reports are received.
In addition, if grant funds are not expended for the statedIn addition, if grant funds are not expended for the stated
charitable purposes, OSF has the option to seek the return ofcharitable purposes, OSF has the option to seek the return of
such funds or grant an extension of the grant period.such funds or grant an extension of the grant period.

In addition, OSF may terminate the grant and require a returnIn addition, OSF may terminate the grant and require a return
of all funds paid to the grantee. This requirement should beof all funds paid to the grantee. This requirement should be
included in the “Rescission/Termination” language of the grantincluded in the “Rescission/Termination” language of the grant
agreement.agreement.

OSF has a duty to investigate when it appears that all or part ofOSF has a duty to investigate when it appears that all or part of
a grant might have been diverted or used for prohibiteda grant might have been diverted or used for prohibited
purposes. OSF must take all reasonable steps to recover thepurposes. OSF must take all reasonable steps to recover the
diverted funds and withhold any further payments. For the U.S.diverted funds and withhold any further payments. For the U.S.
funding entities, OSF must demonstrate to the IRS that it has afunding entities, OSF must demonstrate to the IRS that it has a
clear procedure in place if it discovers that there has been aclear procedure in place if it discovers that there has been a
misuse of the funds. The phrase "all reasonable andmisuse of the funds. The phrase "all reasonable and
appropriate steps" includes legal action when appropriate.appropriate steps" includes legal action when appropriate.
Legal action need not be taken if such action would in allLegal action need not be taken if such action would in all
probability not result in the satisfaction of execution of aprobability not result in the satisfaction of execution of a
judgment. Noncompliant grantees should be put on the Do Notjudgment. Noncompliant grantees should be put on the Do Not
Fund list (see section on Do Not Fund List).Fund list (see section on Do Not Fund List).

Reviewing ReportsReviewing Reports

Program staff and grants officers should review reports andProgram staff and grants officers should review reports and
consider whether they are satisfactory from a programmaticconsider whether they are satisfactory from a programmatic
sense and whether the funds have been expended insense and whether the funds have been expended in
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accordance with the activities and objectives outlined in theaccordance with the activities and objectives outlined in the
approved narrative proposal and budget.approved narrative proposal and budget.

Common issues with reports include the following:Common issues with reports include the following:

Financial report issues:1) The grantee has made a calculation error inFinancial report issues:1) The grantee has made a calculation error in
their financial report. 2) There is an issue with the exchange rate used.their financial report. 2) There is an issue with the exchange rate used.
3) The grantee applied grant funds to an expense that was not3) The grantee applied grant funds to an expense that was not
included in the originalbudget or which was not pre-approved by OSFincluded in the originalbudget or which was not pre-approved by OSF
staff. 4) The grantee shows unspent funds and the grant needs to bestaff. 4) The grantee shows unspent funds and the grant needs to be
extended or remaining funds need to be returned.extended or remaining funds need to be returned.

Narrative report issues:Commented [ERP1]: Link here1) The granteeNarrative report issues:Commented [ERP1]: Link here1) The grantee
has not provided adequate feedback on the project implemented.2)has not provided adequate feedback on the project implemented.2)
The grantee has included language that raises concerns aboutThe grantee has included language that raises concerns about
lobbying or campaign intervention activity on the part of the grantee.lobbying or campaign intervention activity on the part of the grantee.

When funds from U.S. sources are expended through an ERWhen funds from U.S. sources are expended through an ER
grant, the following points need a more detailed examination:grant, the following points need a more detailed examination:

Grantees will often overstate the reach of their work and imply thatGrantees will often overstate the reach of their work and imply that
OSF funds helped achieve certain legislative victories. The grantee mayOSF funds helped achieve certain legislative victories. The grantee may
use language that raises concerns about lobbying or campaignuse language that raises concerns about lobbying or campaign
intervention. However, when asked for clarification, the grantee willintervention. However, when asked for clarification, the grantee will
confirm that he/she did not engage in prohibited activities. Either anconfirm that he/she did not engage in prohibited activities. Either an
email from the grantee or a revised report can serve as clarification onemail from the grantee or a revised report can serve as clarification on
lobbying or campaign intervention concerns.lobbying or campaign intervention concerns.

There are, unfortunately, times where it is confirmed that the granteeThere are, unfortunately, times where it is confirmed that the grantee
engaged in prohibited activities. In these cases, the grantee will beengaged in prohibited activities. In these cases, the grantee will be
asked to refund the grant funds spent on the prohibited activities toasked to refund the grant funds spent on the prohibited activities to
the relevant foundation within the OSF network. For grants made fromthe relevant foundation within the OSF network. For grants made from
OSI-Budapest using a mixture of U.S. and non-U.S. funds, there may beOSI-Budapest using a mixture of U.S. and non-U.S. funds, there may be
the possibility to recode the grant, thereby obviating the need for thethe possibility to recode the grant, thereby obviating the need for the
grantee to return funds to OSI-Budapest.grantee to return funds to OSI-Budapest.

Re-granting: If re-granting occurs, program staff needs to confirm thatRe-granting: If re-granting occurs, program staff needs to confirm that
a sub-grantee checklist was completed or can be followed after thea sub-grantee checklist was completed or can be followed after the
fact; if not, the grantee will need to cover these costs with other fundsfact; if not, the grantee will need to cover these costs with other funds
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or return the grant amount used for this activity. A full description ofor return the grant amount used for this activity. A full description of
the policies relating to re-granting in the ER context can be found here:the policies relating to re-granting in the ER context can be found here:
Exercising Expenditure Responsibility when Re-Granting U.S.Exercising Expenditure Responsibility when Re-Granting U.S.
Foundation Funds.Foundation Funds.

Capital Equipment (totaling more than 750 USD per item): GranteesCapital Equipment (totaling more than 750 USD per item): Grantees
under ER cannot purchase capital equipment over $750 per item. If inunder ER cannot purchase capital equipment over $750 per item. If in
the review of a financial report it is found that a grantee hasthe review of a financial report it is found that a grantee has
purchased an item over $750, the grantee should be asked if the itempurchased an item over $750, the grantee should be asked if the item
expense can be covered through other sources of funding. If not,expense can be covered through other sources of funding. If not,
equipment reporting should be added to the grant record, and theequipment reporting should be added to the grant record, and the
expense should be should be discussed with legal to determine howexpense should be should be discussed with legal to determine how
long reporting will be required.long reporting will be required.

Grants to Individuals: The grants-to- individuals rules apply wheneverGrants to Individuals: The grants-to- individuals rules apply whenever
money is awarded to an individual for his or her benefit (e.g., providingmoney is awarded to an individual for his or her benefit (e.g., providing
funding to an individual for travel to a conference or training). Thesefunding to an individual for travel to a conference or training). These
awards cannot be funded with a U.S. Sourced grant. On the otherawards cannot be funded with a U.S. Sourced grant. On the other
hand, a grantee providing funding to anCommented [ERP2]:hand, a grantee providing funding to anCommented [ERP2]:
LinkCommented [ERP3]: Linkindividual to perform a service for theLinkCommented [ERP3]: Linkindividual to perform a service for the
grantee for the benefit of the grantee (e.g., a consultancy or angrantee for the benefit of the grantee (e.g., a consultancy or an
employee attending a conference or training on behalf of his or heremployee attending a conference or training on behalf of his or her
employer) is not included in these rules, and thus can be funded withemployer) is not included in these rules, and thus can be funded with
U.S. Sourced funds. The rules for grants to individuals and how toU.S. Sourced funds. The rules for grants to individuals and how to
indicate such awards in a budget are explained here: Grants toindicate such awards in a budget are explained here: Grants to
Individuals within Expenditure Responsibility Grants.Individuals within Expenditure Responsibility Grants.

An ER grantee can only award grants to individuals (with the exceptionAn ER grantee can only award grants to individuals (with the exception
of humanitarian aid) if the private foundation OSF entity funding theof humanitarian aid) if the private foundation OSF entity funding the
initial grant has grants-to-individuals procedures registered with theinitial grant has grants-to-individuals procedures registered with the
IRS (currently only the OSI-NY entity and not FPOS.) If granting toIRS (currently only the OSI-NY entity and not FPOS.) If granting to
individuals occurs in an ER grant funded by OSI-NY, it should beindividuals occurs in an ER grant funded by OSI-NY, it should be
investigated to see if procedures substantially similar to those of OSI-investigated to see if procedures substantially similar to those of OSI-
NY were followed (the procedures that OSI has registered with the IRSNY were followed (the procedures that OSI has registered with the IRS
are relatively common-sense procedures, so it isn’t implausible that aare relatively common-sense procedures, so it isn’t implausible that a
major institution, like a university, might coincidentally comply withmajor institution, like a university, might coincidentally comply with
them). If not, then the grantee will be asked to cover the expensethem). If not, then the grantee will be asked to cover the expense
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through other funds. No individual grantmaking can be fundedthrough other funds. No individual grantmaking can be funded
through an ER grant from FPOS.through an ER grant from FPOS.

For more information regarding ER see the U.S. Sourcing GuidelinesFor more information regarding ER see the U.S. Sourcing Guidelines
for Prospective and Current Grantees.for Prospective and Current Grantees.

Lobbying activities, political campaign activities The “Lobbying”Lobbying activities, political campaign activities The “Lobbying”
rules prevent any U.S. sourced funds from being used torules prevent any U.S. sourced funds from being used to
support certain efforts toinfluence legislation, as defined in U.S.support certain efforts toinfluence legislation, as defined in U.S.
tax law. The European OSF funding entities may decide to maketax law. The European OSF funding entities may decide to make
grants for lobbying activities, but may not fund such activitiesgrants for lobbying activities, but may not fund such activities
from U.S. sourced funds. The lobbying rules are explained infrom U.S. sourced funds. The lobbying rules are explained in
more detail here: Lobbying - Brief Summary.more detail here: Lobbying - Brief Summary.

Most grant issues can be resolved through discussions betweenMost grant issues can be resolved through discussions between
the grants officer and program staff. However in the case ofthe grants officer and program staff. However in the case of
lobbying or campaign intervention concerns, it may belobbying or campaign intervention concerns, it may be
necessary to review the issues with Grants Management seniornecessary to review the issues with Grants Management senior
staff or the Legal department in order to determine if actionstaff or the Legal department in order to determine if action
must be taken.must be taken.
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Submitting and Approving a Report inSubmitting and Approving a Report in
Foundation Connect:Foundation Connect:
Grantees can submit their reports via the on-line portal or sendGrantees can submit their reports via the on-line portal or send
them directly to program staff. Once the report is received, thethem directly to program staff. Once the report is received, the
proposal owner can submit it for approval in Foundationproposal owner can submit it for approval in Foundation
Connect. Once the proposal owner submits the report forConnect. Once the proposal owner submits the report for
approval, an auto-request is sent to the Recommender toapproval, an auto-request is sent to the Recommender to
approve the report. The final approver of the report is alwaysapprove the report. The final approver of the report is always
the grants officer. When appropriate, a grants officer can askthe grants officer. When appropriate, a grants officer can ask
for clarification, request changes or reject the report. Once thefor clarification, request changes or reject the report. Once the
report is finalized, the grants officer approves and the nextreport is finalized, the grants officer approves and the next
payment can be released or the grant can be closed.payment can be released or the grant can be closed.
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Return of Grant Funds to OSFReturn of Grant Funds to OSF
If the grantee reports that they have unexpended fundsIf the grantee reports that they have unexpended funds
remaining and an amendment isn’t going to be issued, theremaining and an amendment isn’t going to be issued, the
remaining funds should be requested to be returned. If theremaining funds should be requested to be returned. If the
remaining funds are $200 and under, and the grantee wasn’tremaining funds are $200 and under, and the grantee wasn’t
issued an Expenditure Responsibility grant, these funds canissued an Expenditure Responsibility grant, these funds can
remain with the grantee and the grant can be closed. In allremain with the grantee and the grant can be closed. In all
other cases the program staff should contact Grantsother cases the program staff should contact Grants
Management to arrange for proper return of funds.Management to arrange for proper return of funds.

When grants management is notified that funds will beWhen grants management is notified that funds will be
returned, a refund record should be created in the paymentreturned, a refund record should be created in the payment
schedule. Grants management will reach out to Finance for theschedule. Grants management will reach out to Finance for the
correct account information then provide program staff withcorrect account information then provide program staff with
the account information for the bank to which the granteethe account information for the bank to which the grantee
should return funds. Grantees should be instructed to includeshould return funds. Grantees should be instructed to include
the grant ID in the wire notes, or check memo.the grant ID in the wire notes, or check memo.

The grantee must return funds to the bank of the funding entityThe grantee must return funds to the bank of the funding entity
which awarded the grant. If the grantee returns funds to thewhich awarded the grant. If the grantee returns funds to the
wrong funding entity account, the funds will be returned to thewrong funding entity account, the funds will be returned to the
grantee to be sent to the correct bank. OSF cannot transfergrantee to be sent to the correct bank. OSF cannot transfer
retuned funds between the banks of its various entities.retuned funds between the banks of its various entities.

Once the funds have been received by the bank, Accounting willOnce the funds have been received by the bank, Accounting will
notify Grants Management to credit the funds in Foundationnotify Grants Management to credit the funds in Foundation
Connect. Refunds don’t need to be submitted to programConnect. Refunds don’t need to be submitted to program
directors for approval, and should be fully approved by Grantsdirectors for approval, and should be fully approved by Grants
Management and Accounting. Once accounting approves theManagement and Accounting. Once accounting approves the
refund in Netsuite they will request that the grant be set torefund in Netsuite they will request that the grant be set to
Financial Closed to trigger a reverse accrual.Financial Closed to trigger a reverse accrual.
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Once the reverse accrual is triggered, the grant’s originalOnce the reverse accrual is triggered, the grant’s original
budget code will be credited with the refund of funds. Programbudget code will be credited with the refund of funds. Program
should speak with the Budget Office to access any returnedshould speak with the Budget Office to access any returned
funds for future spending. If there are no questions on thefunds for future spending. If there are no questions on the
grant, the grant can be set to Closed.grant, the grant can be set to Closed.
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Misappropriation of Funds/Internal AuditMisappropriation of Funds/Internal Audit
ReviewReview
If a program has a concern regarding the misappropriation ofIf a program has a concern regarding the misappropriation of
funds, an audit of the grantee can be requested. This is donefunds, an audit of the grantee can be requested. This is done
through the internal Audit Team located in Budapest.through the internal Audit Team located in Budapest.

OSF Protocol Regarding Suspicion of Fraudulent Activity, foundOSF Protocol Regarding Suspicion of Fraudulent Activity, found
on KARL, outlines the steps for reporting and investigatingon KARL, outlines the steps for reporting and investigating
suspected fraud by OSF grantees, OSF grant seekers, or OSFsuspected fraud by OSF grantees, OSF grant seekers, or OSF
service providers. As the protocol explains, fraud may take aservice providers. As the protocol explains, fraud may take a
variety of forms depending on the context of the individual orvariety of forms depending on the context of the individual or
organization suspected of fraud and the nature of theorganization suspected of fraud and the nature of the
beneficiary of the fraud. Bad practices and fraud are not thebeneficiary of the fraud. Bad practices and fraud are not the
same thing; it is the intent that determines whether an actionsame thing; it is the intent that determines whether an action
qualifies as fraud or simply bad practice. Because intent may bequalifies as fraud or simply bad practice. Because intent may be
difficult to establish, it is important that grant makers aredifficult to establish, it is important that grant makers are
forthcoming and thorough in reporting any suspicions theyforthcoming and thorough in reporting any suspicions they
may have. The Audit Department and the Office of the Generalmay have. The Audit Department and the Office of the General
Counsel will work with grant makers to investigate anyCounsel will work with grant makers to investigate any
allegations.allegations.

With questions relating to the protocol, please contact the OSFWith questions relating to the protocol, please contact the OSF
Audit Department or the Grant Making Support Group.Audit Department or the Grant Making Support Group.
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Chapter 9 - Modifications andChapter 9 - Modifications and
AmendmentsAmendments
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IntroductionIntroduction
Please note that the entire amendment process is currentlyPlease note that the entire amendment process is currently
being revised.being revised.

Grantees can request an extension to any current grant, askingGrantees can request an extension to any current grant, asking
for more time to implement their projects, or to spend downfor more time to implement their projects, or to spend down
funds that remain at the end of the grant period. Granteesfunds that remain at the end of the grant period. Grantees
should request their amendment via email to their programshould request their amendment via email to their program
counterpart. The program staff should confirm the revisedcounterpart. The program staff should confirm the revised
grant term and approve their amendment via email.grant term and approve their amendment via email.

Program staff should create an amendment report in FC,Program staff should create an amendment report in FC,
outlining the new grant end date and report schedule. Theoutlining the new grant end date and report schedule. The
email exchange with the grantee should be added to the recordemail exchange with the grantee should be added to the record
and approved by a program officer or higher, and thenand approved by a program officer or higher, and then
submitted to Grants Management for their approval.submitted to Grants Management for their approval.

If an extension is for three months or less, no formal letter willIf an extension is for three months or less, no formal letter will
be sent by Grants Management, the email exchange betweenbe sent by Grants Management, the email exchange between
the grantee and a senior program staff member will be all thatthe grantee and a senior program staff member will be all that
is required. If the grant extension is for greater than threeis required. If the grant extension is for greater than three
months, an amendment will be sent from Grants Managementmonths, an amendment will be sent from Grants Management
to the grantee for signature. If a grantee requires anto the grantee for signature. If a grantee requires an
amendment for its own legal reasons, Grants Management canamendment for its own legal reasons, Grants Management can
produce a formal letter even for extensions under threeproduce a formal letter even for extensions under three
months. For Expenditure Responsibility grants, it is best tomonths. For Expenditure Responsibility grants, it is best to
produce an amendment letter for all but the most minorproduce an amendment letter for all but the most minor
modifications.modifications.
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Change in PurposeChange in Purpose
If a grantee would like to make a change to the grant purposeIf a grantee would like to make a change to the grant purpose
during the course of the grant, the revised purpose will need toduring the course of the grant, the revised purpose will need to
be approved by the Director of the Program. For grant purposebe approved by the Director of the Program. For grant purpose
changes, the grantee should submit a financial report and achanges, the grantee should submit a financial report and a
brief proposal and budget for their intentions for the remainingbrief proposal and budget for their intentions for the remaining
funds. The appropriate staff person should approve the revisedfunds. The appropriate staff person should approve the revised
purpose and budget and an amendment letter should be sentpurpose and budget and an amendment letter should be sent
to the grantee for countersignature.to the grantee for countersignature.
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Budget AmendmentBudget Amendment
Many OSF grant agreements contain language requiring theMany OSF grant agreements contain language requiring the
grantee to obtain approval from OSF if they deviate from anygrantee to obtain approval from OSF if they deviate from any
line in their approved budget (apart from personnel expenses)line in their approved budget (apart from personnel expenses)
by more than 10%. Generally this approval can beby more than 10%. Generally this approval can be
communicated by an email from program staff, with a copycommunicated by an email from program staff, with a copy
saved to the Foundation Connect record. In some cases thesaved to the Foundation Connect record. In some cases the
grantee will require a more formal letter, which can also begrantee will require a more formal letter, which can also be
provided by program staff written on generic OSF letterhead. Ifprovided by program staff written on generic OSF letterhead. If
they require real legal approval, then the letter must come fromthey require real legal approval, then the letter must come from
the entity that awarded the grant, signed by one of itsthe entity that awarded the grant, signed by one of its
authorized signatories.authorized signatories.
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Superseding Grant Agreements/DecreaseSuperseding Grant Agreements/Decrease
Amendment LettersAmendment Letters
Amendments can be produced after the fact if the granteeAmendments can be produced after the fact if the grantee
requires it. A superseding grant agreement should be producedrequires it. A superseding grant agreement should be produced
if modifications are requested before the grantee hasif modifications are requested before the grantee has
countersigned the agreement, or if the modifications requestedcountersigned the agreement, or if the modifications requested
are so substantial it is simpler to revise the entire agreement.are so substantial it is simpler to revise the entire agreement.

If a grantee determines that they will not need the entireIf a grantee determines that they will not need the entire
amount of the grant, a modification letter reducing the grantamount of the grant, a modification letter reducing the grant
amount can be produced. In Budapest this is an official practiceamount can be produced. In Budapest this is an official practice
(called a “decrease amendment”), but it is optional in New York,(called a “decrease amendment”), but it is optional in New York,
based on the preferences of the grantee and the program. Thebased on the preferences of the grantee and the program. The
Legal department should also be consulted if there is anyLegal department should also be consulted if there is any
question.question.
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Chapter 10 - Grant ClosureChapter 10 - Grant Closure
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Cancelling a referred grantCancelling a referred grant

This article outlines steps to cancel a referral grant that has been approved, but not yet
accrued.

 Only sysadmin users can perform these tasks.

Confirm grant status and funding source.Confirm grant status and funding source.
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In the Approval History related list, click on the submit forIn the Approval History related list, click on the submit for
approval button.approval button.

Confirm submissionConfirm submission

Once the record has been submitted, the recall approval buttonOnce the record has been submitted, the recall approval button
will appear.will appear.

Once approval has been recalled, proposal status can beOnce approval has been recalled, proposal status can be
changed.changed.
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IntroductionIntroduction
Grants should be closed within a reasonable period after theGrants should be closed within a reasonable period after the
end date of the grant. Program staff should be reminded aboutend date of the grant. Program staff should be reminded about
grants that are pending final report approval and closure, as itgrants that are pending final report approval and closure, as it
is common for this work to be delayed and postponed. Onceis common for this work to be delayed and postponed. Once
final reports have been approved by program staff, thefinal reports have been approved by program staff, the
proposal owner should change the proposal status to closureproposal owner should change the proposal status to closure
requested, indicating that the record is ready to be closed.requested, indicating that the record is ready to be closed.
Grants Management should approve final reports, and onceGrants Management should approve final reports, and once
approved, change the grant status to Grant Closed, Closed.approved, change the grant status to Grant Closed, Closed.

If during the course of the grant period program staff request aIf during the course of the grant period program staff request a
grant to be closed, there are three options: the grant can begrant to be closed, there are three options: the grant can be
canceled, rescinded or terminated.canceled, rescinded or terminated.
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Cancelling GrantsCancelling Grants
Very rarely, a grant that has already been approved will beVery rarely, a grant that has already been approved will be
stopped before the grant agreement is signed by the OSFstopped before the grant agreement is signed by the OSF
signatory. In this case, the grant should be set to Grant Closed,signatory. In this case, the grant should be set to Grant Closed,
Cancelled.Cancelled.
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Rescinding GrantsRescinding Grants
If the grant was accrued and the grant agreements were neverIf the grant was accrued and the grant agreements were never
countersigned by a grantee, GM can rescind the grant. Acountersigned by a grantee, GM can rescind the grant. A
rescission letter should be drafted and sent to legal forrescission letter should be drafted and sent to legal for
signature. This agreement doesn’t need to be countersigned, itsignature. This agreement doesn’t need to be countersigned, it
can just be sent via, or via email or post where DocuSign isn’tcan just be sent via, or via email or post where DocuSign isn’t
appropriate. Once the rescission letter has been sent the grantappropriate. Once the rescission letter has been sent the grant
record should be set to Grant Closed, Rescinded.record should be set to Grant Closed, Rescinded.
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Terminating GrantsTerminating Grants
If the grant was accrued and the grant agreement counter-If the grant was accrued and the grant agreement counter-
signed by a grantee, and then grantee and the programsigned by a grantee, and then grantee and the program
mutually agree to not continue with the grant project, amutually agree to not continue with the grant project, a
termination letter should be issued. If payment has been madetermination letter should be issued. If payment has been made
on the grant, any remaining funding, or the full amounton the grant, any remaining funding, or the full amount
provided, canbe requested to be returned depending on theprovided, canbe requested to be returned depending on the
circumstance of the termination. A termination letter should becircumstance of the termination. A termination letter should be
drafted, and sent to legal for signaturedrafted, and sent to legal for signature

Grants may also be terminated at any time at the request of theGrants may also be terminated at any time at the request of the
grantee or the program before the scheduled grant term endgrantee or the program before the scheduled grant term end
date. Some of the reasons a program may wish to terminatedate. Some of the reasons a program may wish to terminate
are: non-compliance, inability to continue with project, changeare: non-compliance, inability to continue with project, change
of an organization’s legal status, change in the grant’s projectof an organization’s legal status, change in the grant’s project
scope, etc. If a grantee or a program wishes to initiate thescope, etc. If a grantee or a program wishes to initiate the
process of grant termination, an email request including theprocess of grant termination, an email request including the
grantee name and grant number must be forwarded to grantsgrantee name and grant number must be forwarded to grants
management requesting that the grant be terminated and themanagement requesting that the grant be terminated and the
reasons for termination. This request to terminate will bereasons for termination. This request to terminate will be
added to the grantee file, justify the grounds for termination,added to the grantee file, justify the grounds for termination,
and form the basis for drafting the termination letter. If a grantand form the basis for drafting the termination letter. If a grant
is terminated due to special circumstances, the Grants Officeris terminated due to special circumstances, the Grants Officer
will draft letter and have it reviewed by the legal departmentwill draft letter and have it reviewed by the legal department
before securing signature and mailing to the grantee.before securing signature and mailing to the grantee.

This agreement should be countersigned by the grantee. OnceThis agreement should be countersigned by the grantee. Once
the termination letter has been countersigned the grant recordthe termination letter has been countersigned the grant record
should be set to Grant Closed, Closed.should be set to Grant Closed, Closed.
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Grant Closure LettersGrant Closure Letters
Foundation records are closed at the conclusion of the grantFoundation records are closed at the conclusion of the grant
term and upon review of the required narrative and financialterm and upon review of the required narrative and financial
final reports. OSF does not automatically draft closure letters atfinal reports. OSF does not automatically draft closure letters at
the conclusion of a specific grant’s term. The only exceptionsthe conclusion of a specific grant’s term. The only exceptions
are grants to organizations in Russia – and currently all grantsare grants to organizations in Russia – and currently all grants
to organizations in Russia have been suspended – who typicallyto organizations in Russia have been suspended – who typically
request a grant closure letter upon end of the grant term.request a grant closure letter upon end of the grant term.
Closure letters may be drafted upon request from any granteeClosure letters may be drafted upon request from any grantee
organization. The letter states the amount, term, and purposeorganization. The letter states the amount, term, and purpose
of the grant and states that all requirements have beenof the grant and states that all requirements have been
satisfied by the grantee.satisfied by the grantee.
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Individual Grant ClosureIndividual Grant Closure
Individual grants should be closed after all narrative andIndividual grants should be closed after all narrative and
financial reports have been received, evaluated, and approved.financial reports have been received, evaluated, and approved.

· All final reports for U.S.-funded project based individual grants· All final reports for U.S.-funded project based individual grants
need to be reviewed for lobbying before closing. U.S.-fundedneed to be reviewed for lobbying before closing. U.S.-funded
Home Country Project reports from Scholarships granteesHome Country Project reports from Scholarships grantees
should also be reviewed for lobbying. If there are financialshould also be reviewed for lobbying. If there are financial
reports, they need to be reviewed to ensure that the moneyreports, they need to be reviewed to ensure that the money
was expended and used for the purpose of the grantwas expended and used for the purpose of the grant

· After reviewing final reports for “pay as you go” grants, assess· After reviewing final reports for “pay as you go” grants, assess
whether the grant has been overpaid or underpaid. Reverse orwhether the grant has been overpaid or underpaid. Reverse or
add-on accruals must be completed accordingly (see section onadd-on accruals must be completed accordingly (see section on
Accruals).Accruals).

· If program staff requests that a grant be closed because the· If program staff requests that a grant be closed because the
grantee has dropped out of the program, they must insert angrantee has dropped out of the program, they must insert an
explanation in the note section. A rescission letter must beexplanation in the note section. A rescission letter must be
drafted before closing the grant.drafted before closing the grant.

· If a report has been waived, an explanation must be provided.· If a report has been waived, an explanation must be provided.
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Do Not Fund ProcessDo Not Fund Process
Most types of grants include a requirement to submit narrativeMost types of grants include a requirement to submit narrative
and financial reports. Exceptions include matching gifts,and financial reports. Exceptions include matching gifts,
charitable event fund grants, and general support grants. Thecharitable event fund grants, and general support grants. The
IRS sets explicit minimum reporting requirements for grants toIRS sets explicit minimum reporting requirements for grants to
individuals and expenditure responsibility grants. Failure toindividuals and expenditure responsibility grants. Failure to
provide those reports requires a prohibition of funding to thoseprovide those reports requires a prohibition of funding to those
types of grantees. U.S.-sourced grants to public charities and alltypes of grantees. U.S.-sourced grants to public charities and all
grants referred to overseas entities do not have a statutorygrants referred to overseas entities do not have a statutory
basis for includingCommented [ERP7]: Linkreportingbasis for includingCommented [ERP7]: Linkreporting
requirements. However, it is the view of the general counsel’srequirements. However, it is the view of the general counsel’s
office and a common industry position that financial-statementoffice and a common industry position that financial-statement
or IRS auditors could reasonably expect us to produce anyor IRS auditors could reasonably expect us to produce any
reports obligated in our grant agreements. (This is an argumentreports obligated in our grant agreements. (This is an argument
for encouraging programs to stick to statutory minimums orfor encouraging programs to stick to statutory minimums or
only require elective reports that they intend to pursue andonly require elective reports that they intend to pursue and
read.)read.)

Historically, GM efforts concerning grantee reports consisted ofHistorically, GM efforts concerning grantee reports consisted of
patiently reminding programs about overdue reports andpatiently reminding programs about overdue reports and
developing electronic reports and alert reminders to trackdeveloping electronic reports and alert reminders to track
outstanding reports. In 2004, GM in New York instituted a policyoutstanding reports. In 2004, GM in New York instituted a policy
of withholding payments to grantees that had overdue reportsof withholding payments to grantees that had overdue reports
on any OSF grants. In 2006, GM in New York received approvalon any OSF grants. In 2006, GM in New York received approval
from management to institute an annual grant closeoutfrom management to institute an annual grant closeout
process. It was agreed that any grantee may be subject toprocess. It was agreed that any grantee may be subject to
funding prohibition for failure to provide missing reports,funding prohibition for failure to provide missing reports,
excepting large international organizations or universities withexcepting large international organizations or universities with
multiple autonomous field offices, colleges, or other programmultiple autonomous field offices, colleges, or other program
units. This annual Do Not Fund process was implemented inunits. This annual Do Not Fund process was implemented in
Budapest in 2013.Budapest in 2013.
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The Do Not Fund process is a post-fiscal year activity targetingThe Do Not Fund process is a post-fiscal year activity targeting
recipients of grants ended during the prior year who have notrecipients of grants ended during the prior year who have not
submitted reports. Program directors receive an initial emailsubmitted reports. Program directors receive an initial email
from the GM director that outlines the process and includes anfrom the GM director that outlines the process and includes an
initial listing of their targeted grants. Program staff is expectedinitial listing of their targeted grants. Program staff is expected
to contact grantees at least twice, creating notes in Foundationto contact grantees at least twice, creating notes in Foundation
Connect for each contact.Connect for each contact.

Special reports were created to enable programs toSpecial reports were created to enable programs to
independently review their progress in securing overdueindependently review their progress in securing overdue
reports and then reviewing them and requesting the grantsreports and then reviewing them and requesting the grants
officer to close them. While these reports are based on grantofficer to close them. While these reports are based on grant
end date, sometimes grants have reports due months or even aend date, sometimes grants have reports due months or even a
year after the end date. Those grants are manually excludedyear after the end date. Those grants are manually excluded
from the final recommended DNF list. Some grants have grantfrom the final recommended DNF list. Some grants have grant
end dates extended through a formal modification if they areend dates extended through a formal modification if they are
not able to conclude activities and report based on the grantnot able to conclude activities and report based on the grant
terms. Final notification letters are sent from GM alerting eachterms. Final notification letters are sent from GM alerting each
grantee of the impending funding prohibition and requestinggrantee of the impending funding prohibition and requesting
reports by the end of the month. These letters are attached toreports by the end of the month. These letters are attached to
the FC record for that grant. A list of DNF recommendations isthe FC record for that grant. A list of DNF recommendations is
prepared with the FC record of each remaining grantee vettedprepared with the FC record of each remaining grantee vetted
to confirm the accuracy of the designation. Program directorsto confirm the accuracy of the designation. Program directors
are alerted of which of their grantees will be recommended andare alerted of which of their grantees will be recommended and
sometimes appeal for more time for a particular grantee. Thatsometimes appeal for more time for a particular grantee. That
is given at the discretion of the GM director. This list is thenis given at the discretion of the GM director. This list is then
provided to OSF’s president and is usually accepted outright.provided to OSF’s president and is usually accepted outright.
Occasionally, grantees with which we have a specialOccasionally, grantees with which we have a special
relationship or large decentralized grantees are exempted fromrelationship or large decentralized grantees are exempted from
DNF status. The FC org records include a Do Not Fund checkboxDNF status. The FC org records include a Do Not Fund checkbox
that is selected for these grantees, which blocks subsequentthat is selected for these grantees, which blocks subsequent
payments in FC. A Do Not Fund note is also created in the orgpayments in FC. A Do Not Fund note is also created in the org
record. The specific grant record is then updated to closedrecord. The specific grant record is then updated to closed
status and a note added there about DNF status. Missingstatus and a note added there about DNF status. Missing
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reports under that grant record are set at noncompliancereports under that grant record are set at noncompliance
status.status.

Occasionally, a DNF grantee approaches OSF for renewedOccasionally, a DNF grantee approaches OSF for renewed
support. DNF status is revocable if the grantee provides thesupport. DNF status is revocable if the grantee provides the
missing reports on old grants. When there has been amissing reports on old grants. When there has been a
significant time lapse or turnover at a grantee organization it issignificant time lapse or turnover at a grantee organization it is
sometimes not possible to reconstruct missing reports. In thosesometimes not possible to reconstruct missing reports. In those
cases, the director of grants management and the generalcases, the director of grants management and the general
counsel’s office can determine to rescind DNF status based on acounsel’s office can determine to rescind DNF status based on a
memo from the program indicating what basis they have formemo from the program indicating what basis they have for
concluding that the grantee will this time comply with reportingconcluding that the grantee will this time comply with reporting
and other grant requirements. That memo should become partand other grant requirements. That memo should become part
of the FC record for that grant. Prohibited ER and U.S.-fundedof the FC record for that grant. Prohibited ER and U.S.-funded
individual grantees are not eligible for renewed support unlessindividual grantees are not eligible for renewed support unless
missing reports are submitted, due to IRS restrictions.missing reports are submitted, due to IRS restrictions.
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Chapter 11 - Record KeepingChapter 11 - Record Keeping
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IntroductionIntroduction
The Office of Grants Management is the repository of grantThe Office of Grants Management is the repository of grant
documentation for Open Society Foundations and has primarydocumentation for Open Society Foundations and has primary
legal responsibility for the maintenance of grant records.legal responsibility for the maintenance of grant records.
Effective October 2012, GM maintains electronic grant recordsEffective October 2012, GM maintains electronic grant records
in Foundation Connect; prior to that date, GM stored its recordsin Foundation Connect; prior to that date, GM stored its records
in the Grant Tracker system. Grant documentation is containedin the Grant Tracker system. Grant documentation is contained
in a unique electronic proposal record using a system-in a unique electronic proposal record using a system-
generated log identification numbergenerated log identification number

Prior to the launch of Foundation Connect, GM also kept aPrior to the launch of Foundation Connect, GM also kept a
paper file for each grant awarded. GM currently does notpaper file for each grant awarded. GM currently does not
maintain paper grant files, with the exception of sensitivemaintain paper grant files, with the exception of sensitive
grants that only have minimal information recorded ingrants that only have minimal information recorded in
Foundation Connect, and grants made by the OSI-BudapestFoundation Connect, and grants made by the OSI-Budapest
Foundation entity, for which paper copies of grant agreementsFoundation entity, for which paper copies of grant agreements
must be retained for legal reasons.must be retained for legal reasons.

OSF U.S. entities are required by the IRS to keep records for aOSF U.S. entities are required by the IRS to keep records for a
period of three years after the filing of annual tax returns. (Seeperiod of three years after the filing of annual tax returns. (See
IRS Publication 4221-PF, Compliance Guide for 501(c)(3) PrivateIRS Publication 4221-PF, Compliance Guide for 501(c)(3) Private
Foundations (available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/Foundations (available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/
p4221pf.pdf). The European foundations must retain paperp4221pf.pdf). The European foundations must retain paper
grant records for six years and electronic records indefinitely.grant records for six years and electronic records indefinitely.
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At a bare minimum, for audit purposes, OSF must maintainAt a bare minimum, for audit purposes, OSF must maintain
records that show:records that show:

A. Name and address of granteeA. Name and address of grantee

B. Amount distributedB. Amount distributed

C. Purpose of grantC. Purpose of grant

D. Approval process historyD. Approval process history

E. Evidence that the grant was in compliance with OSF’s Conflict-of-E. Evidence that the grant was in compliance with OSF’s Conflict-of-
Interest PolicyInterest Policy

F. For the European entities, a “grant balance sheet”, with signaturesF. For the European entities, a “grant balance sheet”, with signatures
from the granteeconfirming receipt of installmentsfrom the granteeconfirming receipt of installments

In addition, grant records contain:In addition, grant records contain:

A. Proposals and budgetsA. Proposals and budgets

B. Docket write-ups/Pre-Grant InquiriesB. Docket write-ups/Pre-Grant Inquiries

C. Payment approval historyC. Payment approval history

D. Grant agreementsD. Grant agreements

E. Finance and narrative reportsE. Finance and narrative reports
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Retention PolicyRetention Policy
The OSF record retention policy provides general guidelines forThe OSF record retention policy provides general guidelines for
retention of foundation records as well as procedures to followretention of foundation records as well as procedures to follow
for destruction of grant documents.for destruction of grant documents.

Grants Management in New York has its own RecordsGrants Management in New York has its own Records
Retention Schedule, found below the followingRetention Schedule, found below the following
link:https://karl.soros.org/offices/nyc/referencemanuals/link:https://karl.soros.org/offices/nyc/referencemanuals/
facilities-management/records-management-program/records-facilities-management/records-management-program/records-
retention-policy.pdf/retention-policy.pdf/

Grants Management in Budapest has the following recordGrants Management in Budapest has the following record
retention schedule:https://karl.soros.org/offices/budapest/retention schedule:https://karl.soros.org/offices/budapest/
referencemanuals/records-management/osi-records-referencemanuals/records-management/osi-records-
management-guidelines/hesp-records-retention-schedule/management-guidelines/hesp-records-retention-schedule/
osi_bp_records_retention_payroll_personnel_finance.pdf/osi_bp_records_retention_payroll_personnel_finance.pdf/

Any paper grant files continue to follow this retentionsAny paper grant files continue to follow this retentions
schedule. For electronic grant files in FC, OGM does not activelyschedule. For electronic grant files in FC, OGM does not actively
dispose of records per the record retention schedule.dispose of records per the record retention schedule.

Following the end of each fiscal year, US private foundationsFollowing the end of each fiscal year, US private foundations
such as OSI-NY and FPOS are required by the IRS to file thesuch as OSI-NY and FPOS are required by the IRS to file the
990-PF tax return. Our fiscal year end of December 31 means a990-PF tax return. Our fiscal year end of December 31 means a
May 15 filing deadline, which can be extended 90 days toMay 15 filing deadline, which can be extended 90 days to
August 15 and once again to November 15 (FPOS’s and OSI’s deAugust 15 and once again to November 15 (FPOS’s and OSI’s de
factofiling deadline).factofiling deadline).
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Grants List, Audited Financials and Other Year-Grants List, Audited Financials and Other Year-
End Activities for U.S. EntitiesEnd Activities for U.S. Entities
While audited financials are technically separate from filing ofWhile audited financials are technically separate from filing of
the tax return, financial information is a significant componentthe tax return, financial information is a significant component
of the tax return data. A key grant-related element of theof the tax return data. A key grant-related element of the
audited financials is calculation of the “grants payable” amount,audited financials is calculation of the “grants payable” amount,
which is liability on the entity’s balance sheet. It consists of allwhich is liability on the entity’s balance sheet. It consists of all
accrued grant amounts that are unpaid, and accumulates fromaccrued grant amounts that are unpaid, and accumulates from
prior years. For amounts accrued for grants that extend beyondprior years. For amounts accrued for grants that extend beyond
the year following the fiscal year, there is a calculation for “netthe year following the fiscal year, there is a calculation for “net
present value” which discounts the value of future payablespresent value” which discounts the value of future payables
based on a conservative inflation rate and investment return –based on a conservative inflation rate and investment return –
usually 5%. Another GM-related element that feeds into theusually 5%. Another GM-related element that feeds into the
financial statements is the “grants receivable” amount, which isfinancial statements is the “grants receivable” amount, which is
the sum of unpaid commitments from any 3rd party fundingthe sum of unpaid commitments from any 3rd party funding
sources.sources.

Additional grant information feeds into the tax returns for OSI-Additional grant information feeds into the tax returns for OSI-
NY and FPOS. Most significant is production of the grants list,NY and FPOS. Most significant is production of the grants list,
which includes name, address, purpose, grantee organizationalwhich includes name, address, purpose, grantee organizational
tax status, amount awarded and amount paid for any grantstax status, amount awarded and amount paid for any grants
accrued or paid during the fiscal year. The accounting controlleraccrued or paid during the fiscal year. The accounting controller
is responsible for reconciling the NetSuite and Foundationis responsible for reconciling the NetSuite and Foundation
Connect accrued and paid amounts, and engages GM staff inConnect accrued and paid amounts, and engages GM staff in
review of discrepancies. GM is responsible for reviewing thereview of discrepancies. GM is responsible for reviewing the
text fields and refers to a style manual (see box below) intext fields and refers to a style manual (see box below) in
making corrections.making corrections.
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Grants List Manual of Style for US granteesGrants List Manual of Style for US grantees

? Suite and Floor should be capitalized and follow on the same line as? Suite and Floor should be capitalized and follow on the same line as
the street address, separated by a comma and should use the numeralthe street address, separated by a comma and should use the numeral
for the number (e.g., 4th Floor and not Fourth Floor)for the number (e.g., 4th Floor and not Fourth Floor)

? Post Office Boxes should look be: P.O. Box ### (e.g., no space? Post Office Boxes should look be: P.O. Box ### (e.g., no space
between . and O, space between . and Box)between . and O, space between . and Box)

? For Washington DC addresses: no periods in the direction part of the? For Washington DC addresses: no periods in the direction part of the
street address (e.g., NW) and do not separate it with a comma (e.g., forstreet address (e.g., NW) and do not separate it with a comma (e.g., for
the full effect: 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Oval Office Suite)the full effect: 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Oval Office Suite)

Some addresses to refer to:Some addresses to refer to:

American Bar Association Fund for Justice and Education 740 15th Street NW,American Bar Association Fund for Justice and Education 740 15th Street NW,
9th Floor Washington, DC 20005-10099th Floor Washington, DC 20005-1009

Accountability Project, Inc. P.O. Box 426, Church Street Station New York, NYAccountability Project, Inc. P.O. Box 426, Church Street Station New York, NY
1000710007

American Pain Foundation 111 South Calvert Street, Suite 2700 Arlington, VAAmerican Pain Foundation 111 South Calvert Street, Suite 2700 Arlington, VA
22314-176722314-1767

? Street, Avenue, Boulevard, etc. should be spelled in full (no? Street, Avenue, Boulevard, etc. should be spelled in full (no
abbreviations)abbreviations)

Expenditure Responsibility Statement for 990-PF Tax Return forExpenditure Responsibility Statement for 990-PF Tax Return for
U.S. Private FoundationsU.S. Private Foundations

The Expenditure Responsibility statement is a separate attachment toThe Expenditure Responsibility statement is a separate attachment to
the tax return that lists all grants to organizations other than publicthe tax return that lists all grants to organizations other than public
charities that were awarded or paid in the current tax year, or grantscharities that were awarded or paid in the current tax year, or grants
awarded in prior tax years that have not had the full amount of theirawarded in prior tax years that have not had the full amount of their
grant accounted for in a prior ER statement. The ER statementgrant accounted for in a prior ER statement. The ER statement
indicates whether these grantees have submitted reports on theirindicates whether these grantees have submitted reports on their
activity for the fiscal year and the amount those reports showed asactivity for the fiscal year and the amount those reports showed as
expended during the period. Those grants continue to be listed untilexpended during the period. Those grants continue to be listed until
they are reported as fully expended. The 990-PF return includes a fewthey are reported as fully expended. The 990-PF return includes a few
questions related to program related investments and expenditurequestions related to program related investments and expenditure
responsibility grant making.responsibility grant making.
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Year-end GM Activities and ResponsibilitiesYear-end GM Activities and Responsibilities

As part of planning for year-end, GM coordinates with Finance toAs part of planning for year-end, GM coordinates with Finance to
announce cut-off dates for the processing of grants and payments.announce cut-off dates for the processing of grants and payments.
The cut-off for getting a grant accrued and paid is usually the secondThe cut-off for getting a grant accrued and paid is usually the second
week of November, and includes the caveat that lobbying or otherweek of November, and includes the caveat that lobbying or other
issues can impact the ability to pay the grant. The deadline for gettingissues can impact the ability to pay the grant. The deadline for getting
a grant payment out is usually the first week in December. Grantsa grant payment out is usually the first week in December. Grants
officers have discretion with Accounting to process payments up to theofficers have discretion with Accounting to process payments up to the
close of the office for the winter break, but it is important to manageclose of the office for the winter break, but it is important to manage
program expectations and have them make a case for the urgency ofprogram expectations and have them make a case for the urgency of
the payment. These deadlines are usually communicated to all staff inthe payment. These deadlines are usually communicated to all staff in
an email in September and followed up by grants officers to ensurean email in September and followed up by grants officers to ensure
adequate planning by programs. For grants referred to FOSI and OSI-adequate planning by programs. For grants referred to FOSI and OSI-
AF, year-end dates extend into early January, but we do notAF, year-end dates extend into early January, but we do not
communicate those dates to programs based at US offices to avoidcommunicate those dates to programs based at US offices to avoid
any confusion.any confusion.

Most of the year-end work related to producing financials and taxMost of the year-end work related to producing financials and tax
returns takes place between December and March, when the booksreturns takes place between December and March, when the books
are closed and draft financials are produced for the arrival of ourare closed and draft financials are produced for the arrival of our
auditors.auditors.

Specific Year-End Activities for NY-based Individual GrantSpecific Year-End Activities for NY-based Individual Grant
ProgramsPrograms

In New York, for scholarship programs that accrue estimated ratherIn New York, for scholarship programs that accrue estimated rather
than fixed amounts, the finance department produces a list ofthan fixed amounts, the finance department produces a list of
variances that require add-on or reverse accruals. For grants that havevariances that require add-on or reverse accruals. For grants that have
been cancelled during the year, either rescinded or the grant letter notbeen cancelled during the year, either rescinded or the grant letter not
countersigned, there is a concerted effort to reverse those accrualscountersigned, there is a concerted effort to reverse those accruals
during the same year in order to avoid having to report them on theduring the same year in order to avoid having to report them on the
tax return and thus subject them to record retention requirements.tax return and thus subject them to record retention requirements.
Accounting usually reviews the check register to determine whetherAccounting usually reviews the check register to determine whether
any checks sent to grantees haven’t been cashed and should beany checks sent to grantees haven’t been cashed and should be
cancelled and reissued prior to year-end.cancelled and reissued prior to year-end.

Once the payment submission deadline passes, grants officers whoOnce the payment submission deadline passes, grants officers who
work with individual grant programs that involve 1042 tax liability needwork with individual grant programs that involve 1042 tax liability need
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to remind program counterparts not to release any more granteeto remind program counterparts not to release any more grantee
payments until January. The calculation of 1042 tax is based on thepayments until January. The calculation of 1042 tax is based on the
accumulation of paid amounts over the fiscal year and thoseaccumulation of paid amounts over the fiscal year and those
calculations will be incorrect if payments originate in one fiscal yearcalculations will be incorrect if payments originate in one fiscal year
and are paid in another. Upon our return in January, Systems needs toand are paid in another. Upon our return in January, Systems needs to
reset the 1042 calculation mechanism.reset the 1042 calculation mechanism.
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OSF Copyright Policy – June 2011OSF Copyright Policy – June 2011
In June 2011, Open Society Foundations adopted a policy onIn June 2011, Open Society Foundations adopted a policy on
copyright available here . The aim of this policy is to ensure thatcopyright available here . The aim of this policy is to ensure that
copyrighted works produced by both OSF staff and granteescopyrighted works produced by both OSF staff and grantees
are disseminated and re-used as widely as possible, when thisare disseminated and re-used as widely as possible, when this
is appropriate. To that end, OSF has granted a Creativeis appropriate. To that end, OSF has granted a Creative
Commons license – a public license that encourages wideCommons license – a public license that encourages wide
dissemination – to virtually the entirety of its own copyrighteddissemination – to virtually the entirety of its own copyrighted
works.works.

As a pilot program, OSF is including a clause into the grantAs a pilot program, OSF is including a clause into the grant
agreements of certain programs, whereby grantees will adviseagreements of certain programs, whereby grantees will advise
OSF whether or not they will license the works created with OSFOSF whether or not they will license the works created with OSF
funds using a Creative Commons license. More informationfunds using a Creative Commons license. More information
about the OSF copyright policy is available here:about the OSF copyright policy is available here:
https://karl.soros.org/communities/osf-intellectual-property-https://karl.soros.org/communities/osf-intellectual-property-
policy/view.htmlpolicy/view.html
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Chapter 12 - Data ManagementChapter 12 - Data Management
and Reportingand Reporting
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Data Management – OrganizationData Management – Organization
Foundation Connect contains organization records for organizational legal entities, for
individuals, andalso for entities that are either subdivisions of larger legal entities (for example,
a university departmentor institute) or are consolidations of multiple legal entities that are
grouped together for the purpose ofeligibility (for example, Crisis Action, an organization that
has multiple legal entities that are consideredas one for the purpose of eligibility and the one-
third threshold). In a proposal record, the legal entityreceiving the grant is shown in the
“organization” field, and, if there is a non-legal entity that isconsidered the grantee for the
purposes of eligibility and the one-third threshold, that entity is shown inthe “grantee” field.
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Organization Legal NameOrganization Legal Name
A U.S. tax-exempt organizational legal entity should have the name with which it obtained tax-
exemptstatus and is listed on the IRS website entered into “organization name” in its
Foundation Connectorganization record. If the organization is not a tax-exempt United States
entity, simply ask theorganization what its legal name is and use that. If the organization uses
another name in addition to itslegal name, that can be entered into the “Also Known As” field.
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Identifying and Handling DuplicatesIdentifying and Handling Duplicates
Grants Management staff with Administrator (BizAdmin or System Administrator) profiles in
FoundationConnect handle duplicate organizations inadvertently created through the portal. If
a Grants Officerencounters a duplicate organization created by through the portal, or by
program staff or anotherGrants Officer, they should contact one of these Administrator users
for assistance.
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Hierarchy: Parent-ChildHierarchy: Parent-Child
Related entities should be placed in an organizational hierarchy. Organization records are
linked byentering another entity into the “Parent Organization” field in the organization record.
If a non-legalentity organization is always linked to one specific legal entity, then that entity
should be shown in the“Associated Legal Entity” field in the organization record. If an
organization has multiple legal entities,the box next to “Multiple Associated Legal Entities”
should be checked. In the case of a very complexorganizational hierarchy, the “top” of the
hierarchy can either be the primary legal entity of the group oforganizations or a dummy type
organization can be created to group together all of the associatedorganizations.
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English v. Non-English Legal NameEnglish v. Non-English Legal Name
If the organization is based in a non-English-speaking country, ask the organization if they have
anofficial legal name in English (they often do). If they do, use that name for “organization
name” andplace their non-English legal name under “Name in Source Language”. If an
organization does not havean English legal name AND its legal name is not written using Latin
script, transliterate its name (ask theorganization if they have a standard transliteration) for the
“Organization Name” field and write theorganization’s name in its original script and language
in “Name in Source Language”. The name in“Organization Name” should always be in Latin
script.
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Organizational Name ChangeOrganizational Name Change
If an organization in the United States has had a change in legal name, they should be asked to
providesome legal proof of this (name change record with the IRS, state, or other governmental
authorities). ForU.S. public charities, it is preferable to receive proof of name change with the
IRS, but it is acceptable tochange the name in Foundation Connect based on proof of name
change with U.S. state-levelauthorities. Name changes of non-legal entities (like a university
institute or school) can be made byverifying by with staff of the entity (preferably senior staff).
Generally no proof of name change is askedof non-U.S. organizations.
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Individuals v. OrganizationsIndividuals v. Organizations
Please note that individual grantees also exist as “organizations” in Foundation Connect, as well
as“contacts” on that organization record. The details between both do not automatically
harmonize so,when there are changes in address or name, both the organization and the
contact record need to beupdated.
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Integration IssuesIntegration Issues
Sometimes details in organization records can trigger “integration errors” preventing a grant
from accruing or a payment from going out. Accounting may ask the Grants Officer to make
updates on the organization record to correct these integration errors.
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Address FormatAddress Format
For United States addresses, spell out as much of an organization’s address as you can, with
theexception of post office boxes, which can be written as “P.O. Box”. For non-U.S. addresses,
you can usethe way that the organization writes its address on its website or in official
correspondence. Theorganization record has a space for a legal address and a mailing address
(many non-U.S. organizationshave an official legal address that differs from where they receive
their mail).
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Phone FormatPhone Format
U.S. (and Canadian) phone numbers are written with area code in parentheses (Foundation
Connect willdo this automatically for a ten-digit phone number). Non-U.S./Canada phone
numbers should includecountry code and can be formatted as they are in the country in which
they are located.
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Legal & Mailing CountryLegal & Mailing Country
Errors in the names of countries and states/provinces can cause errors during integration, so
verify thatthese are correct and in accordance with the current requirements for country and
state/provincenames.
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Type of Support, RequiredType of Support, Required
This is a drop-down where the type of grant should be selected.This is a drop-down where the type of grant should be selected.
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Reports and Dashboards – TO BE DEVELOPEDReports and Dashboards – TO BE DEVELOPED
Statutory reporting – IRS, Auditors - grants list, ER reporting,Statutory reporting – IRS, Auditors - grants list, ER reporting,
year reconciliationyear reconciliation

Salesforce link introduction to using reports and dashboards inSalesforce link introduction to using reports and dashboards in
SF – use the link in the manual or adapt them for FC.SF – use the link in the manual or adapt them for FC.

Easy reference of primary objects and report types in FC –Easy reference of primary objects and report types in FC –
translation to SF terminology included tootranslation to SF terminology included too

Provide a list of most commonly used reports from GMProvide a list of most commonly used reports from GM
perspective. What kind of report types for what kind ofperspective. What kind of report types for what kind of
commonly searched datacommonly searched data

Advice about setting up report folders, groups, dashboardAdvice about setting up report folders, groups, dashboard
foldersfolders

Report building tips – what are some of the things you learnedReport building tips – what are some of the things you learned
the hard way?the hard way?

How would it relate to the job aid?How would it relate to the job aid?

Fill in gaps from the job aid, catching the structural difficultiesFill in gaps from the job aid, catching the structural difficulties

New role of GM to have facility to do reporting instead of going toNew role of GM to have facility to do reporting instead of going to
point person.point person.

Role should be defined in the manualRole should be defined in the manual

Escalation path if GOs get stuckEscalation path if GOs get stuck
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Data Management – ProposalData Management – Proposal
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Approval/Award/Accrual DatesApproval/Award/Accrual Dates
The Approval/Recommendation Date on the proposal record indicates the date of final
approval of theproposal. If there were multiple approvers on the proposal, the date that the
final approver approvedthe grant is what is shown here. The term Recommendation Date is
used if the proposal was referred toFOSI, OSI-AF, or OSI-Budapest from a New York grants
officer, since the proposal is not approved until it is accepted by a Budapest grants officer for
funding. The Award Date is the date that the grantagreement was signed by the OSF signatory
(if the grant agreement is not signed through DocuSignthere may be a variation between when
the letter was actually signed and the Award Date), and theAccrual Date is the date that the
grant was accrued in NetSuite.
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Sensitive Grant CheckboxSensitive Grant Checkbox
Checking this box causes a grant to be invisible to other Foundation Connect users who are not
assignedto the grant (with the exception of Administrators). Checking this box does not prevent
a grant awardedby a U.S. entity from appearing on the publically available tax return, so its use
for U.S. grants should bediscouraged (it will create the odd situation of grants being invisible to
OSF staff through FC but visibleto the entire world on the internet). Use of this checkbox should,
in general, be restricted to grants fromEuropean entities where there is a real security or other
risk to the grantee from having informationabout the grant easily available to FC users. In cases
of extreme risk, the data in FC should be kept to aminimum, since even a grant with the
sensitive grant checkbox checked can be viewed by some FCusers, and, theoretically, by
someone who has gained unauthorized access to FC.
Guidance for data governance (pop codes, subject area, strategic method, source of proposal)
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Format of Purpose StatementFormat of Purpose Statement
For grants originating with New York grants officers, the purpose statement should be a concise
andsimple sentence fragment that completes the sentence “The purpose of the grant is...” It
should beginwith a lowercase “to” and end without punctuation. An example would be: “to
support the HumanRights Project”. There has been conflicting guidance from different
departments regarding purposestatements. The Legal Department prefers more detailed
purpose statements, because it makes it easierfor grant letter signatories to understand what
the grant is about; the Accounting Department likesshort and concise purpose statements for
the tax return. A challenge for Grants Officers is to navigatebetween these two priorities. In
Budapest, the purpose field is less important, as the Protect Title field ismerged into grant
contracts.
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Assignment of Proposal Owner andAssignment of Proposal Owner and
Recommender FieldsRecommender Fields
The Proposal Owner is the primary guardian of the proposal record who is responsible for
entering mostof the data, submitting the proposal for compliance review and approval,
submitting payments andreports for approval, and requesting closure of the grant. The
Proposal Owner is the primary contact forthe Grants Officer. The Proposal Owner should be
immediately updated if the responsibilities, portfolio,position, or employment status of the
initial Proposal Owner changes. The Recommender is the primaryauthor of the docket write-up
and the person that the Approver(s) should contact if they have anyquestions about the
programmatic merit of the proposal. The Recommender does not need to bechanged if the
person in that field changes roles; the initial recommender can remain on the proposalrecord
to indicate the program staff person who was primarily responsible for making the argument
infavor of the grant.
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Use of Grant Condition(s) FieldUse of Grant Condition(s) Field
These are conditions that should be added, when applicable, toThese are conditions that should be added, when applicable, to
the proposal record. Although some of these conditions shouldthe proposal record. Although some of these conditions should
ideally be added by program staff, it is the Grants Officer who isideally be added by program staff, it is the Grants Officer who is
responsible for checking that the all the appropriate conditionsresponsible for checking that the all the appropriate conditions
are present. In Budapest, some grant conditions will trigger theare present. In Budapest, some grant conditions will trigger the
insertion of specific language into the grant agreement.insertion of specific language into the grant agreement.

Audit recordkeeping: This condition triggers the insertion of thisAudit recordkeeping: This condition triggers the insertion of this
language into certain grant contracts:During the same period,language into certain grant contracts:During the same period,
the Grantee shall, if requested by OSF, have an independentthe Grantee shall, if requested by OSF, have an independent
audit performed on the entire organization at the expense ofaudit performed on the entire organization at the expense of
OSF. Such an audit shall include, and shall so indicate in theOSF. Such an audit shall include, and shall so indicate in the
audit report, the OSF portion of the Grantee’s operations.audit report, the OSF portion of the Grantee’s operations.

Contingent grant: This should be selected when the grant has aContingent grant: This should be selected when the grant has a
contingent component.contingent component.

Creative commons licensing: This should be selected if theCreative commons licensing: This should be selected if the
grant agreement contains a creative commons licensing clause.grant agreement contains a creative commons licensing clause.

Detailed reporting needed: This condition triggers the insertionDetailed reporting needed: This condition triggers the insertion
of this language into certain grant contracts: FURTHERof this language into certain grant contracts: FURTHER
FINANCIAL AND NARRATIVE REPORTING REQUIREMENTSFINANCIAL AND NARRATIVE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
[Reporting based upon the full project budget which the grant[Reporting based upon the full project budget which the grant
contributes to on a partial basis] Grantee shall provide financialcontributes to on a partial basis] Grantee shall provide financial
reports covering the entire Project of Grantee as described inreports covering the entire Project of Grantee as described in
the proposal and budget referred to herein when submitting itsthe proposal and budget referred to herein when submitting its
reports regarding the Project.[Reporting based upon the fullreports regarding the Project.[Reporting based upon the full
organizational budget] Grantee shall provide financial reportsorganizational budget] Grantee shall provide financial reports
covering the entire organization of Grantee in addition to andcovering the entire organization of Grantee in addition to and
together with the financial reports regarding the Project.together with the financial reports regarding the Project.
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Economic sanctions and export controls: This should beEconomic sanctions and export controls: This should be
selected if the grant involves activity regulated by OFAC orselected if the grant involves activity regulated by OFAC or
another official sanctions regime.another official sanctions regime.

Endowment: This should be selected if the grant is wholly orEndowment: This should be selected if the grant is wholly or
partially to fund an endowment.partially to fund an endowment.

Expenditure Responsibility: This should be selected if the grantExpenditure Responsibility: This should be selected if the grant
is subjected to the Expenditure Responsibility rules.is subjected to the Expenditure Responsibility rules.

Fiscal agent: This should be selected if the grant is being paidFiscal agent: This should be selected if the grant is being paid
through a fiscal agent.through a fiscal agent.

Key personnel: This condition triggers the insertion of thisKey personnel: This condition triggers the insertion of this
language into certain grant contracts: KEY PERSONNEL Thelanguage into certain grant contracts: KEY PERSONNEL The
grant is awarded with the condition that KEY PERSON NAMESgrant is awarded with the condition that KEY PERSON NAMES
AND POSITIONS shall beconsidered key personnel for theAND POSITIONS shall beconsidered key personnel for the
Project and may not be replaced by the Grantee in theirProject and may not be replaced by the Grantee in their
respective positions without prior approval from OSF.respective positions without prior approval from OSF.

License: This condition triggers the insertion of this languageLicense: This condition triggers the insertion of this language
into certain grant contracts: LICENSE The Grantee herebyinto certain grant contracts: LICENSE The Grantee hereby
grants FOSI and the Open Society Foundations a perpetualgrants FOSI and the Open Society Foundations a perpetual
license to use all intellectual property created within the scopelicense to use all intellectual property created within the scope
of the Project (“Works”) internally or for their own non-of the Project (“Works”) internally or for their own non-
commercial purposes. ADDITIONAL LICENSE [Note: If thiscommercial purposes. ADDITIONAL LICENSE [Note: If this
provision is used, you must define “products and materialsprovision is used, you must define “products and materials
related to the Project” as the “Works” in the first sentence of therelated to the Project” as the “Works” in the first sentence of the
general “License” provision above.] In addition, the Granteegeneral “License” provision above.] In addition, the Grantee
hereby grants FOSI and its licensees an irrevocable, fully paid-hereby grants FOSI and its licensees an irrevocable, fully paid-
up, worldwide, nonexclusive, and royalty-free license inup, worldwide, nonexclusive, and royalty-free license in
perpetuity to use, reproduce, distribute, publish, publiclyperpetuity to use, reproduce, distribute, publish, publicly
perform, publicly display and make derivative works of, andperform, publicly display and make derivative works of, and
otherwise modify and otherwise use a portion or the entirety ofotherwise modify and otherwise use a portion or the entirety of
the Works on, in, or through any media, whether now known orthe Works on, in, or through any media, whether now known or
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hereafter invented for their own other non-commercialhereafter invented for their own other non-commercial
purposes, as determined by FOSI in its sole discretion. Thepurposes, as determined by FOSI in its sole discretion. The
Grantee hereby covenants, represents, and warrants to FOSIGrantee hereby covenants, represents, and warrants to FOSI
that the Works are or (as to future Works to be created) will bethat the Works are or (as to future Works to be created) will be
original to the Grantee or derived from materials to which theoriginal to the Grantee or derived from materials to which the
Grantee has obtained all required licenses, and that no thirdGrantee has obtained all required licenses, and that no third
party has such right or claim that would limit, preclude orparty has such right or claim that would limit, preclude or
exclude the acquisition or exercise of the rights of either OSI orexclude the acquisition or exercise of the rights of either OSI or
any foundation within the Open Society Foundations networkany foundation within the Open Society Foundations network
of foundations, nor do they contain any matter that is libelousof foundations, nor do they contain any matter that is libelous
or obscene. The Grantee hereby agrees to indemnify and holdor obscene. The Grantee hereby agrees to indemnify and hold
harmless FOSI, and its current and former trustees, officers,harmless FOSI, and its current and former trustees, officers,
staff members, assignees, agents, and licensees, from andstaff members, assignees, agents, and licensees, from and
against any losses, costs, expenses (including reasonableagainst any losses, costs, expenses (including reasonable
attorneys’ fees), judgments, and damages resulting from anyattorneys’ fees), judgments, and damages resulting from any
claim or action arising out of a breach of any representation, orclaim or action arising out of a breach of any representation, or
warranty in this Agreement.warranty in this Agreement.

Matching requirement: This should be selected if any portion ofMatching requirement: This should be selected if any portion of
the grant is conditional upon a matching requirement.the grant is conditional upon a matching requirement.

Payment schedule: This condition doesn’t currently meanPayment schedule: This condition doesn’t currently mean
anything, as all grants and all grant agreements contain aanything, as all grants and all grant agreements contain a
payment schedule.payment schedule.

Rapid response: This should be selected if the Rapid ResponseRapid response: This should be selected if the Rapid Response
mechanism has been invoked.mechanism has been invoked.

Real estate, equipment: This should be selected if the grantReal estate, equipment: This should be selected if the grant
involves the purchase of real estate or capital equipment.involves the purchase of real estate or capital equipment.

Recoverable: This should be selected if any portion of the grantRecoverable: This should be selected if any portion of the grant
is required to be paid back by the grantee.is required to be paid back by the grantee.

Reserve fund: This should be selected if the grant is beingReserve fund: This should be selected if the grant is being
funding through the Reserve Fund process.funding through the Reserve Fund process.
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Open Society Advised Fund: This should be selected if the grantOpen Society Advised Fund: This should be selected if the grant
is to fund a donor-advised fund or another fund described asis to fund a donor-advised fund or another fund described as
an Open Society Advised Fund in GMSG guidance.an Open Society Advised Fund in GMSG guidance.

Roll-back of proposal Stage and StatusRoll-back of proposal Stage and Status
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Chapter 13 - Special GrantsChapter 13 - Special Grants
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Grants Using Outside ("Third-Party”) FundingGrants Using Outside ("Third-Party”) Funding
OSF sometimes receives funding from third-party sources (notOSF sometimes receives funding from third-party sources (not
members of the Soros family) to beregranted.members of the Soros family) to beregranted. AOSI is the onlyAOSI is the only
U.S. entity that can receive money from these sources outsideU.S. entity that can receive money from these sources outside
the Sorosfamily.the Sorosfamily. The AOSI Board must approve anyThe AOSI Board must approve any
contribution or grant of outside funds before they arereceived.contribution or grant of outside funds before they arereceived.
After accepting outside funds, the Accounting department mustAfter accepting outside funds, the Accounting department must
make special provisions totrack these funds. Regrants mademake special provisions totrack these funds. Regrants made
with outside funds must be properly coded to ensure that theywith outside funds must be properly coded to ensure that they
aredebited when the grant is awarded and paid. Some third-aredebited when the grant is awarded and paid. Some third-
party grants (especially from governmentalparty grants (especially from governmental
orintergovernmental sources) require special reporting back toorintergovernmental sources) require special reporting back to
the donor.the donor. Some European entities canalso accept third-partySome European entities canalso accept third-party
funds.funds.

If a program is interested in pursuing a third-party fundingIf a program is interested in pursuing a third-party funding
opportunity, the Director of Grants Management should beopportunity, the Director of Grants Management should be
contacted as early as possible in the discussions to make surecontacted as early as possible in the discussions to make sure
all proper procedures are followed.all proper procedures are followed.
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Asset Grants.Asset Grants.
Asset grants are currently only done in the United States. AssetAsset grants are currently only done in the United States. Asset
grants occur when OSF donates used computers, furniture, orgrants occur when OSF donates used computers, furniture, or
other assets directly, instead of cash. (This is different from aother assets directly, instead of cash. (This is different from a
grant in which new equipment is purchased for a grantee; thatgrant in which new equipment is purchased for a grantee; that
scenario is like other grants where a vendor is paid directly forscenario is like other grants where a vendor is paid directly for
the benefit a grantee. In the case of purchasing new equipmentthe benefit a grantee. In the case of purchasing new equipment
for a grantee, the equipment is never owned by OSF or on OSF’sfor a grantee, the equipment is never owned by OSF or on OSF’s
books.) If the assets have fully depreciated on OSF’s books,books.) If the assets have fully depreciated on OSF’s books,
there is no need for a grant agreement. However, if the assetsthere is no need for a grant agreement. However, if the assets
still have value, a grant must be awarded for the remainingstill have value, a grant must be awarded for the remaining
value. The assets should be listed in the grant agreement. Thevalue. The assets should be listed in the grant agreement. The
grant agreement should be a modified version of a general-grant agreement should be a modified version of a general-
support grant agreement, with no specific reportingsupport grant agreement, with no specific reporting
requirements or grant purpose. There are no reportingrequirements or grant purpose. There are no reporting
requirements (an annual report from the organization can berequirements (an annual report from the organization can be
requested, but it isn’t necessary). The write-up can be extremelyrequested, but it isn’t necessary). The write-up can be extremely
minimal, using some information provided by the person –minimal, using some information provided by the person –
usually in Facilities Management – who identified the granteeusually in Facilities Management – who identified the grantee
organization. The grant can be approved in FC by the Directororganization. The grant can be approved in FC by the Director
of Finance.of Finance.

In the United States, grants of assets to non-public charitiesIn the United States, grants of assets to non-public charities
should be avoided if possible, as they will require Expenditureshould be avoided if possible, as they will require Expenditure
Responsibility equipment reporting.Responsibility equipment reporting.

GM works with the Accounting department to determine howGM works with the Accounting department to determine how
the grant should be coded. In the United States, the Openthe grant should be coded. In the United States, the Open
Society Institute (OSI-NY) is generally the owner of all assets.Society Institute (OSI-NY) is generally the owner of all assets.
The grant should accrue normally, but GM should work withThe grant should accrue normally, but GM should work with
Accounting to make sure that the grant shows up as paid inAccounting to make sure that the grant shows up as paid in
Foundation Connect.Foundation Connect.
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Contingent GrantsContingent Grants
Contingent grant procedures are currently being revised. TheseContingent grant procedures are currently being revised. These
are grants where some of the grant amount is not fully legallyare grants where some of the grant amount is not fully legally
committed to be paid to the grantee, and therefore thatcommitted to be paid to the grantee, and therefore that
contingent amount is not accrued and not charged to thecontingent amount is not accrued and not charged to the
program’s budget at the time of the grant award. Under currentprogram’s budget at the time of the grant award. Under current
procedures, in each year that contingent amounts are to beprocedures, in each year that contingent amounts are to be
released, grantees need to present a workplan for the year andreleased, grantees need to present a workplan for the year and
the program needs to write up a short memo approving thethe program needs to write up a short memo approving the
contingent amount for release.contingent amount for release.
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Conditional GrantsConditional Grants
Conditional grants are grants in which some, or all, of the grantConditional grants are grants in which some, or all, of the grant
amount is contingent upon the grantee satisfying certainamount is contingent upon the grantee satisfying certain
conditions. These conditions are usually a requirement for theconditions. These conditions are usually a requirement for the
grantee to raise funds from other sources to match all or partgrantee to raise funds from other sources to match all or part
of the grant amount, but they can sometimes be otherof the grant amount, but they can sometimes be other
programmatic or organizational requirements, such as theprogrammatic or organizational requirements, such as the
hiring of a new executive director or the accomplishment ofhiring of a new executive director or the accomplishment of
certain programmatic goals. For these grants, typically thecertain programmatic goals. For these grants, typically the
payments that are contingent on the grantee satisfying thesepayments that are contingent on the grantee satisfying these
conditions are marked as “contingent” in Foundation Connectconditions are marked as “contingent” in Foundation Connect
and those amounts do not accrue until the conditions are met.and those amounts do not accrue until the conditions are met.
These grants do not require the same procedures as contingentThese grants do not require the same procedures as contingent
grants without conditions. Usually proof that the granteegrants without conditions. Usually proof that the grantee
satisfied the matching requirement or other condition issatisfied the matching requirement or other condition is
enough for the grants officer to change the contingent status ofenough for the grants officer to change the contingent status of
the payment to “met” to trigger the accrual of that amount andthe payment to “met” to trigger the accrual of that amount and
then to release the paymentthen to release the payment

Financial-statement auditors are very interested in these typesFinancial-statement auditors are very interested in these types
of grants when performing their annual audit, and it is a goodof grants when performing their annual audit, and it is a good
idea to have a discussion with Accounting every time aidea to have a discussion with Accounting every time a
conditional grant is proposed. If the conditions are very likely toconditional grant is proposed. If the conditions are very likely to
be met, Accounting will often request that the amounts NOT bebe met, Accounting will often request that the amounts NOT be
made contingent in Foundation Connect, even if the grantmade contingent in Foundation Connect, even if the grant
agreement lists fulfilling a condition as a requirement for theagreement lists fulfilling a condition as a requirement for the
amount to be paid out.amount to be paid out.
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Conference GrantsConference Grants
In Budapest there is a unique type of grant called a ConferenceIn Budapest there is a unique type of grant called a Conference
Grant, used when Budapest staff want to cover the expensesGrant, used when Budapest staff want to cover the expenses
(accommodation, catering, travel and other conference-related(accommodation, catering, travel and other conference-related
expenses) for a small group of qualified individuals to attendexpenses) for a small group of qualified individuals to attend
conferences, trainings, or seminars. These grants are paidconferences, trainings, or seminars. These grants are paid
directly to the service providers or to the participantsdirectly to the service providers or to the participants
(individuals/grantee organizations) via wire transfer.(individuals/grantee organizations) via wire transfer.

A conference grant must not involve consultant or OSFA conference grant must not involve consultant or OSF
employee expenses; those should be paid using the normalemployee expenses; those should be paid using the normal
procedures for consultants and employees.procedures for consultants and employees.

If the event is organized by OSF, an event code might beIf the event is organized by OSF, an event code might be
required and the issuance of a so called “group letter” shouldrequired and the issuance of a so called “group letter” should
be considered.be considered.

Sometimes multiple grant records must be created for theSometimes multiple grant records must be created for the
same conference to ensure that service providers andsame conference to ensure that service providers and
participants receive their funds in a timely manner.participants receive their funds in a timely manner.

Payments can be handled in a number of ways. Payments canPayments can be handled in a number of ways. Payments can
be made in advance of the event, or as reimbursements.be made in advance of the event, or as reimbursements.
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Flat Rate Reimbursement To ParticipantsFlat Rate Reimbursement To Participants
Calculate the best estimate for travel costs that will be incurredCalculate the best estimate for travel costs that will be incurred
by the participants and pay them this estimated amount basedby the participants and pay them this estimated amount based
on a grant letter. No additional money is paid and not excesson a grant letter. No additional money is paid and not excess
money is returned if the real cost turns out to be higher ormoney is returned if the real cost turns out to be higher or
lower. You should only use this method when you are in alower. You should only use this method when you are in a
position to reasonably estimate the expenses associated withposition to reasonably estimate the expenses associated with
the conference participation. The Grants Officer’s justificationthe conference participation. The Grants Officer’s justification
of the rationale for using this method should be attached to theof the rationale for using this method should be attached to the
grant record.grant record.

Wire payments (including advance payments) can only be madeWire payments (including advance payments) can only be made
once the conference grant letter is signed and the accrual isonce the conference grant letter is signed and the accrual is
createdcreated

Make sure that all of invoices are issued to the proper grantorMake sure that all of invoices are issued to the proper grantor
entity.entity.

Payments other than on-the-spot purchases, especially thosePayments other than on-the-spot purchases, especially those
involving advance payments for vendors are based on a writteninvolving advance payments for vendors are based on a written
mutual agreement between OSF and the Vendor, administeredmutual agreement between OSF and the Vendor, administered
in Contract Online.in Contract Online.
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Converting AmountConverting Amount
Invoices paid in different currencies should be converted to U.S.Invoices paid in different currencies should be converted to U.S.
dollars at the exchange rate on the day the grant is prepared.dollars at the exchange rate on the day the grant is prepared.
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Entering the Record Into FCEntering the Record Into FC
Use the “Conference Grant” record type when entering one of these grants into Foundation
Connect.The grant period should encompass the dates of the event; the grant period can be
rounded out to amonth to put a “cushion” of time around the event. The grantee organization
for conference grantshould be a “pseudo-organization”; these have been created for every OSF
program with the programdirector as the authorized signatory. Grants Officers should create a
new “pseudo-organization” for newprograms. The proposal name should be formatted:
Conference Name/City/Year of the conference.There should be one payment line per vendor/
payee. (Several invoices for the same vendor should begrouped together as one payment.)
Attach all relevant invoices to the record. The grant letter should listall amounts and payments
to each vendor fixed in the currency of the payment. In addition to listing thevendors, the
participants at the conference should be listed along with the amounts going to
eachparticipant. An OFAC check should be run on each participant.
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Travel Grants (in the U.S.)Travel Grants (in the U.S.)
The Travel Grant program is an individual grant programThe Travel Grant program is an individual grant program
designed to allow United States staff to send qualified outsidedesigned to allow United States staff to send qualified outside
individuals (or small groups of individuals) to conferences,individuals (or small groups of individuals) to conferences,
trainings, seminars, or academic colloquia. The Travel Granttrainings, seminars, or academic colloquia. The Travel Grant
program was set up in response to programs wanting to pay forprogram was set up in response to programs wanting to pay for
these types of expenses without realizing that, under the U.S.these types of expenses without realizing that, under the U.S.
private foundation rules, these expenses qualified as grants toprivate foundation rules, these expenses qualified as grants to
individuals and were therefore not permitted under the taxindividuals and were therefore not permitted under the tax
code. The program and the applicant (or applicants) need tocode. The program and the applicant (or applicants) need to
prepare an application which is then sent to the Travel Grantprepare an application which is then sent to the Travel Grant
Committee for approval. The Travel Grant Program requiresCommittee for approval. The Travel Grant Program requires
that the grantees be determined to be uniquely qualified tothat the grantees be determined to be uniquely qualified to
participate in the event, so the number of grantees that canparticipate in the event, so the number of grantees that can
attend the same conference is limited to three.attend the same conference is limited to three.

Note that, if the outside individual is performing a service forNote that, if the outside individual is performing a service for
OSF by attending the conference or seminar, this should beOSF by attending the conference or seminar, this should be
considered a program expense and not a Travel Grant. Theconsidered a program expense and not a Travel Grant. The
Travel Grant Program is designed for events that benefit theTravel Grant Program is designed for events that benefit the
outside individual. The travel grant program is described inoutside individual. The travel grant program is described in
Appendix 14.Appendix 14.

In Europe, the term “Travel Grant” refers to an individual grantIn Europe, the term “Travel Grant” refers to an individual grant
for the purpose of travel to an event. These grants in Europe dofor the purpose of travel to an event. These grants in Europe do
not require these special procedures if funded from non-U.S.not require these special procedures if funded from non-U.S.
sources.sources.
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Matching GiftsMatching Gifts
The Matching Gift Program is a benefit for employees of OSI-The Matching Gift Program is a benefit for employees of OSI-
NY, along with members of the Board of Trustees, members ofNY, along with members of the Board of Trustees, members of
the U.S. Programs Board, and members of the Investmentthe U.S. Programs Board, and members of the Investment
Committee of the Board of Trustees. When eligible personsCommittee of the Board of Trustees. When eligible persons
make charitable contributions to U.S. 501(c)(3) public charitiesmake charitable contributions to U.S. 501(c)(3) public charities
that are not supporting organizations, OSI-NY will match thethat are not supporting organizations, OSI-NY will match the
contribution with a payment (technically a general supportcontribution with a payment (technically a general support
grant) three times the amount of the initial donation by thegrant) three times the amount of the initial donation by the
eligible person. also an option for an eligible person to submiteligible person. also an option for an eligible person to submit
evidence of volunteer time performed for an eligible charity,evidence of volunteer time performed for an eligible charity,
and OSI-NY will match that time with a monetary contributionand OSI-NY will match that time with a monetary contribution
based on a formula. OSI-NY will only match donations of atbased on a formula. OSI-NY will only match donations of at
least $50, and OSI will only pay out a maximum of $45,000 inleast $50, and OSI will only pay out a maximum of $45,000 in
matching gifts per year for any eligible employee or trustee (thematching gifts per year for any eligible employee or trustee (the
maximum for members of the Investment Committee ismaximum for members of the Investment Committee is
$25,000). Although matching gifts are technically grants from$25,000). Although matching gifts are technically grants from
the point of view of the IRS, because they are awarded basedthe point of view of the IRS, because they are awarded based
on employee giving and not through programmatic decision-on employee giving and not through programmatic decision-
making procedures (and the mission of the charitablemaking procedures (and the mission of the charitable
organization does not need to be related to OSF’s mission,organization does not need to be related to OSF’s mission,
although OSF reserves the right not to honor a matching giftalthough OSF reserves the right not to honor a matching gift
request from an employee for any reason), the charitablerequest from an employee for any reason), the charitable
organizations who receive matching gifts are asked not to stateorganizations who receive matching gifts are asked not to state
that they have received a grant from OSF in their publicthat they have received a grant from OSF in their public
communications. For a complete description of the program, ascommunications. For a complete description of the program, as
well as GM’s role in its administration, please see Appendix 15.well as GM’s role in its administration, please see Appendix 15.
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Grants to a UN Agency or IntergovernmentGrants to a UN Agency or Intergovernment
AgencyAgency
The United Nations and its affiliated funds, programs, andThe United Nations and its affiliated funds, programs, and
specialized agencies (World Health Organization, Unitedspecialized agencies (World Health Organization, United
Nations Development Fund, Office of the United Nations HighNations Development Fund, Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, etc.) generally demand that grantsCommissioner for Refugees, etc.) generally demand that grants
awarded to them must use their specialized template as a grantawarded to them must use their specialized template as a grant
agreement. OSF has attempted to resist using these templatesagreement. OSF has attempted to resist using these templates
over the years (they have some terms that are unfavorable toover the years (they have some terms that are unfavorable to
OSF, like limitations on reporting requirements and audits) toOSF, like limitations on reporting requirements and audits) to
no avail. If a program wants to make a grant to a branch of theno avail. If a program wants to make a grant to a branch of the
UN, we must almost always use their template (sometimes aUN, we must almost always use their template (sometimes a
renegade staff person at the UN agency might sign a regularrenegade staff person at the UN agency might sign a regular
OSF grant letter, but this is not a good practice since the UNOSF grant letter, but this is not a good practice since the UN
may later disavow the agreement as invalid). Grants tomay later disavow the agreement as invalid). Grants to
branches of the UN do not require Expenditure Responsibility,branches of the UN do not require Expenditure Responsibility,
so, to date, there have been no terms in templates provided byso, to date, there have been no terms in templates provided by
the UN that OSF was legally unable to sign.the UN that OSF was legally unable to sign.
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Grants Referencing an MOUGrants Referencing an MOU
OSF sometimes signs Memoranda of Understanding (MOU)OSF sometimes signs Memoranda of Understanding (MOU)
with grantees to outline a proposed partnership and to detailwith grantees to outline a proposed partnership and to detail
mutual obligations. MOUs are generally not legally binding, butmutual obligations. MOUs are generally not legally binding, but
they allow all parties to clearly understand one another’sthey allow all parties to clearly understand one another’s
expectations. An MOU may state that OSF intends to provide aexpectations. An MOU may state that OSF intends to provide a
grant or grants. When the legally binding grant agreement isgrant or grants. When the legally binding grant agreement is
drawn up, it may include a sentence like “As outlined in thedrawn up, it may include a sentence like “As outlined in the
Memorandum of Understanding dated ____”. It is generally notMemorandum of Understanding dated ____”. It is generally not
a good idea to repeat any of the other terms from the MOU ina good idea to repeat any of the other terms from the MOU in
the grant agreement, because they may then be transformedthe grant agreement, because they may then be transformed
from intentions to legal obligations. Check with Legal in allfrom intentions to legal obligations. Check with Legal in all
cases of referencing an MOU in a grant agreement.cases of referencing an MOU in a grant agreement.
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Inter-OSF GrantsInter-OSF Grants
Over the years a variety of different entities have been set upOver the years a variety of different entities have been set up
for various legal reasons. Most were private foundations whichfor various legal reasons. Most were private foundations which
only made grants to other entities in the OSF network.only made grants to other entities in the OSF network.
Sometimes these entities needed to make grants to each other,Sometimes these entities needed to make grants to each other,
or to OSI or FPOS, or, in rare cases, an outside grantee. Theor to OSI or FPOS, or, in rare cases, an outside grantee. The
term for these grants used to be “Inter-New York” grants. Theseterm for these grants used to be “Inter-New York” grants. These
entities have a special classification code at the organizationentities have a special classification code at the organization
level so that grants to these entities can be excluded fromlevel so that grants to these entities can be excluded from
certain management reports.certain management reports.

Most of the entities set up over the years have since beenMost of the entities set up over the years have since been
closed down, although Open Society Fund still exists. However,closed down, although Open Society Fund still exists. However,
NY grants officers may still need to administer grants betweenNY grants officers may still need to administer grants between
OSI-NY, FPOS, SEDF, and the remaining entities. These grantsOSI-NY, FPOS, SEDF, and the remaining entities. These grants
are very simple, although, because they require Expenditureare very simple, although, because they require Expenditure
Responsibility and there is generally no program staff to assistResponsibility and there is generally no program staff to assist
in their management, they can bein their management, they can be

As part of the US-sourcing efforts that OSF has beenAs part of the US-sourcing efforts that OSF has been
undertaking since 2011, the national and regional foundations,undertaking since 2011, the national and regional foundations,
as well as OSI-Budapest and OSF-London, get a portion of theiras well as OSI-Budapest and OSF-London, get a portion of their
funding from grants from OSI or FPOS. These grants alsofunding from grants from OSI or FPOS. These grants also
require extra GO activity, but the Regional Director’s officesrequire extra GO activity, but the Regional Director’s offices
should handle the FC entry and there should be actualshould handle the FC entry and there should be actual
proposals and budgets, although grant amounts may need toproposals and budgets, although grant amounts may need to
be verified repeatedly with Budapest Finance staff and thebe verified repeatedly with Budapest Finance staff and the
Budget office. These grants should have real proposals and realBudget office. These grants should have real proposals and real
reports, but extra handholding may be required to get themreports, but extra handholding may be required to get them
right and on a timely basis.right and on a timely basis.
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Types of Contingent GrantsTypes of Contingent Grants
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Matching ConditionMatching Condition
Occasionally OSF will make a grant to encourage a grantee organization to broaden its base of
support by requiring that the grantee match all or a part of the OSF's grant. The grantee is
required to match funds at a fixed rate (e.g., for a 1:1 grant of $50,000, the grantee must raise
$50,000. OSF may award a 1 to 2 contingency (1:2), meaning that for a grant of $50,000, the
grantee must raise $100,000. Occasionally, a 1:3 or 1:4 match may be used. A matching award
must be satisfied with cash, pledges, and sometimes in-kind assets. A matching grant can be
multi-year and there may be annual caps on matching amounts for each year.

Proposal Docs RequiredProposal Docs Required

Organization-wide strategy and budgetOrganization-wide strategy and budget

Reports RequiredReports Required

Annual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposalAnnual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposal

Conga Templates in FCConga Templates in FC

Insert matching condition paragraph in and after the 1st paragraphInsert matching condition paragraph in and after the 1st paragraph
and also with Exhibit A: Form of Certificateand also with Exhibit A: Form of Certificate

Payment Set-Up in FCPayment Set-Up in FC

All payments are set up as contingent, unless initial advance is statedAll payments are set up as contingent, unless initial advance is stated
in grant agreement. An advance payment for a fully matching grant,in grant agreement. An advance payment for a fully matching grant,
would be considered "recoverable" until it's matchedwould be considered "recoverable" until it's matched

ExamplesExamples

OR2015-25030 (for UConn endowment); OR2014-14185 (for InnocenceOR2015-25030 (for UConn endowment); OR2014-14185 (for Innocence
project reserve); OR2014-13523 (for Sundance Institute);project reserve); OR2014-13523 (for Sundance Institute);
OR2016-28655 for AFACOR2016-28655 for AFAC
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Performance ConditionPerformance Condition
Sometimes OSF will make a grants to organizations with all orSometimes OSF will make a grants to organizations with all or
some payments conditional upon the occurrence of ansome payments conditional upon the occurrence of an
uncertain future event. For example, if a grantee proposed auncertain future event. For example, if a grantee proposed a
2-part project, where the grantee seeks to host a conference2-part project, where the grantee seeks to host a conference
and then move forward any policy reform that is voted upon inand then move forward any policy reform that is voted upon in
the meeting - the condition that policy reform was voted uponthe meeting - the condition that policy reform was voted upon
in the meeting would be required for the program to fund inin the meeting would be required for the program to fund in
the second part of the grant. Alternatively, the condition(s)the second part of the grant. Alternatively, the condition(s)
could be related to organizational health, such building annualcould be related to organizational health, such building annual
reserves, which would require an annual review process. Allreserves, which would require an annual review process. All
conditions should be agreed upon and noted in the grantconditions should be agreed upon and noted in the grant
agreement. A performance condition grant may be multi-year.agreement. A performance condition grant may be multi-year.

Proposal Docs RequiredProposal Docs Required

Organization-wide strategy and budgetOrganization-wide strategy and budget

Reports RequiredReports Required

Annual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposalAnnual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposal

Conga Templates in FCConga Templates in FC

bespokebespoke

Payment Set-Up in FCPayment Set-Up in FC

All payments are set up as contingent, unless an initial outrightAll payments are set up as contingent, unless an initial outright
payment is stated in grant agreementpayment is stated in grant agreement

ExamplesExamples

OROR2016-27611 (for MDIF operating support)OROR2016-27611 (for MDIF operating support)
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Multi-Year ContingentMulti-Year Contingent
Multi-year contingent grants allow a program to express intentMulti-year contingent grants allow a program to express intent
to fund an organization or project/program for multiple yearsto fund an organization or project/program for multiple years
without fully committing the funds. Per Clarifications to Policywithout fully committing the funds. Per Clarifications to Policy
on "Multi-Year Support Using Contingent Grants" memo, thison "Multi-Year Support Using Contingent Grants" memo, this
mechanism is favored for grants of 2 years duration or longer,mechanism is favored for grants of 2 years duration or longer,
where there are annual payment installments of at least $100k.where there are annual payment installments of at least $100k.
If Program recommend a multi-year grant of theseIf Program recommend a multi-year grant of these
characteristics, but decides not to use the contingentcharacteristics, but decides not to use the contingent
mechanism, then reasoning for full accrual up front should bemechanism, then reasoning for full accrual up front should be
noted in the docket write-up.noted in the docket write-up.

Proposal Docs RequiredProposal Docs Required

Organization-wide strategy and budget projection/pipeline for # ofOrganization-wide strategy and budget projection/pipeline for # of
years that multi-year grant is expectedyears that multi-year grant is expected

Reports RequiredReports Required

Annual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposalAnnual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposal

Conga Templates in FCConga Templates in FC

Insert contingent language paragraph after 1st paragraph of generalInsert contingent language paragraph after 1st paragraph of general
and project support templatesand project support templates

Payment Set-Up in FCPayment Set-Up in FC

Initial year payment(s) set up as standard, and subsequent yearInitial year payment(s) set up as standard, and subsequent year
payments are set up as contingentpayments are set up as contingent

ExamplesExamples

OR2015-19509 (for European Council on Foreign Relations)OR2015-19509 (for European Council on Foreign Relations)
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Hybrid General Support - Matching ConditionHybrid General Support - Matching Condition
Sometimes OSF makes a grant with outright portion for generalSometimes OSF makes a grant with outright portion for general
support and a contingent portion that is structured with asupport and a contingent portion that is structured with a
match. The grantee benefits from an outright - general supportmatch. The grantee benefits from an outright - general support
portion to help cash-flow. The outright portion may be paidportion to help cash-flow. The outright portion may be paid
when requested; the contingent portion may be paid when thewhen requested; the contingent portion may be paid when the
contingency is met.contingency is met.

Proposal Docs RequiredProposal Docs Required

Organization-wide strategy and budget; proposal that outlines theOrganization-wide strategy and budget; proposal that outlines the
matching requirementsmatching requirements

Reports RequiredReports Required

Annual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposalAnnual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposal

Conga Templates in FCConga Templates in FC

Insert matching condition paragraph in and after the 1st paragraphInsert matching condition paragraph in and after the 1st paragraph
and also with Exhibit A: Form of Certificateand also with Exhibit A: Form of Certificate

Payment Set-Up in FCPayment Set-Up in FC

Payments for general support portion are set up a outright andPayments for general support portion are set up a outright and
payments totaling matching component are set up as contingentpayments totaling matching component are set up as contingent

ExamplesExamples

OR2012-37125 (INET - Pyewaket)OR2012-37125 (INET - Pyewaket)
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Some Relevant LinksSome Relevant Links
New Hire PacketNew Hire Packet - page 6 Finance and Budget- page 6 Finance and Budget

https://karl.soros.org/communities/new-hire-https://karl.soros.org/communities/new-hire-
class-8-10-december-2014/files/essentials-of-grant-making/2-new-hire-class-8-10-december-2014/files/essentials-of-grant-making/2-new-hire-
packet_pages.pdf/dl/2-new-hire-packet_pages.pdfpacket_pages.pdf/dl/2-new-hire-packet_pages.pdf

Memo with Clarifcations to Contingent Grant Policy - Multi YearMemo with Clarifcations to Contingent Grant Policy - Multi Year
SupportSupport

https://osf.app.box.com/s/uf48e8budgy8nltkv8r6https://osf.app.box.com/s/uf48e8budgy8nltkv8r6

Screen Steps Update to FC, re: Accrual/Contingent RelatedScreen Steps Update to FC, re: Accrual/Contingent Related
ChangesChanges

https://osf.screenstepslive.com/s/10935/m/45305/l/https://osf.screenstepslive.com/s/10935/m/45305/l/
488352-release-8-4-august-24-2015488352-release-8-4-august-24-2015

Next FY Contingent Grant List in FCNext FY Contingent Grant List in FC

https://myapplications.my.salesforce.com/00Od0000003TPz8https://myapplications.my.salesforce.com/00Od0000003TPz8
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Questions for review with Finance and Legal:Questions for review with Finance and Legal:
1. Are there any additional conditional grants scenarios that1. Are there any additional conditional grants scenarios that
aren't captured above?aren't captured above?

2. Are the descriptions of the scenarios listed above accurate?2. Are the descriptions of the scenarios listed above accurate?

3. Is there a maximum on the # of years a contingent grant can3. Is there a maximum on the # of years a contingent grant can
be issued?be issued?

4. If a matching grants has annual caps on payments, would we4. If a matching grants has annual caps on payments, would we
need to reduce the grant amount/payments set up if theneed to reduce the grant amount/payments set up if the
grantee hasn’t meet the full matching requirement at the endgrantee hasn’t meet the full matching requirement at the end
of the year?of the year?

5. What if a grantee doesn't meet all their performance5. What if a grantee doesn't meet all their performance
conditions? Would we need to write an amendment to reduceconditions? Would we need to write an amendment to reduce
the grant/payments?the grant/payments?

6. What if the contingent payments scheduled at the beginning6. What if the contingent payments scheduled at the beginning
of the grant don’t end up totaling the actual paymentsof the grant don’t end up totaling the actual payments
required?required?

7. For matching grants where pledges are accepted, how long7. For matching grants where pledges are accepted, how long
would OSF need to schedule reports to monitor payment onwould OSF need to schedule reports to monitor payment on
the pledges?the pledges?

8. Does BP manage any contingent grants?8. Does BP manage any contingent grants?

9. Does any special notation need to be made to Accounting for9. Does any special notation need to be made to Accounting for
contingent payments?contingent payments?

10. When are contingent payments accrued?10. When are contingent payments accrued?

11. How are contingent grants reported in financial statement?11. How are contingent grants reported in financial statement?
Accrued liabilities?Accrued liabilities?
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12. Are any supplemental approvals required in GM,12. Are any supplemental approvals required in GM,
Accounting, Budget, Pres office for contingency grants?Accounting, Budget, Pres office for contingency grants?

13. Can all types of organizations (ED, 501c, foreign, for profit,13. Can all types of organizations (ED, 501c, foreign, for profit,
etc) receive contingent grants?etc) receive contingent grants?

14. For Program, is there any special note that needs to be14. For Program, is there any special note that needs to be
captured in the grant/docket write-up for contingent grants?captured in the grant/docket write-up for contingent grants?

15. How do you record advance payments in a fully matching15. How do you record advance payments in a fully matching
grant grant? As recoverable?grant grant? As recoverable?
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New Hire Page: Finance and BudgetNew Hire Page: Finance and Budget
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Clarifications to Policy on "Multi-Year SupportClarifications to Policy on "Multi-Year Support
Using Contingent Grants"Using Contingent Grants"
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Matching Grants in the WorksMatching Grants in the Works
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Workflow Grantmaking ProcessWorkflow Grantmaking Process
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Functional Workflow Diagram of theFunctional Workflow Diagram of the
Grantmaking ProcessGrantmaking Process
Functional Workflow Diagram of the Grantmaking Process at Open Society Foundations

Prepared by Office of Grants Management

Working Draft, 3/25/16

A functional workflow, also called a “swimlane chart”, depicts aA functional workflow, also called a “swimlane chart”, depicts a
complex process involving multiple organizational “functions”complex process involving multiple organizational “functions”
or departments. It uses different shapes to depict differentor departments. It uses different shapes to depict different
types of action (see the legend on the following pages).types of action (see the legend on the following pages).

This functional workflow represents the process at OSF ofThis functional workflow represents the process at OSF of
making grants to organizations. Perhaps 80% of this diagram ismaking grants to organizations. Perhaps 80% of this diagram is
equally representative of how individual grantmaking isequally representative of how individual grantmaking is
conducted at OSF. It is a high-level overview of proceduresconducted at OSF. It is a high-level overview of procedures
applicable to all OSF grantmakers and does not captureapplicable to all OSF grantmakers and does not capture
program-specific nuances.program-specific nuances.

This document has been prepared to promote awareness ofThis document has been prepared to promote awareness of
the roles of various OSF departments in grantmaking andthe roles of various OSF departments in grantmaking and
understanding of how we work together. Functionsunderstanding of how we work together. Functions
represented include Applicant/Grantee, Program, Grantsrepresented include Applicant/Grantee, Program, Grants
Management, Approver, Legal, and Finance. It has beenManagement, Approver, Legal, and Finance. It has been
developed through multiple iterations, in consultation withdeveloped through multiple iterations, in consultation with
representatives of each function.representatives of each function.

The process is depicted chronologically across eight pages,The process is depicted chronologically across eight pages,
broken down into the following action stages: Solicit and Assessbroken down into the following action stages: Solicit and Assess
Proposals, Conduct Compliance Review, Recommend andProposals, Conduct Compliance Review, Recommend and
Approve Grant, Prepare Grant Letter, Execute Grant Letter,Approve Grant, Prepare Grant Letter, Execute Grant Letter,
Initiate Payment, Issue Payment, Monitor and Close Grant.Initiate Payment, Issue Payment, Monitor and Close Grant.
Stages in the grant process that are procedurally complex areStages in the grant process that are procedurally complex are
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depicted in greater detail. This detail is not an indication of thedepicted in greater detail. This detail is not an indication of the
level of effort or complexity of a particular process stage.level of effort or complexity of a particular process stage.

The diagram also identifies current and proposed metrics inThe diagram also identifies current and proposed metrics in
Foundation Connect recorded at the grant-level to track theFoundation Connect recorded at the grant-level to track the
amount of time involved in completing various process stages.amount of time involved in completing various process stages.
Metrics are also proposed to track the frequency of certainMetrics are also proposed to track the frequency of certain
events in the processing of grants.events in the processing of grants.

With this shared understanding of the current OSF process andWith this shared understanding of the current OSF process and
real-time awareness of these FC metrics, the intention is toreal-time awareness of these FC metrics, the intention is to
begin identifying ways to streamline procedures, identify andbegin identifying ways to streamline procedures, identify and
remove bottlenecks, and improve coordination acrossremove bottlenecks, and improve coordination across
departments. These efforts can result in consistent and reliabledepartments. These efforts can result in consistent and reliable
service to applicants and grantees and less staff effort spent onservice to applicants and grantees and less staff effort spent on
grant administration.grant administration.

This is intended as a living document, subject to edits based onThis is intended as a living document, subject to edits based on
feedback from OSF staff and updates as our process evolvesfeedback from OSF staff and updates as our process evolves
over time. Please contact me with any comments, concerns, orover time. Please contact me with any comments, concerns, or
suggestions.suggestions.

Joe BehayloDirector, Office of Grants ManagementJoe BehayloDirector, Office of Grants Management
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Solicit and Assess ProposalsSolicit and Assess Proposals

Conduct Compliance ReviewConduct Compliance Review
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Recommend and Approve GrantRecommend and Approve Grant

Prepare Grant LetterPrepare Grant Letter
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Execute Grant LetterExecute Grant Letter

Initiate PaymentInitiate Payment
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Issue PaymentIssue Payment

Monitor and Close GrantMonitor and Close Grant
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Solicit and Assess ProposalsSolicit and Assess Proposals
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Conduct Compliance ReviewConduct Compliance Review
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Grant Payment ProcessGrant Payment Process
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Grant Payment ProcessingGrant Payment Processing
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DocuSign Guide – What MyDocuSign Guide – What My
Grantee SeesGrantee Sees
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Introduction to DocuSignIntroduction to DocuSign
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After Clicking on the “View Documents” LinkAfter Clicking on the “View Documents” Link
After clicking on the “View Documents” linkAfter clicking on the “View Documents” link

"Review Documents" takes the authorized signer to the letter behind"Review Documents" takes the authorized signer to the letter behind
the preview panethe preview pane

"Finish Later" allows the authorized signer to come back to the letter"Finish Later" allows the authorized signer to come back to the letter
laterlater

"Sign on Paper" gives the authorized signer the option to print out the"Sign on Paper" gives the authorized signer the option to print out the
agreement, countersign it, upload it and complete the DocuSignagreement, countersign it, upload it and complete the DocuSign
envelopeenvelope

"Change Signer" allows the person who was selected as the authorized"Change Signer" allows the person who was selected as the authorized
signer to designate that authority to someone elsesigner to designate that authority to someone else
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On the Letter ItselfOn the Letter Itself
View History allows the grantee to see all the informationView History allows the grantee to see all the information
associated with the DocuSign envelopeassociated with the DocuSign envelope

When it was createdWhen it was created

Who created itWho created it

Who the recipients of the envelope areWho the recipients of the envelope are

View CertificateView Certificate

View Consumer DisclosureView Consumer Disclosure

Change SignerChange Signer

DeclineDecline

Sign on PaperSign on Paper

Finish LaterFinish Later

The preview pane on the left shows how many pages areThe preview pane on the left shows how many pages are
included in the letterincluded in the letter

An authorized signatory will be guided by the DocuSign serviceAn authorized signatory will be guided by the DocuSign service
of where to sign on the letterof where to sign on the letter
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DocuSign Signature OptionsDocuSign Signature Options
SignatureSignature

InitialInitial

My NameMy Name

CompanyCompany

TitleTitle

Date SignedDate Signed

TextText

CheckboxCheckbox
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FinishFinish
Clicking this button will lock in the authorized signatory’sClicking this button will lock in the authorized signatory’s
signature and any other option the grantee usedsignature and any other option the grantee used

Completes the DocuSign envelope if the authorized signatory isCompletes the DocuSign envelope if the authorized signatory is
the last participant to take action on the Envelope or sends thethe last participant to take action on the Envelope or sends the
envelope on to the next authorized signatory (ex. fiscal agencyenvelope on to the next authorized signatory (ex. fiscal agency
grant)grant)
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6. Confirmation of Completed DosuSign6. Confirmation of Completed DosuSign
EnvelopeEnvelope
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Sign on PaperSign on Paper
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Compliance Review Actions forCompliance Review Actions for
Organization GrantsOrganization Grants
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Grant Letter ReviewGrant Letter Review
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Referral Process OverviewReferral Process Overview
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BackgroundBackground
International grant making programs for OSF entities and theirInternational grant making programs for OSF entities and their
grantees are administered both by U.S. offices and through OSIgrantees are administered both by U.S. offices and through OSI
Budapest. Prior to 2014, the U.S. offices (NY) administeredBudapest. Prior to 2014, the U.S. offices (NY) administered
grants that were sourced from both U.S. and European sourcesgrants that were sourced from both U.S. and European sources
of funds. However, at the beginning of 2014, there were someof funds. However, at the beginning of 2014, there were some
changes in how OSF administered grants to overseaschanges in how OSF administered grants to overseas
organizations. These changes included the following:organizations. These changes included the following:

1.Prioritize US Sourcing - As much as possible, NY GOs tried to source1.Prioritize US Sourcing - As much as possible, NY GOs tried to source
grant proposals originating in the U.S. from U.S. funding sources, whilegrant proposals originating in the U.S. from U.S. funding sources, while
complying with IRS expenditure responsibility rules - including IRScomplying with IRS expenditure responsibility rules - including IRS
public disclosure requirements on grantee organizations.public disclosure requirements on grantee organizations.

2.Change in grants administration -In cases where a U.S originated2.Change in grants administration -In cases where a U.S originated
grant proposal could not be sourced for U.S. funding, then thegrant proposal could not be sourced for U.S. funding, then the
proposal was referred to BP GO so that the proposal could be sourcedproposal was referred to BP GO so that the proposal could be sourced
from European funds. Reasons for referring a grant for non-U.S.from European funds. Reasons for referring a grant for non-U.S.
funding might include sensitive grantee work as well as ER-restrictedfunding might include sensitive grantee work as well as ER-restricted
activity like equipment procurement, re-granting to individuals andactivity like equipment procurement, re-granting to individuals and
lobbying. Once the grant was referred by a NY GO, then a BP GO tooklobbying. Once the grant was referred by a NY GO, then a BP GO took
over administering the grant proposal. Likewise, grant letters forover administering the grant proposal. Likewise, grant letters for
Europe funded grants will be signed by the competent Europe-basedEurope funded grants will be signed by the competent Europe-based
authorized signatories.authorized signatories.

3.Threshold requirements - For grant proposals that were referred for3.Threshold requirements - For grant proposals that were referred for
European funding, there were certain threshold and sourcing criteria,European funding, there were certain threshold and sourcing criteria,
which NY GOs needed to consider. Three sources of European fundingwhich NY GOs needed to consider. Three sources of European funding
might be identified for referral proposals: FOSI, OSIBP, and OSI-AF.might be identified for referral proposals: FOSI, OSIBP, and OSI-AF.
FOSI and OSIBP funding sources could cover proposals for granteeFOSI and OSIBP funding sources could cover proposals for grantee
organizations in most all geographic regions, including to Hungarianorganizations in most all geographic regions, including to Hungarian
grantees, while the OSI-AF funding source was restricted to covergrantees, while the OSI-AF funding source was restricted to cover
proposals for grantee organizations in Turkey, Mongolia, Tajikistan,proposals for grantee organizations in Turkey, Mongolia, Tajikistan,
Azerbaijan, Armenia, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. For the proposalsAzerbaijan, Armenia, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. For the proposals
that were costed at $100k or more and referred to OSIBP, then athat were costed at $100k or more and referred to OSIBP, then a
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bifurcated budget isolating ER-restricted costs if ER-restricted activitybifurcated budget isolating ER-restricted costs if ER-restricted activity
was contained in the proposal. The chart below captures some of thewas contained in the proposal. The chart below captures some of the
criteria for the threshold amounts:criteria for the threshold amounts:
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There are a few notable Foundation Connect enhancementsThere are a few notable Foundation Connect enhancements
related to the 2014 change in funding source origin. Specifically,related to the 2014 change in funding source origin. Specifically,
the January 13, 2014 Foundation Connect enhancementthe January 13, 2014 Foundation Connect enhancement
referred to the system differences related to this change.referred to the system differences related to this change.

Changes in FC included:Changes in FC included:

-Funding source approval “In Progress”-Funding source approval “In Progress”

-Funding source approval history and details-Funding source approval history and details

-Notification email about Grants Officer change-Notification email about Grants Officer change

Grant administration change for referred FOSI/OSIAF/OSIBPGrant administration change for referred FOSI/OSIAF/OSIBP
grantsgrants

-Compliance Review through Proposal Approval-Compliance Review through Proposal Approval

The NY GO shepherds the proposal all the way through the proposal approval.The NY GO shepherds the proposal all the way through the proposal approval.
The NY GO ensures that all the items on the CR checklist are addressed beforeThe NY GO ensures that all the items on the CR checklist are addressed before
the referral to BP is made.the referral to BP is made.

-Grant Letter Processing through Closeout-Grant Letter Processing through Closeout

Once BP confirms the referral, then the BP GO will shepherd the proposal toOnce BP confirms the referral, then the BP GO will shepherd the proposal to
award and post award phases, which cover: grant letter production, payments,award and post award phases, which cover: grant letter production, payments,
report approval, amendment and other document production and closeout.report approval, amendment and other document production and closeout.
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Challenging Referral ScenariosChallenging Referral Scenarios
For European entities it can be a concern if the payee and theFor European entities it can be a concern if the payee and the
grantee are not the same therefore it needs to be discussedgrantee are not the same therefore it needs to be discussed
with Legal BP.with Legal BP.

Scenarios when Payee can be different:Scenarios when Payee can be different:

Fiscal Partnership Scenario-Fiscal Partnership Scenario-

There are some instances where it’s acceptable for another entity/There are some instances where it’s acceptable for another entity/
individual to accept grant funds on a grantee’s behalf. Additional dueindividual to accept grant funds on a grantee’s behalf. Additional due
diligence is required in these instances to help mitigate fraudulentdiligence is required in these instances to help mitigate fraudulent
activity and any diversion of funds. BP Legal must vet theseactivity and any diversion of funds. BP Legal must vet these
relationships (between the individual and grantee organization) on arelationships (between the individual and grantee organization) on a
case by case basis. In order to vet these relationships, we need to becase by case basis. In order to vet these relationships, we need to be
able to supply justifications for these relationships to BP Legal. Anable to supply justifications for these relationships to BP Legal. An
example of a justification:example of a justification:

The grantee organization is in a sensitive or in a developing countryThe grantee organization is in a sensitive or in a developing country
and it’s not possible to receive funds to their bank account from OSF;and it’s not possible to receive funds to their bank account from OSF;
therefore another entity/someone else receives grant payments on thetherefore another entity/someone else receives grant payments on the
grantee organization’s behalf. The payee only receives the money andgrantee organization’s behalf. The payee only receives the money and
handles it over to the grantee; no service fee is charged. There’s ahandles it over to the grantee; no service fee is charged. There’s a
letter that describes the grantee and payee scenario, which is signedletter that describes the grantee and payee scenario, which is signed
by an authorized signatory of the grantee organization as well as byby an authorized signatory of the grantee organization as well as by
the bank account holder. If the payee and authorized signatory of thethe bank account holder. If the payee and authorized signatory of the
grantee organization is the same person, then someone else should begrantee organization is the same person, then someone else should be
identified to sign the document on behalf of the grantee.identified to sign the document on behalf of the grantee.

a)Note: BP Legal will insist that if the grantee is located in a Western countrya)Note: BP Legal will insist that if the grantee is located in a Western country
they should open a bank accountthey should open a bank account

b)Authorization letter – a letter signed by the grantee and the entity receivingb)Authorization letter – a letter signed by the grantee and the entity receiving
funds on the grantee’s behalf should be attached to the proposal record.funds on the grantee’s behalf should be attached to the proposal record.
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Fiscal Agent Scenario-Fiscal Agent Scenario-

In instances where a Grantee doesn’t have the financial capacityIn instances where a Grantee doesn’t have the financial capacity
(accounting and budgeting) to adequately manage and monitor a(accounting and budgeting) to adequately manage and monitor a
grant, then a fiscal agent relationship is likely. In cases where a granteegrant, then a fiscal agent relationship is likely. In cases where a grantee
utilizes a fiscal agent, then the GO should ensure that the program hasutilizes a fiscal agent, then the GO should ensure that the program has
provided a justification for the fiscal agent. For all fiscal agentprovided a justification for the fiscal agent. For all fiscal agent
scenarios, it should be noted that BP Legal will inspect each instancescenarios, it should be noted that BP Legal will inspect each instance
carefully because there is higher risk for grantee non-compliance tocarefully because there is higher risk for grantee non-compliance to
terms and conditions of grant award if roles and responsibilities forterms and conditions of grant award if roles and responsibilities for
managing the grant award isn’t clearly articulated for the grantee andmanaging the grant award isn’t clearly articulated for the grantee and
fiscal agent. Also, the fiscal agent relationship is out of the ordinary infiscal agent. Also, the fiscal agent relationship is out of the ordinary in
Europe and using a fiscal agent can bring an undesired suspicion of taxEurope and using a fiscal agent can bring an undesired suspicion of tax
evasion, money laundering, fraud or worse from the authorities.evasion, money laundering, fraud or worse from the authorities.

For these reasons, we must ensure that the fiscal agent arrangementFor these reasons, we must ensure that the fiscal agent arrangement
is both valid and can be easily supported in case of an audit. Ensuringis both valid and can be easily supported in case of an audit. Ensuring
that the justification for the fiscal agent is attached to the FC recordthat the justification for the fiscal agent is attached to the FC record
and providing the BP GO a heads up with the detail on the situation isand providing the BP GO a heads up with the detail on the situation is
key to ensuring that there is a seamless referral process.key to ensuring that there is a seamless referral process.

Additional Grant Scenarios Require BP Legal Review:Additional Grant Scenarios Require BP Legal Review:

Always:Always:

•Contract online matches, except for expired contracts with no fee•Contract online matches, except for expired contracts with no fee

•Recoverable grants•Recoverable grants

•Change requests to jurisdiction/governing law clauses•Change requests to jurisdiction/governing law clauses

•Sanctions compliance – OFAC red countries•Sanctions compliance – OFAC red countries

•Potential political activity•Potential political activity

BP GO's Discretion:BP GO's Discretion:

•Conflict of Interest•Conflict of Interest

•Not clearly a grant (primary beneficiary is OSF, OSF exercises•Not clearly a grant (primary beneficiary is OSF, OSF exercises
too much control, budget not cost based)too much control, budget not cost based)
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NOTE: If grants contain oone of the above mentionedNOTE: If grants contain oone of the above mentioned
scenarios, please indicate to program that this might lengthenscenarios, please indicate to program that this might lengthen
the process, especially in case of rapid response grants.the process, especially in case of rapid response grants.
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Compliance IssuesCompliance Issues
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The below list is not a comprehensive list, but the mostThe below list is not a comprehensive list, but the most
common issues. In order to make the referral processcommon issues. In order to make the referral process
smoother and quicker, please ensure that the following itemssmoother and quicker, please ensure that the following items
are checked before referring a grant for European funding:are checked before referring a grant for European funding:

Confirmation that there are no duplicates in FC (organization andConfirmation that there are no duplicates in FC (organization and
contact duplicates)contact duplicates)

Correspondence on the US sourcing review is part of the proposal’sCorrespondence on the US sourcing review is part of the proposal’s
Activity HistoryActivity History

Budgets are bifurcated whenever necessaryBudgets are bifurcated whenever necessary

When applicable, both lobby checklists are attached and only US staffWhen applicable, both lobby checklists are attached and only US staff
is indicated on the Non-US funded checklistis indicated on the Non-US funded checklist

Budgets are provided as Excel filesBudgets are provided as Excel files

Math checks of the budget add up and budget figures are rounded toMath checks of the budget add up and budget figures are rounded to
whole numbers – this is key because a budget table will be inserted towhole numbers – this is key because a budget table will be inserted to
a Word filea Word file
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Please check bank accounts, especially account holder`s name andPlease check bank accounts, especially account holder`s name and
bank account numbers. If the bank information is submitted in thebank account numbers. If the bank information is submitted in the
proposal, please verify the two data.proposal, please verify the two data.

Burma payments are usually paid in EUR, please make sure that theBurma payments are usually paid in EUR, please make sure that the
correct corresponding bank is inserted to FCcorrect corresponding bank is inserted to FC

If the Geo code shows only regions, but from the proposal it is clearIf the Geo code shows only regions, but from the proposal it is clear
that the project includes activity in a “politically sensitive” country, thenthat the project includes activity in a “politically sensitive” country, then
attach a note explaining how the proposal was cleared with Legal and/attach a note explaining how the proposal was cleared with Legal and/
or the relevant Working Group. If the proposal mentions Syria, Sudan,or the relevant Working Group. If the proposal mentions Syria, Sudan,
Iran, North Korea, or Cuba, then it needs to be cleared by Legal. If theIran, North Korea, or Cuba, then it needs to be cleared by Legal. If the
proposal includes activity where OSF work is politically-sensitive likeproposal includes activity where OSF work is politically-sensitive like
India and Russia, then it needs to be cleared with the relevant OSFIndia and Russia, then it needs to be cleared with the relevant OSF
working group. Examples: a proposal includes activity in Crimeaworking group. Examples: a proposal includes activity in Crimea
(Ukraine), OR, the proposal includes activity in Russia or the(Ukraine), OR, the proposal includes activity in Russia or the
involvement of a Russian citizen, but the Eurasia geo code is listed. Ininvolvement of a Russian citizen, but the Eurasia geo code is listed. In
both scenarios, clearance from the “Russia Working Group” (#Russiaboth scenarios, clearance from the “Russia Working Group” (#Russia
Questions) would be necessaryQuestions) would be necessary

A heads up to the BP GO for any complicated referral scenarios, whichA heads up to the BP GO for any complicated referral scenarios, which
will require BP Legal reviewwill require BP Legal review
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Reasons for FS RejectionReasons for FS Rejection
?Funding Source is not appropriate?Funding Source is not appropriate

?Type of support is not appropriate, e. g. General Support is not?Type of support is not appropriate, e. g. General Support is not
possible from European sourced fundspossible from European sourced funds

?Legal review results in FS rejection, due to political activity?Legal review results in FS rejection, due to political activity

?Legal review results in FS rejection, due to risky fiscal agent?Legal review results in FS rejection, due to risky fiscal agent
scenarioscenario

?Missing approval from the relevant working groups (#Russia?Missing approval from the relevant working groups (#Russia
Questions, India WG)Questions, India WG)
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Reverse Referral Proposed ProcedureReverse Referral Proposed Procedure
?BP has begun referring General Support grants to NY; this?BP has begun referring General Support grants to NY; this
should not be more than a handful annuallyshould not be more than a handful annually

?BP GO will do the CR and when completed reassign it to the?BP GO will do the CR and when completed reassign it to the
relevant GO in NYrelevant GO in NY

?If the program has a dedicated GO in NY to her/him.?If the program has a dedicated GO in NY to her/him.

?For programs who do not have a GO in NY Jenny/Joe will assign?For programs who do not have a GO in NY Jenny/Joe will assign
one GO during the portfolio review.one GO during the portfolio review.

?Once the record is reassigned the NY GO will assume all grant?Once the record is reassigned the NY GO will assume all grant
administration tasks and responsibilities. Likewise, grant lettersadministration tasks and responsibilities. Likewise, grant letters
for US funded grants will be signed by the competent US basedfor US funded grants will be signed by the competent US based
authorized signatories.authorized signatories.
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General information on General Support GrantsGeneral information on General Support Grants
For grants made out of the US, it is required that the programFor grants made out of the US, it is required that the program
to populate the docket write-up fields (organization description,to populate the docket write-up fields (organization description,
project description, and rationale for recommendation) beforeproject description, and rationale for recommendation) before
they put those grants in compliance review. The reason for thisthey put those grants in compliance review. The reason for this
is that one comes across scenarios in which the write-up fieldsis that one comes across scenarios in which the write-up fields
indicate earmarking (even when this isn’t mentioned in theindicate earmarking (even when this isn’t mentioned in the
proposal) and this is a problem from the IRS point of view.proposal) and this is a problem from the IRS point of view.

Those fields should be populated and reviewed duringThose fields should be populated and reviewed during
compliance review to ensure that these are truly unrestrictedcompliance review to ensure that these are truly unrestricted
general support grants. The project description can begeneral support grants. The project description can be
something as simple as “to provide general support.” It justsomething as simple as “to provide general support.” It just
needs to be clear that funds aren’t being earmarked.needs to be clear that funds aren’t being earmarked.
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To Do List for General Support Grants, PleaseTo Do List for General Support Grants, Please
Consider the Following:Consider the Following:
Make sure that the Purpose statement only says “to provideMake sure that the Purpose statement only says “to provide
general support” and that Program staff is aware that onlygeneral support” and that Program staff is aware that only
annual reports are permitted under general support grantsannual reports are permitted under general support grants

If the Geo code shows only regions but from the proposal it isIf the Geo code shows only regions but from the proposal it is
clear that the project includes activity for instance from OFACclear that the project includes activity for instance from OFAC
and/or OSF “politically sensitive” countries, then please attach aand/or OSF “politically sensitive” countries, then please attach a
note explaining how they were cleared with Legal and/or thenote explaining how they were cleared with Legal and/or the
relevant working grouprelevant working group

That the organization is a U.S. public charity or equivalent.That the organization is a U.S. public charity or equivalent.

That the docket write-up fields (org description, projectThat the docket write-up fields (org description, project
description, rationale) on the proposal record are populateddescription, rationale) on the proposal record are populated
and review these fields to ensure that the grant is not beingand review these fields to ensure that the grant is not being
earmarked for specific activities.earmarked for specific activities.

That the proposal is a very general proposal about theThat the proposal is a very general proposal about the
organization’s overall activities and does not specify what OSForganization’s overall activities and does not specify what OSF
funds will be used for, and that the budget is the organization’sfunds will be used for, and that the budget is the organization’s
overall budget and not a project budget.overall budget and not a project budget.
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Referred AmendmentsReferred Amendments
FOSI/OSIAF grants that were issued before 2014 and requireFOSI/OSIAF grants that were issued before 2014 and require
amendments are challenging issues. Firstly, they are usuallyamendments are challenging issues. Firstly, they are usually
outdated the period ended a long time ago, and alsooutdated the period ended a long time ago, and also
amendment requests are vague.amendment requests are vague.

In order to help to speed up the process please consider theIn order to help to speed up the process please consider the
following, BP GO need the below documents and data to befollowing, BP GO need the below documents and data to be
able to judge and issue the necessary documents, if any:able to judge and issue the necessary documents, if any:

Send BP GO an email about the amendment requestSend BP GO an email about the amendment request

Send summary about why amendment is needed (can come fromSend summary about why amendment is needed (can come from
program)program)

Note: PLEASE DO NOT approve any European funding sourcedNote: PLEASE DO NOT approve any European funding sourced
grant amendments.grant amendments.
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	Chapter 1 - Introduction to Grants Management
	Office of Grants Management
	The Office of Grants Management (OGM) oversees legal and administrative compliance and effects responsible stewardship for the global grant-making activity of the Open Society Foundations. The office improves and streamlines grant-making operations through the adoption of innovative technologies and industry best practices. OGM educates and guides OSF staff and grantees on grant-making operations, encouraging timely processing of grants. It responds to the foundation's needs for compliance and information by managing the daily flow of grant-related data and documentation for OSF's grants.
	History
	The Office of Grants Management was created at the end of the 1990s after the Office of General Counsel hired a consultant to engage in a project to recover overdue reports from international grantees (“the Lookback Project”). This consultant became the first director of the GM department in New York. At the same time, a parallel grants management department was created in Budapest. After the departure of the director in New York, Grants Management was put under the Finance umbrella. Budapest Grants Management staff were made employees of AdminConsult Rt. (later AdminConsult Zrt.), a company created to house administrative departments providing services to OSI Budapest. AdminConsult Zrt. was subsequently renamed AdminGroup Zrt.

	Grants Management Team:
	The Director and Deputy and Associate Directors provide oversight and supervision to the department. Core supervisory functions include: troubleshooting and decision support to grants officers in day-to-day operations, coordination and special projects with other operational functions (accounting, legal, systems), coordination between offices in New York, Budapest, Washington, Barcelona, Baltimore and London related to grant making operations, provision of management information and other support to OSF’s senior management.
	Grants Officers are assigned a portfolio of programs awarding a total of about 120-140 grants each year and are responsible for administering those awards from submission for compliance review through grant closeout. Responsibilities include:
	Senior Grants Officers manage grant portfolios as well but also have a specialized role in the department, like supervision or training. They are also involved in special departmental projects.
	Senior Grants Analyst is responsible for data integrity and reporting from Foundation Connect, works with IT and outside consultants to support users and acts as system administrator. Engages with Grants Management, program and other staff to ensure that Foundation Connect developments and enhancements meet business needs of OSF. Supervises the Grants User Support Specialist.
	Grants User Support Specialist provides technical support to the Office of Grants Management, other OSF staff, and grantees related to OSF’s Foundation Connect and the grantee portal.
	Grant Assistant handles departmental administrative functions within Grants Management and provides support for users of the Foundation Connect Portal. In New York is also responsible for processing Matching Gifts, a kind of grant made in response to employee donations to qualified charitable organizations.
	For the team’s actual org chart please visit Grants Management’s KARL page .
	For the actual portfolios of the Grants Officers please visit Grants Management’s KARL page.https://karl.soros.org/communities/grants-management/wiki/who-we-are/


	List of Entities
	Core Office Entities
	Open Society Institute (OSI)
	Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS)
	Open Society Institute – Budapest/Budapesti Nyílt Társadalom Intézet Alapítvány (OSI-BP)
	Foundation Open Society Institute/Stiftung Open Society Institute (FOSI/OSI-Zug)
	OSI Assistance Foundation (OSI-AF)
	Alliance for Open Society International, Inc. (AOSI)
	Open Society Policy Center Inc. (OSPC)
	Soros Economic Development Fund (SEDF)
	Fund for Policy Reform Inc.

	National and Regional Foundations
	Afghanistan: Open Society Afghanistan
	Albania: Open Society Foundation for Albania
	Armenia: Open Society Foundations-Armenia
	Bosnia and Herzegovina: Open Society Fund Bosnia and Herzegovina
	Eastern Africa: Open Society Initiative for Eastern Africa
	Georgia: Open Society Georgia Foundation
	Haiti: Fondation Connaissance et Liberté (FOKAL)
	Indonesia: Tifa Foundation
	Kazakhstan: Soros Foundation Kazakhstan
	Kosovo: Kosovo Foundation for Open Society
	Kyrgyzstan: Soros Foundation Kyrgyzstan
	Macedonia: Foundation Open Society Macedonia
	Moldova: Soros Foundation Moldova
	Montenegro: Foundation Open Society Institute Representative Office Montenegro
	Mongolia: Open Society Forum
	Nepal: Alliance for Social Dialogue
	Pakistan: Foundation Open Society Institute - Pakistan
	Serbia: Open Society Foundation Serbia
	South Africa: Open Society Foundation for South Africa
	Southern Africa: Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa
	Tajikistan: Open Society Institute Assistance Foundation Tajikistan
	Turkey: Open Society Foundation
	Ukraine: International Renaissance Foundation
	Western Africa: Open Society Initiative for West Africa

	Foundation Spin-Offs
	Bulgaria: Open Society Institute Sofia
	Czech Republic: Open Society Fund Prague
	Estonia: Open Estonia Foundation
	Latvia: Foundation for an Open Society DOTS (Foundation DOTS)
	Poland: Stefan Batory Foundation
	Romania: Foundation for an Open Society
	Slovakia: Open Society Foundation Bratislava


	Open Society Foundations, An Introduction
	Foundation Connect
	Grants Management’s role in Foundation Connect:

	Global Support Request
	Because OSF runs a number of proprietary software applications, Information Systems and other staff are responsible for multiple systems. The Global Support Request system, also referred to as Zendesk, is a trouble ticket system that provides a means to keep track of and systematically address all technical issues identified by any staff members of OSF.
	OSF staff should submit a trouble ticket whenever an issue involves system errors with existing functionality or when they wish to suggest a new feature. Tickets are triaged by GM staff and grouped based on their complexity, impact and urgency. New ideas are either channeled into regular releases or minor ones get implemented in between.
	Foundation Connect specific issues or enhancement ideas to improve FC functionality should be logged in as a trouble ticket through the Global Support Request system.
	For the Budapest office: bp-grants@soros.zendesk.com
	For the New York office: ny-grants@soros.zendesk.com.

	For integration issues between Foundation Connect and Netsuite, grants management staff should log a trouble ticket through the Global Support Request system using this email: integration@soros.zendesk.com.
	Foundation Connect related tickets are managed by Grants Management, Information Systems, and by external consultant partners.

	Enhancements to Foundation Connect
	Foundation Connect User Group (FCUG)

	Chapter 2 - Before Compliance
	Receiving and Logging In Proposals
	Programs receive proposals by one of these methods or any combination:
	1)Unsolicited through www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants/grant-inquiry
	2)Open call/competition on www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants
	3)As a reply to a targeted e-mail with unique URL for the application to be submitted via the portal
	4)By e-mail, mail, fax, etc.

	A new proposal can be entered to FC by OSF staff on behalf of an applicant (4) or created by an applicant through the portal (1, 2, 3). Note that before a proposal is created, an organization and one or more contact records must be created for the applicant either on the portal or in FC.
	PORTAL.
	Applicants can submit their inquiries and proposals on the Grantee Portal. The Grantee Portal (http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants/manage ) gives non-FC users a window into certain areas of FC. All contacts in FC have the ability to request a password, which establishes a Portal account.
	By default, all Portal accounts give read/write access to the user’s contact information and organization information (except for the organization’s legal name) through the portal. Portal users are also able to add new bank accounts to organizations and edit existing bank account information. They are prevented from deleting existing bank accounts however.
	When a portal user is granted Portal Permissions for a proposal, they will have read-only access to the information on the proposal record. If the proposal has not yet been submitted, they will be able to edit the proposal and submit it to OSF.
	Language instructing and requiring grantees to register for an account is generally included in grant letter templates. Registration is mandatory for U.S. Programs and failure to do so is a basis for the initial payment on a grant to be placed on hold. For other programs, this policy is enforceable at the program’s discretion. An analysis of the location of account holders found that connectivity is a limited constraint on grantees’ ability to use the portal. Aside from places in Africa and among refugee populations of Burmese in third countries, programs can reasonably assume that their grantees have email and the ability to access the internet.

	Unsolicited Inquiries
	Open Calls and Targeted E-Mails
	GM encourages programs to direct applicants to the portal to apply for new grants. Before soliciting applications, programs must create a Competition Docket, which generates unique Inquiry and Proposal links for the application process. Program staff decide if an open call is for either a Concept Paper/Letter of Inquiry (LOI), or a full proposal; and if for organizations or for individuals. Calls can be open for a certain period of time until a predefined deadline or can be set up on a rolling basis for an indefinite time. Programs may have more than one open call going at once.
	Program staff wishing to send an open call solicitation to specific applicants should send an email including the link from the open call competition record. While competition records are created on the docket page, they are open-call specific and not related to approval dockets.
	When an application is submitted via the portal through these links, the submitted record is associated with the competition in FC. The proposal submitter and competition owner receive e-mail alerts. Open call responses (competition records) are managed by the individual who setup the open call.
	Open calls are centrally posted on www.opensocietyfoundations.org/grants by Communications or, as described above, emailed directly to prospective grantees.
	After applicants submit a short inquiry, OSF staff may either decline it or convert it to a full proposal. If declined, the applicant receives a formal email stating that the inquiry does not fit into any OSF program.
	If a Program staff decide to accept an open call LOI, they will convert it to a selected FC record type, thereby creating a new organization, contact and proposal record in FC (unless the program staff person checks that the organization and contact already exist in FC). When converted to a proposal, the applicant receives an invitation to log into the portal and submit the full proposal. FC automatically fills in the information that was already supplied in the inquiry; the applicant is asked to provide more details and attachments so that a full assessment can be made.

	Logging Proposals into FC
	Program staff enters new grant applications into FC when they are received by e-mail, mail, etc.As a first step program staff needs to choose from the following record/proposal types: conference grant, individual proposal, matching gifts, org minimal proposal and OSF Fellowship.
	Conference Grants
	This is a record type used to fund participants at OSF conferences in Budapest. It is not used in New York and is being slowly phased out in Budapest (although these types of grants still exist).

	Individual Proposal
	This record type is for grants given to individuals in support of program-defined initiatives, primarily scholarships.

	Matching Gifts
	This record type is for the OSF contribution made in response to OSI employee and trustee donations to qualifying charitable organizations. This is only used in New York.

	Org Minimal Proposal
	This record type is for grants given to organizations in support of program-defined initiatives. Includes open calls for applications and direct solicitations to grantees.

	OSF Fellowship
	The record type for proposals submitted for the OSF Fellows program. A fellowship proposal is created and managed the same way that an organization proposal is, except for a few fields which are fellowship specific.


	Documents Requirements
	Grants to Organizations
	Project Support
	Proposal narrative and budget documents are required
	Additional documents program staff may collect and upload include:
	IRS determination letter
	Audited financial(s)
	990 form(s) submitted to the IRS
	Annual budget
	List of board members
	CVs or brief descriptions of personnel
	Annual report(s)
	Title page (US Programs)


	General Support
	For grants awarded by the US entities, no proposal or budget documents are technically required by law, though they are nearly always received. For grants awarded from the European funding sources the organization’s strategy and annual budget are the minimum requirements.
	Additional documents program staff may collect and upload include:
	IRS determination letter
	Audited financial(s)
	990 form(s) submitted to the IRS
	Annual budget
	List of board members
	CVs or brief descriptions of personnel
	Annual report(s)
	Proposal Title page (U.S. Programs)



	Grants to Individuals (scholarships and the various fellowships)
	Proposal narrative and budget documents are required
	Additional documents program staff may collect and upload include:
	Academic program description
	Letter from host organization (certain scenarios)
	Identification
	Transcripts
	Diplomas
	Interview forms
	Letters of recommendation


	Lobbying Review
	Proposal narrative, budget documents, and any additional documentation are reviewed for lobbying and political campaigning. The lobbying checklist should be properly filled out by program staff.
	Grants Officers should assure that lobbying concerns are dealt with in an appropriate manner based on the funding source of the grant and the legal status of the grant recipient.
	Political activity or electioneering is categorically prohibited in all grant-making so any proposals where this is suggested should be referred to the Legal department.
	For grants to individuals where the purpose of the grant is for an individual to attend an academic institution, such as a Scholarship grant, a lobbying checklist is not required.

	Proposal and Grantee Staff
	Program staff are responsible for entering the Proposal Owner, Grants Officer and Recommender in the OSF staff section of the proposal record.
	Program staff should also add all relevant staff from their program to the Proposal Staff section of the proposal record, as well as any program staff that are providing co-funding for the grant. As new staff members join the program their names should be added to this section of the proposal record while staff members that have left the program should have their Active status unchecked.
	At least one Program Officer, Grants Officer and Supporting Program Staff should be listed in this section.
	1. Program staff should also attach all relevant grantee staff to the Contact Roles section of the proposal record. The Authorized Signatory and Primary Application Contact roles are especially important.

	Processing Declined Proposals in Programmatic Review
	Program Code
	Payments
	The payments are set up by the Program in Programmatic review status and are subject to compliance review. Payments shall be set up for the whole approved amount at this stage, even if the grant amount is an estimated maximum and payment lines will be modified later. Program staff need to choose the correct program codes, fund class, and category or categories of work as they set up payments. Program staff should be informed that it is very difficult to change codes after grants are accrued, and many “errors” cannot be recognized by Grants Management as they relate to program budgeting decisions in which Grants Management is not involved.
	At the compliance review stage, all payment information should be checked by Grants Officer.

	Reports
	Scheduling at least one final report is a basic requirement for an OSF grant, except for travel reimbursements or conference grants. The Grants Officer must confirm that the reporting schedule is in line with OSF policies, the timing is reasonable and relevant to project period and payment setup. The normal practice is that OSF requires progress reports at least annually before each installment (but not necessarily if there are multiple installments within a year on a multi-year grant) and a final report after the project has ended. However, the Program might ask for additional reports, or decide to transfer the last installment based on the final report, in which case not necessarily the whole amount of the last installment will be transferred.
	Special reporting is applicable to Expenditure Responsibility grants, where Grantees must report on their expenditures up to December 31 of the relevant year, no later than March 31 of the subsequent year.


	Chapter 3 - Compliance Review
	Compliance Review Overview
	Each organizational and individual grant goes through compliance review.
	This is a crucial function for both New York and Budapest grants management.
	There may be a need to request additional clarification about the project and the grantee.

	Grants Management determines how a grant is set up based on:
	Where the organization is registered and based
	The legal or tax status of the organization (whether it is a non-U.S. organization, a 501(c)(3) public charity, private foundation, supporting organization, 501(c)(4) organization, for-profit entity, etc.)
	The amount of the grant.

	Slight differences between NY and BP review:
	The selection of funding sources differs in New York and Budapest.
	U.S. vs. non-U.S. sourcing criteria varies between New York and Budapest

	Grants Officer’s Responsibility:
	Grants Officers are responsible for reviewing a proposal record and its related records in Foundation Connect, after those are entered by program staff.
	The Pre-Compliance Checklist button on a proposal record helps Grants Officers identity missing data.
	The Compliance Review Checklist (see appendix ) guides Grants Officers through the Compliance Review process, detailed below.

	Determining Funding Source for Grants.
	U.S. sourcing vs. non-U.S. sourcing
	Generally determined by grant amount and the activities described in the proposal.
	Each funding source has its own set of criteria in terms of how a grant is set up.
	U.S. sourcing considerations:
	Does the project contain activities that are prohibited under Expenditure Responsibility (“ER”) or require other special treatment? (Definition of ER and ER restrictions are discussed below in Expenditure Responsibility Section.)
	Does the proposal contain activities that might be considered lobbying under the U.S. tax code? (Discussed later in Lobbying Section.)


	Funding a grant using U.S. and non-U.S. funds
	Based on the current thresholds for using U.S. funds, a grant that contains some activity that cannot be funded using U.S. funds but also contains other activity that could be funded with U.S. funds may be able to be funded using a combination of both U.S. and non-U.S. funds.
	The funding source for these grants should be Open Society Institute Budapest Foundation, an entity that has both U.S. and non-U.S. funds available for regranting.


	Funding Sources available for use only in New York
	Alliance for Open Society International, Inc. or AOSI (public charity) sourcing used for:
	The regranting of third-party funding (that may or may not also include OSF/Soros funds as well) to either organizations or individuals, with Legal department’s approval.

	Foundation to Promote Open Society or FPOS (U.S. 501(c)(3) private foundation) sourcing used for:
	Grants to U.S. 501(c) (3) public charities
	Expenditure Responsibility (ER) Grants to U.S. entities
	Includes supporting organizations, non-public charities, fiscal agent grants, entities in the process of getting a determination letter, U.S. for-profits

	Expenditure Responsibility (ER) Grants to non-U.S. entities (subject to U.S. sourcing criteria)
	Equivalency Determination (ED) grants

	Open Society Institute or OSI (private operating foundation) sourcing used for:
	Grants to individuals, including grants paid through an organization if the grant is earmarked for that individual
	Grants to entities operating in sanction regimes as determined by the U.S. Department of the Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) for which OSI holds an applicable OFAC license
	As of April 16, 2014 OSI currently has an OFAC license to support humanitarian work in Sudan. This license expires on June 30, 2016. As of July, 2014 no other U.S. OSF entity has an OFAC license (e.g., FPOS, AOSI), and OSI’s license is non-transferrable .
	Legal department should be contacted if a program wishes to make a grant to or with activities in Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, or Syria.



	Funding sources available for use only in Budapest
	Open Society Foundation – London or OSF-London sourcing used for:
	Third party funding when OSF London has agreed to receive funds from the third party and distribute funds to final beneficiary
	Project purpose fits well with the charitable object of OSF


	Funding sources available for use in Budapest and for referral from New York to Budapest prior to approval:
	Open Society Institute Budapest Foundation or OSI-BP sourcing used for:
	Grants to U.S. public charities originating from Budapest office (using U.S. funds)
	Grants over $100,000 to a non-U.S. organization originating from Budapest or New York office, in which all or part of the grant can be subjected to Expenditure Responsibility restrictions (using U.S. funds)
	Includes bifurcated grants referred from New York using U.S. and non-U.S. funds, as well as grants originating in Budapest using only U.S. funds

	Grants originating in Budapest to organizations for which FPOS has performed an Equivalency Determination (ED) (using U.S. funds)
	Grants to organizations located in Hungary (generally NOT using U.S. funds; Budapest Legal should be consulted)
	If OSI-BP is selected as the funding source on the proposal record by a GO in New York, the grant will go through a referral process after the grant has been approved.
	The referral has to be approved by Grants Management in Budapest.
	If approved, the grant will be managed by a GO in Budapest from that point on.


	Foundation Open Society Institute or Zug/FOSI (Swiss entity) sourcing used for:
	Grants under $25,000 to non-US organizations (except for public charity equivalents: EDs)
	Grants $100,000 or under with activities potentially prohibited under ER restrictions to non-U.S. organizations
	If FOSI is selected as the funding source on the proposal record by a GO in NY, the grant will go through a referral process after the grant has been approved.
	The referral has to be approved by Grants Management in Budapest.
	If approved, the grant will be managed by a GO in Budapest from that point on.

	OSI – Assistance Foundation or OSI-AF (Liechtenstein entity) sourcing used for:
	Grants to entities without ED status in: the Russian Federation (although OSF is currently not awarding any grants inside the Russian Federation), Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.



	Grant Proposal Information
	Proposals and budgets must be carefully reviewed by GOs for the following:
	Grant versus Consultancy
	Does OSF receive a tangible benefit or service from as a result of the transaction?
	Has the organization or its signatory received OSF funds under non-grant contracts for similar activities?

	Verify the entity who will be signing the grant contract and determine if it is different from the “grantee” for the purposes of eligibility and one-third threshold determination (see Hierarchy section below).
	Ensure that the proposal and budget correspond with the proposal record and other associated records in FC.


	Staff
	Program staff is responsible for associating a Grants Officer to a proposal record in Foundation Connect as well as other OSF staff under the Proposal staff section. During compliance review, a GO should review if:
	The Authorized Signatory and Primary Application Contact roles are defined
	There are no duplicates under Grantee contacts (merging contacts when necessary)
	Verify that an e-mail address is associated with Authorized Signatory contact


	Reports
	All proposal records, except non-U.S. sourced travel grants under $5000 and conference grant proposals, must have a final report record. For project and fellowship grants, the final reporting requirements include a narrative and financial final report. For general support grants, the grantee should submit an annual report at the conclusion of the grant. For scholarships grants, an annual official transcript is required. Program staff should review the grantee report record types chart when creating a report record to ensure that the appropriate record type is selected.
	It is at the discretion of the program funding the grant as to whether or not they would like to request multiple reports over the lifetime of a grant. For project grants, programs may ask for narrative and financial interim reports at a certain point during the grant – most often at the mid-point of the grant period.
	ER grants issued by the NY entities must include an Expenditure Responsibility type grantee report record due on March 31st of each year during the grant term and a final Expenditure Responsibility type report after the conclusion of the grant. Should the program staff not include these reports, Grants Officers should add these report records to the proposal record and notify program staff that they have done so. When an ER grant is prepared in BP, GO shall make sure that there is a Progress Report in place each year before March 31st or an additional Annual report record should be inserted.
	 GOs in NY should create the grantee report record types used by GO in Budapest for grant records that are referred to OSI BP.


	Verify 501(c)(3) Status
	Grants Officers must verify the 501(c)(3) status of a U.S. public charity using the functionality built into Foundation Connect. This requires the organization’s EIN number in the FC organization record.
	 Grants Officers can search the Guidestar website (www.guidestar.org) by organization name to find this information.

	The Verify 501(c)(3) feature in Foundation Connect searches the IRS Business Master File (BMF) for the most current status of all tax -exempt organizations registered with the IRS. The IRS has specified in Revenue Procedure 2009-32 that grant makers can use BMF data to verify a grantee’s public charity classification under section 509(a)(1), (2), or (3). The IRS BMF is updated monthly and the most recent IRS BMF date is reflected in the Tax Status Verifications record, which is generated after the search has been completed.
	The grantee organization’s tax status will determine how the grant should be structured, please see Equivalency Determination (ED), ER grants, Grants to For Profits, Grants to Unregistered Organizations Overseas below for more information and Organization Types by Tax Status in the appendix.
	Sometimes organizations that are exempt under section 501(c)(3) and not private foundations under Section 509 (a) 1 - 170 (b) (1) (A) (i) do not have tax determination letters. Churches and other religious organizations are not required to obtain formal tax determinations, for example. GO should consult with Legal in these cases.

	Conflict of Interest (COI) Check
	Grants Officers must run a COI check on each proposal record in the system in order to be in compliance with OSI’s COI Policy.
	Clicking on the “COI Check” button at the proposal level will run the organization’s legal name field, for organizational grants, and individual names (for individual grants) against the Conflict of Interest Disclosure Site database maintained by Office of General Counsel.
	If a potential match is found the Office of General Counsel staff is notified to investigate the potential match.
	If necessary, Office of General Counsel staff will contact the program awarding the grant and ask them to submit a Conflict of Interests Policy and Questionnaire to the COI Committee for review. (please see the questionnaire in the appendix below).
	Once approved by the COI Committee the potential match is cleared on the proposal record and the grant can proceed.
	Additional checks for COIs may be done in KARL (on the individual identified as the authorized signatory) and Contracts Online (on the individual identified as the authorized signatory and the organization implementing the grant work).
	 Should a potential match come up during these checks, GOs should work with legal to obtain a completed Conflict of Interests Policy and Questionnaire and additional information from program staff.


	OFAC Check
	Grants Officers must also run a check whether a potential grantee is listed on the Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) list, which is managed by the Officer of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC) within the US Treasury Department. This list includes names and aliases of individuals and entities identified as terrorists by the US government. OSF entities are prohibited from funding such individuals and entities. Clicking the “OFAC Check” button will run the organization name (for organizational grants) and submitted by (for individual grants) fields against this list.
	If a potential match is found Office of General Counsel staff is notified automatically by FC and is tasked to research the potential match and update the system once the potential match has (hopefully) been cleared.

	Lobbying
	Unlike public charities, private foundations like OSI and FPOS are strictly prohibited from engaging in or funding "lobbying" activities. Under the U.S. tax code, “lobbying” is defined as efforts to influence legislation, including laws, treaties, confirmations of executive appointments, appropriations, ballot initiatives and/or referenda.
	For more information, please see the Lobbying Rules and Regulations That Apply to U.S. Private Foundations appendix below.
	Every project-support proposal record in the system must include a Lobbying Checklist completed by a Program Officer.
	Grants Officers should follow up with program staff if project related activities could be considered lobbying (as defined by the US tax code).
	In requesting additional information regarding potential lobbying, GOs should be clear and concise, keeping their questions simple
	Asking whether the project OSF will fund actually includes the suspected lobbying activity is a good place to start (sometimes the activity is mentioned in the proposal only to provide context of other work done by the organization), followed by attempting to determine whether the activity really is lobbying as defined by the U.S. tax code.
	GOs can also request that a grantee submits an attestation letter stating that their project in fact contains no lobbying as defined by the U.S. tax code.

	If the activity is determined to be lobbying, and if the potential grantee is a U.S. 501(c)(3) public charity or equivalent, request a bifurcated budget (see Lobbying Case Study in Appendix below). The grant amount must be equal to or less than the non-lobbying amount budgeted. If the grant is subject to ER, the bifurcated budget safe harbor is not permitted, but the grantee can submit a revised proposal and budget for the non-lobbying portion of the project (see below).
	Documentation of lobbying concerns that have been addressed and resolved should be added to the proposal record in FC.

	OSPC-Enabled Staff & Lobbying Concerns
	Under grants sourced through our overseas grant making entities, such as FOSI, OSIAF, or regional or national foundations, grantees may engage in lobbying activities. OSF U.S. program staff who provide technical guidance during the implementation of grants that include lobbying must be “OSPC enabled”, meaning that they must go through a procedure whereby they are approved to charge to the Open Society Policy Center (“OSPC”), a 501(c)(4) tax-exempt entity, the time that they spend providing technical guidance/feedback to the grantee, reviewing grant reports from a grant that contains lobbying, or any other OSF work that meets the IRS definition of lobbying.
	OSPC is a separate but affiliated organization from OSI-NY that "engages in policy advocacy on U.S. and international issues, including domestic civil liberties, multilateralism, economic development, civil rights, human rights, women's rights and criminal justice reform." OSPC makes grants in its own right but also serves as the vehicle through which OSF staff can work on grants that contain lobbying activity. The IRS allows affiliated 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations, such as OSI and OSPC, to work together and to share facilities and staff members’ time as long as certain requirements are met that, among other things, prevent any subsidizing by OSI of any OSPC costs or expenditures. In order for OSI staff to engage in 501(c)(4)-related activities, they must keep contemporaneous records of the time they spend on lobbying and non-lobbying work. OSPC then reimburses OSI for any OSPC time.
	OSF programs or initiatives that engage in lobbying activities through grants issued through our overseas grant making entities should consider which U.S. staff will be most involved in the implementation of these grants and should request that these staff become OSPC-enabled. The program is expected to possess a solid understanding of what activities constitute lobbying and the ability to identify such activities in proposals.
	OSF has another 501(c)(4) affiliate, the Fund for Policy Reform, Inc. (FPR). FPR is used on a limited basis, as determined by the General Counsel’s office and OSF senior management. Any staff members working on a grant from FPR must be “FPR enabled.” (There is in fact yet another FPR entity that is organized as a trust instead of a corporation; it funds the corporation FPR.)
	The Compliance Officer in OSI-DC office can be consulted on the process of becoming OSPC- or FPR-enabled.


	Equivalency Determination (ED)
	Equivalency Determination is a legal procedure whereby a non-U.S. organization is determined to be the equivalent of a U.S. 501(c)(3) public charity. When done properly, this procedure allows private foundations like OSI and FPOS to treat these organizations as if they were public charities and to make grants to them without exercising Expenditure Responsibility. Longstanding OSF grantees receiving at least $100,000 in grant funds per year that have been in existence for at least five years and that receive a substantial amount of financial support from the general public make ideal candidates for ED. (Organizations must have broad public support to qualify as Equivalents, and five years of financial data is required to make the determination, if the organization is not an educational or religious institution.) Candidates are identified by OSF Program and/or Grants Management staff.
	An ED pre-screening form should be submitted to Grants Officers for review
	That form will be forwarded to the ED team, if the Grants Officer determines that the organization makes a good candidate for ED.

	NGOSource
	The Equivalency Determination process is outsourced to an external service provider called NGOSource (source: http://www.ngosource.org/Home). OSF pays NGOSource an annual membership fee as well as a fee for each organization for which an ED is requested. The ED fee still must be paid if the organization is ultimately determined not to be the equivalent of a U.S. public charity, although if another foundation has already performed an ED on the organization, the ED can be transferred to OSF for smaller fee than that required for do an ED from the beginning.

	ED Renewal
	Equivalency Determinations are only valid for 1 to 2 calendar years, and need to be renewed when expired.
	If the organization does not qualify as an equivalent to a U.S. public charity during the renewal process, the grantee will be subject to Expenditure Responsibility (ER) for any new grants or payments from private foundation funds.

	More information about EDs can be found at the Equivalency Determinations community on KARL.

	Expenditure Responsibility (ER) Grants
	With very limited exceptions, by law Expenditure Responsibility ("ER") must be performed on all grants sourced from OSI and FPOS to entities that are not 501(c)(3) public charities and public charities that are classified as Type III "supporting organizations" that are not "functionally integrated". (Because the current procedures recommended by the IRS for determining if a supporting organization is Type III and/or "functionally integrated" are so onerous, the General Counsel's office has instructed that Expenditure Responsibility be performed on grants to any "supporting organizations unless it clearly states on the organization’s determination letter or on the IRS website that the organization is not a Type III supporting organization that is not “functionally integrated”.)
	Expenditure Responsibility grants must be for purely charitable purposes. The bifurcated budget cannot be used as a safe harbor for ER grants; the grantee must guarantee that all grant funds go to non-lobbying, charitable activities. Also, general support grants are more difficult to make under ER, although a grant that accomplishes the same goals of general institutional support can usually be issued. Grantees receiving ER grants must segregate the grant funds in a separate fund or account (technically other 501(c)(3)private foundations are exempt from this requirement, although we generally leave this requirement in grant agreements with other private foundations).
	Program staff must complete the Organization Description, Project Description, Rationale For Funding/Recommendation, and Executive Summary fields on the proposal record, which will be used as the Pre-Grant Inquiry (PGI) before the grant letter is produced. The PGI is a legal requirement for all ER grants. The PGI is generally the same as a docket write-up, but it must clearly describe the charitable purpose of the grant, how the organization will be able to achieve the charitable purpose, and how it will be able to report back on the use of the funds.
	The body of the ER grant letter informs the grantee that they must submit annual reports no later than three months after the end of the calendar year, detailing the use of the grant funds in the preceding year.
	Expenditure Report type grantee report records should be created for all grants that are structured under ER, as this information is included as part of the 990-PF tax return. Reports should be scheduled to account for every calendar year in which the grantee will retain or expend grant funds, as well as in the year that the grant is awarded; scheduled due dates should be March 31 of each year (the final ER report can be scheduled three months after the end of the grant). The “Year Expended (This Report)” field should correspond to the year for which the grantee is providing a report.
	Grant expenditures should only be recorded in the “Amount Expended (This Report)” field of the Expenditure Report type grantee report records for every year of the grant term.
	Grantees need to continue to provide reports until all funds are expended, so grants should be extended accordingly, otherwise grantees must return unused funds.

	Grants to For-Profits
	Grants for-profit companies awarded by OSI or FPOS require the standard Expenditure Responsibility procedures and grant agreement. Legal should be consulted in these cases, as usually these grantees are asked to open up a new bank account for the grant funds to guarantee that no OSF funds are used for non-charitable purposes.
	Grants from FOSI or OSI-AF to for-profit companies require no special procedures, although the purpose of the grant must be charitable.

	Grants to Unregistered Organizations outside the United States
	Contingent Grants
	Historically, multi-year grants have been difficult to make because of the annual budget cycle and the need to accrue the full value of a grant in the year of award. To address this issue, GM worked with Legal and Finance to craft contingent language that can be included in a grant letter indicating an intention to fund at certain levels in future years without it constituting a firm commitment that would require accrual. In these grants, typically the first year of the grant is awarded outright, and payments in subsequent years are contingent upon OSF’s internal approval procedures. Sometimes programs want to make a more complicated arrangement, with subsequent years containing a mixture of contingent and outright payments. This should be discouraged, as these kinds of complicated scenarios usually end up confusing everyone, although it can be allowed if a program insists and makes a convincing case for such an arrangement.
	Amounts are accrued based on the Payment Type of every payment associated with the grant. Standard payments are accrued when the grant automatically updated to Approved/Accrued status, while Contingent payments are not.
	A contingent portion of a grant requires the approval of a program director to release the contingency following the review and approval of a set of interim reports and the receipt of a work plan of the remainder of the project from the grantee. A new letter is produced and sent to the grantee informing them that the contingency is released and confirming the requirements of the grant.
	The normal practice is for an entire year’s projected contingent payments to be released from contingency at one time (but not necessarily paid at one time). Exceptions can be made but should be discouraged, as it creates considerable administrative burden to produce multiple grant agreements in any given year on the same grant.
	If any portion of a grant is designated as contingent this amount must be reflected in the “Contingent Amount (In USD)” field on the proposal record in the system. Additionally, when setting up contingent payment records the Payment Type field should be “Contingent” and the Contingent Criteria Status field must be set to “Not Met”. The contingent portion of the grant will only be accrued when the Contingent Criteria Status field is updated to “Met”, which should happen just prior to processing the payment.
	For more information, please see “Types of Contingent Grants” appendix.

	Grants to Universities
	The Open Society Foundations network makes numerous grants to universities worldwide. Given the size of many of these universities and the associated bureaucracy, difficulties may arise in making grants to these entities. Some examples include the following:
	Confirming legal name to be used in grant agreement: Universities often do business under a name other than their university name (for example, grants to Columbia University are made to the Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York), or they have separate (sometimes multiple) legal entities set up to receive grant payments. This may also create issues with eligibility.
	Confirming the authorized signatory for the grantee: When confirming the authorized signatory for the grantee, ask program staff to be sure to confirm that the name presented by the grantee as the authorized signatory for the grant is someone who is actually legally authorized to sign on behalf of the university and not just the lead academic contact working on the project that the grant is funding.
	Confirming the correct bank account for payment of grant funds: Universities will often have different bank accounts for different purposes.

	Grants officers may need to undertake a greater amount of due diligence when reviewing and assigning the organization for a grant to a university to avoid difficulties with the points above, including organizational hierarchy issues.
	Universities often time take longer than smaller, less bureaucratic grantees to prepare and submit reports. It is not uncommon for universities to request a longer timeframe in which to prepare and submit reports. As long as program staff are comfortable with this, it should not be an issue.

	Baltimore Grants
	Open Society Institute-Baltimore (OSI-Baltimore) is a field office for U.S. Programs. Its work focuses on “a single city and testing the effectiveness of place-based philanthropy strategy on some of the biggest challenges facing Baltimore and other urban centers in the United States.”
	OSI-Baltimore functions as a U.S. Public Charity. The legal grant making entity is Alliance for Open Society International d/b/a Open Society Institute-Baltimore (AOSI). Grantee activities are restricted to charitable purposes, but as a public charity, OSI-Baltimore is able to fund some activities that OSF’s private foundation grantors are not, including lobbying and grants to individuals. Furthermore, OSI-Baltimore can fund organizations without IRS U.S. public charity status without imposing expenditure responsibility requirements.
	The Board of Directors for AOSI is the governing body for OSI-Baltimore. However, all recommended grants are reviewed and approved by OSI-Baltimore’s local board. After a grant is approved by the local board of OSI-Baltimore, no further approval is required in order to issue grant agreements. Currently, there is no functionality for approving OSI-Baltimore grants through Foundation Connect, and proposal records are changed to a status of “Approved” by Grants Management upon receipt of the signed agenda of an OSI-Baltimore board meeting.
	AOSI grant letters for grants under $250,000 are electronically signed by the Director of OSI-Baltimore. Grant letters for grants over $250,000 must be electronically signed by an officer of AOSI. OSI-Baltimore has its own grant letter template and letterhead.

	1/3rd Threshold
	The Open Society Foundations has a long-standing principle of limiting funding of most organizations to no more than one-third of the annual budget. The overall context, policies, memos, FAQ are available at the GMSG resource center on KARL and in the Open Society Foundations help manual for Foundation Connect, at the following links:
	https://osf.app.box.com/s/ll2u9sraula9w3g2lk1k/1/1669968316
	https://osf.screenstepslive.com/s/10935/m/45305/l/522473-release-7-enhancements-october-6-2014

	Grants that push OSF’s overall contribution over one-third of the grantee’s expenditures from their most recently completed fiscal year can be considered for funding but should be approved by the President.
	FC will automatically calculate the One-Third Threshold based on the grantee’s active Annual Expenditures (AE) from the previous grantee fiscal year. Banner messages will appear on organization, proposal, docket write-up and docket pages when the threshold is crossed or may potentially be crossed. At this time, the system will not re-route or block the grant approval process if the one-third threshold is crossed.
	In order for FC to make such a calculation the GO should review the following information:
	Confirm that program staff have created and completed an Annual Expenditure record on the grantee’s organization record for the most recently completed fiscal year. This should be done before a proposal is placed into compliance review.
	In the case of complex organizations, make sure that the entity implementing the project to be supported by the grant is assigned as the Grantee (on the proposal record) and the Annual Expenditure record has been created/completed for that entity (on the organization record). This means that sometimes an entity that is not a legal entity will need to provide an estimated annual expenditure amount – for example an institute of a university or a collection of legal entities that functionally operate as one (like OSF does).
	Inform program staff that the grant will need to be sent for presidential approval in a separate docket.
	The naming convention is “One Third Rule: Level 1 Program Name, Date of Submission”.

	Use a system to confirm that the appropriate approval was requested.
	Some GOs use the tag “One Third Rule Violation”

	If the approval isn’t obtained by the appropriate approver, the proposal record should reverted back to “Generate Docket Write-Up” status and the program should be alerted.
	This should occur prior to processing the grant letter.

	You should also use the public tag “Budget Rule Scenario” for cases where the calculation is complex, in order to help future enhancement in FC .


	Eligibility Assessment
	The eligibility assessment process should take place either prior to a proposal record entering into Compliance Review status or while the proposal record is being reviewed for compliance review. This process is initiated by program staff.
	The GO’s role during compliance review is to ensure that the grantee organization (“Grantee”) has the following in the Eligibility Status field on the organization record, if the recommended grant amount exceeds $25,000 USD:
	Eligible
	Eligible with Special Scrutiny

	A built-in validation will prevent program staff from submitting a proposal record for approval if the Eligibility Status field is:
	Expired
	Currently Ineligible
	Field is blank (for grants with a recommended grant amount above $25,000)

	In the case of a complex relationship, such as chapters in a network or departments/centers at a university, the organization identified in the Organization Name field on the proposal record should also be assessed for eligibility.
	In the case of a fiscal agent relationship, the organization identified in the Fiscal Agent field on the proposal record should also be assessed for eligibility.

	Hierarchy
	Creating organization hierarchies in Foundation Connect came about as part of the need to calculate for the 1/3rd budget threshold and to assess organizations for eligibility, as mandated by the Office of the President.
	A hierarchy is established by associating a parent organization to its child entity or entities, if the relationship between the two groups is identified as complex.
	For example an association is created between a network and its chapters or a university and its departments or centers
	Specifically these are multilateral institutions, INGOs, IGOs, coalitions and universities.

	During compliance review GOs are expected to look for a complex relationship between two organizations and set up an organization hierarchy, if one does not exist in the system.
	Ideally, program staff will identify a complex organization and will work with their GOs to establish the correct relationship/hierarchy in the system.
	GOS are to use the proposal, additional organizational documentation, website research, and consult with program staff to determine whether or not an organization hierarchy needs to be established.

	When establishing a hierarchy GO should consider the following:
	Placing an organization into a hierarchy does not necessarily mean that it is legally connected or part of another organization; at its most basic we are merely identifying a connection between two organizations.
	If an organization is not technically a legal entity, it should be associated with one as part of the hierarchy creation.
	This legal entity should be identified in the Associated Legal Entity field of the non-legal entity’s organization record and should be selected from within the existing hierarchy.
	An organization that is associated with a legal entity cannot be identified in the “Organization Name” field on the proposal record, as it is not a legal entity (an example would be a university department).

	If an organization is associated with “Multiple Associated Legal Entities” the checkbox should be checked on its organization record.
	An organization that is associated with multiple legal entities also not be identified in the “Organization Name” fields on the proposal record, as it is not a legal entity. It will also probably not be the entity identified as the “Grantee”, although this is technically possible. (The “Tides Network” has multiple legal entities but would be unlikely to be a “Grantee”, but some university departments might be associated with multiple legal entities and they could be “Grantees”.)

	A virtual organization should be created, as the Level 1 Organization, in the instance where a relationship needs to be established between organizations that are separate legal entities.
	This type of organization would not be identified in either the “Organization Name” or “Grantee” fields on the proposal record.
	Virtual organizations serve a valuable purpose and can be used as a data point for reporting.
	Examples: Helsinki Committees, or the Tides Network

	In the case of a fiscal agent, the organization designated as a fiscal agent should not be associated with the entity implementing the grant (the “Grantee”) in an organization hierarchy; it there is truly such an association, the relationship between the entities is not a “fiscal agent” type relationship.
	In the case of a coalition, the organization administering the grant on behalf of a coalition should be set up as Level 1 organization in the hierarchy.
	The coalition should be identified in the “Grantee” field of the proposal record on the proposal, and the organization administering the grant on behalf of the coalition should be identified in the “Organization Name” of the proposal record.
	For now, the hierarchy for a coalition needs to be redone every time the coalition moved to a new administering organization. There is no functionality currently in Foundation Connect to handle this level of complexity in relationship.
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	Comparison Compliance Review

	Chapter 4 - Approvals
	Introduction
	Historically at OSF nearly all grants over $50,000 were approved by the President, with program directors generally only able to approve grants of $25,000 or under without an additional approval from senior management. Each new grant needed to be approved separately. New grant approval procedures were rolled out in 2012 when Chris Stone became President, with the goal of streamlining grant making and diversifying decision-making by: (1) creating a new process whereby grantee organizations themselves are subjected to an eligibility approval process after which they are able to receive grants with approval only by program director, and (2) decentralizing approval authority beyond the President.

	Organizational Eligibility
	The process for determining whether an organization is eligible to receive OSF funding aims to separate the assessments that grant-making staff conduct on grantee organizations from the approval of a specific grant. Eligibility assessments focus on five parameters—financial health, governance, leadership and management, presence in the public sphere, and reputation for effectiveness. Complete guidelines to the eligibility assessment process, including how to handle special eligibility circumstances, can be found in the GMSG’s Eligibility Assessment Guidelinesdocument.
	The approval of grants requires a valid eligibility status of “Eligible” or “Eligible with Special Scrutiny.” Exceptions are made for grants under 25,000 USD.
	Program staff are expected to submit recommendations for eligibility to the Office of the President through Foundation Connect. As of June 2015, designated Program Directors can approve eligibility assessment renewals for organizations, unless an organization has an eligibility status of “Expired.”
	To allow rapid response to crises and emergencies, a special Rapid Response protocol has been

	Grant Approval Authority
	In January 2014, OSF implemented a set of new policies and procedures for devolving grant-approval authority to program directors. This decision was intended to increase the agility of OSF grant making, allowing programs to approve grants more quickly. Further decentralization of grant approval authority below director level may be instituted more broadly. Guidance will come from the Office of the President and the GMSG.
	As of this writing, designated OSF program directors can approve grants up to but not including one million dollars to any organization deemed eligible for OSF funding as long as OSF’s total contribution to the grantee does not exceed one-third of the grantee’s organizational budget in their most recently completed fiscal year (the “One-Third Threshold policy”). Grants in amounts of one million dollars or more, or for which recommended funding is greater than one-third of the annual expenditures, require the approval of the President of OSF.

	Board Approvals for Grants
	For Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS) grants: Grants of over two (2) million dollars require the affirmative vote (by email) of a majority of the FPOS Board before the grant can be
	For Open Society Institute (OSI) grants: Grants of over two (2) million dollars require the affirmative vote of the full OSI Board (note: this is not the OSF “Global Board”) before the grant can be awarded. GM staff should contact the General Counsel’s office, who will coordinate the
	For Alliance for Open Society International (AOSI) grants: All AOSI grants that are not OSI-Baltimore grants require approval from the AOSI Board.
	For Open Society Institute-Baltimore grants: The Director of OSI-Baltimore has grant approval authority for grants up to 250,000 USD. In practice, almost all OSI-Baltimore grants are approved by the OSI-Baltimore Board at their regular meetings. Once a copy of the signed agenda for the meeting is received by the Grants Officer, the grant can be manually approved in Foundation
	For Open Society Policy Center (OSPC) grants: The OSPC board must unanimously approve (by email) any grant over 250,000 USD. Grants under that amount can be approved by the Director


	Chapter 5 - Grant Letters
	Grant Agreement/Grant Letter Processing
	The grant agreement is a legally binding agreement between an OSF grantor entity and an individual or organizational grantee. In New York, the grant agreement is frequently called a â€œgrant letterâ€�, while in Budapest, the term â€œgrant letterâ€� is used for a unilateral agreement sent to grantees that does not need to be countersigned by the grantee. The grant agreement/letter states the terms and conditions of award, the award requirements, and the payment and reporting schedules.
	Although from a legal standpoint a grant is not considered awarded until a grant agreement is issued, program staff often notify a grantee of award after internal OSF approval. Program staff should be discouraged from this practice, as it is possible, although rare, that a grant will be stopped by Legal or Senior Management before the grant agreement is signed and sent to the grantee, even after it has been approved.

	Drafting of Grant Agreement
	Grant agreements are merged directly from Foundation Connect through the CongaMerge application. Based on the OSF funding source grantor and the type of the grant (general support, project support, Expenditure Responsibility), the appropriate template is chosen for the grant agreement. Grant amendment, grant rescission, and other types of grant correspondence are also merged via Foundation Connect. New templates can be added and existing templates can
	If grants are funded from European entities (FOSI, OSIAF, OSI-BP, OSF-London) it is legally required to attach an approved budget to the grant agreement, as well as to include the grantee’s bank information in the agreement.
	In Budapest, Grants Officers share the draft agreements with Programs. When the program’s edits are ready, Grants Officers review those edits and then send the documents for secondary Grants Officer review. BP Grants Officers tend to keep the all draft versions in FC. In special scenarios, Legal is involved in drafting the agreement
	In NY, many grants officers only keep the final version of the agreement in FC. Some grants officers in NY share drafts with program staff; others do not, based on the preferences of programs. Again, in special scenarios, Legal is involved in drafting the agreement.
	Grants originating in New York but deemed unsuitable for US funding may be referred to European colleagues with a proposal for funding. In cases where a grant is accepted for funding by European colleagues, a grants officer in Budapest assumes all grant administration tasks and responsibilities.

	Grant Agreement Signatories
	Legal maintains a master list of the signatories for the various OSF entities.
	The primary signatories for the most frequently used grant making entities are the following:
	Foundation to Promote Open Society (FPOS): The Secretary of FPOS (currently GailAidinoff Scovell)
	Open Society Institute(OSI): The Secretary of OSI (currently Gail Aidinoff Scovell)
	Alliance for Open Society International (AOSI): One of the three AOSI Officers: Chris Stone (President), Maija Arbolino (Treasurer), A. Nicole Campbell (Secretary).
	Open Society Institute-Baltimore [: For grants up to 250,000 USD, the Director of OSI-Baltimore (currently Diana Morris) can sign grant agreements with the prior approval of an AOSI Officer (see above). The grants officer should send any draft grant agreement up to 250,000 USD to an AOSI officer (typically the Secretary) for their review and approval before sending it to the OSI-Baltimore Director for signature. For OSI-Baltimore grants over 250,000 USD, an AOSI Officer must sign.
	Open Society Policy Center: The Secretary of OSPC should sign all grant agreements forOSPC.
	Foundation Open Society Institute: Up to and equal $200K Legal Counsel (currently Miklós Sándor), above $200K the Executive Director (currently Suzanne Wettenschwiler)of FOSI
	OSI Assistance Foundation: Up to and equal $200K Legal Counsel (currently Zoltán Pankotai), above $200K the Executive Director ( currently Suzanne Wettenschwiler) of OSI AF
	Open Society Institute Budapest Foundation: The Executive Director (currently KatalinKoncz)
	Open Society Initiative for Europe: The Executive Director (currently Jordi Vaquer)
	Open Society Foundation (London): currently in flux as a new legal entity is being created


	Issuing Grant Agreements/Docusign
	In Budapest, when the grant agreement is sent via the electronic signature application DocuSign, the grants officer creates the DocuSign envelope and sends it to the OSF signatory,
	In New York, grant agreements are generally always issued through Docusign. The Grants Officer is in charge of issuing the grant agreement and routing it to the correct OSF signatory and authorized signatory of the grantee. Some programs request that the proposal owner, recommender, or other program staff be copied on the Docusign envelope when it goes to the grantee, and GM can accommodate that request. Some grantees in some countries may also state that they require a paper grant letter (either scanned, or, in rare cases, a hard copy), but the agreement is usually also sent via DocuSign.
	A guide to Docusign can be found here.
	A guide to what grantees see when they receive a Docusign grant letter can be found here.


	Chapter 6 - Accruals and Payments
	Payment Processing
	Payments may be requested on grants after the fully executed grant agreement has been received. Payments may not be initiated on a grant to an organization without having a countersigned grant agreement on file. (With the extremely rare exception of a small subset of rapid-response grants, or other rare grants that donâ€™t require a countersigned grant agreement.) Please see the functional workflow document for a detailed overview of all the steps in payment processing. All grants from the OSI-Budapest Foundation entity require an original paper grant agreement.

	Budapest Process
	Grants officers send grant agreements via DocuSign when possible, automatically triggering the grant accrual when the agreement is signed by the OSF representative. Grant agreements sent via email or paper by program staff require the Grants Assistant to undertake a manual process (the “dummy” DocuSign envelope) in which a document is sent through DocuSign to be “signed” by the Grants Assistant (with no routing for countersignature) to trigger the accrual.
	When a countersigned grant agreement is received (via DocuSign or otherwise), program staff must request the first payment on the grant. Budapest Finance requires a paper payment request as well as a paper copy of the executed grant agreement, so program staff must print these out as well and bring them directly to Budapest Finance. (The exception here is grants that have been referred to Budapest from New York that are managed by U.S.-based program staff; in those cases Budapest grants officers initiate the first payment). Since grant agreements produced in Budapest contain bank information, any discrepancy between the bank information in the grant agreement and the bank information in the payment request must be explained to Finance. Subsequent payments are released upon request from the program staff in FC typically after the reporting requirements are completed.

	New York Process
	Grant agreements are prepared by the grants officer and then sent to the OSF signatory for signature through DocuSign. For these grants, the accrual is created automatically at the time of OSF signature. Grant agreements not signed through DocuSign require a manual procedure by the grants officer (the “dummy” DocuSign envelope), in which a document is sent through the DocuSign process to be “signed” by the grants officer (with no routing for countersignature), triggering the accrual. Sometimes the actual grant agreement is used, other times a blank document is used. When the grant agreement is countersigned by the grantee through DocuSign, the grants officer gets a notification and then proceeds to release the first payment, provided that the grantee has no overdue reports. This practice varies by program: some programs prefer to initiate even first payments.
	Subsequent payments are released upon request from the program staff in FC typically after the reporting requirements are completed.

	Payment Request In FC
	Program staff submit the payment for GO’s approval
	GO checks all relevant data and sends payment to the designated approver (programs decide who will be the approver for their program: it is often the director, deputy director, or another program staff person who has a broad administrative role; if the approver is anyone other than the director or deputy director, the Director of Finance should confirm that this approver is appropriate).
	Designated approver approves payment, program staff gets a system notification
	Payment is processed by accounting department
	In Budapest, program staff generate and print payment request form, sign it and submit it to the Finance Department with the printed countersigned contract

	Bank Related Issues
	Grantees are required to provide bank information for wire transfer of grant funds. The grantee should provide:
	Name of bank
	Bank address
	Branch name (if available)
	Account number (IBAN if the grantee bank is in an IBAN country)
	ABA routing number (if the grantee is in the US and the payment is coming from OSI or FPOS)
	SWIFT code if the transfer is international (FPOS/OSI grants to foreign organizations and all FOSI/OSIAF grants)
	Beneficiary name – the name in which the account is registered (usually the organization name), not the name of individuals associated with the account

	Most international transfers require an intermediary or corresponding bank, which is a bank (usually in the U.S. if the transfer is in U.S. dollars) through which the funds will be routed to the beneficiary’s bank.
	Grantees can enter their bank information through the Portal.
	Program staff will occasionally enter new banking information when entering the payment. GM should review bank information during Compliance Review, before accrual of the grant and releasing payments to the grantee.
	Bank account validation:
	Check bank name, branch, SWIFT code, IBAN number and/or account number, beneficiary name and bank address fields, also correspondent bank details if needed
	SWIFT validator can be found here: http://www.swift.com/index.page?lang=en
	IBAN validator can be found here: https://www.iban.com/


	Scheduling Payments
	Program staff is responsible for setting up the payments on a grant. During compliance review of the proposal and before accrual of the grant or approval of the payment, GM should keep in mind the following:
	Depending on how familiar the program is with the grantee, the length of the grant term, and the nature of the grant activities, payments are usually scheduled at the beginning of the grant term and after interim reports are due. (Some Budapest programs schedule a final payment as a reimbursement after receipt of the final financial report to make sure that the grantee is not given more funding than needed.) Verify that the payment dates are in line with the reporting dates. The program must be realistic about how long it will take to review and approve reports when scheduling payments. For example, in most cases it is highly unlikely that the program will review a report and be ready to make payment on the same day. The recommendation is that installments should be scheduled 30 days after interim reporting due dates. Alert the program staff to discrepancies in payment scheduling.
	Grants officers should update the scheduled date of the first payment if significant time has passed since it was entered and it is no longer realistic. Scheduled payment dates are used for cash forecasting, so if a program staff person entered payments six months prior to the grant agreement being issued, it is likely that the first payment is out of sync with reality. As stated above, subsequent payments should remain in line with interim report dates. In rare cases, if subsequent payments are not tied to scheduled reports, their scheduled dates may need to be updated as well.
	Under payment details account code, payment type, status, category of work, lobby/non-lobby bifurcation (for OSI-BP grants), contingent criteria status, payment date, payee and its bank details, fund class, fixed non-USD and fixed FX payment amount, comment to accounting for invoice numbers should be checked.
	For grants over $500,000, multiple payments of $250,000 or less should be scheduled instead of single-installment payments, unless the program can justify otherwise.
	Coding Errors: Before accruing a grant, make sure that the payments are coded to the correct accounting codes. In addition, if there are two or more programs supporting a grant, the sum of the payments must equal the total amount charged to each budget. There is also a system alert in FC.
	Currencies Other than US Dollars: In most cases OSF transfers USD. However, GBP and EUR transfers can be requested by the grantee. OSF can make payments in other currencies as well. The Finance department knows which currencies FOSIâ€™s or OSI-BPâ€™s bank can process. If payments are made in another currency, the proposal budget should be expressed in that currency with a dollar equivalent.

	In order to schedule payments in other currencies, program staff must choose the currency type of the payment:

	Paying Invoices for Vendors
	OSF can pay an invoice from a vendor to support the travel of an individual or support a conference (or, very rarely, for an organizational grant). Such an invoice has to be issued for the relevant OSF entity and the preferred currency is USD. If the invoice is to be paid in another currency than USD, program staff should to choose the Fixed Non-USD checkbox and enter the amount in the relevant currency to the Fixed FX Payment Amount field.
	For grants with contingent payments, make sure that the payment amount entered on the transaction detail is entered in the contingent amount box (below the outright amount box). For more on contingent payments, see “Contingent Grants” in the Special Grant Scenarios section.

	Payment Requests
	Payments are generally processed when a countersigned grant agreement is returned and when interim reports have been submitted by the grantee and reviewed and approved by program staff and by grants officer.
	During training staff are reminded that they must consider the time involved in processing subsequent payments. Grants Officers must be afforded reasonable time by program staff to review interim reports for compliance concerns, including lobbying and campaign intervention issues as well as errors in financial reports. If Program Staff are not diligent in their review of the interim reports, payments may be delayed while Grants Officers review any concerns in the reports with program staff and Legal, if necessary.
	Payment requests initiated by program staff will be rejected by Grants Officers if the grantee has overdue reporting requirements on other grants with OSF and/or if the grantee has reports that are overdue and/or have not yet been reviewed and approved on the grant for which a

	Approval Process and Authority
	Programs determine who will approve payments for their department (although the Director of Finance should be consulted if the program chooses someone other than a Program Director of Deputy Director). GO sends payment to the appropriate next approver. Approvers can reassign payments to other approvers.

	Payment Statuses
	Rejected
	This is used when the grantee has overdue reports and GO rejects the payment.

	Rejected by Finance
	This is used when the payment details don’t correspond to the grant contract or proposal record. Discrepancies can include the amount, the currency or the bank information. The specific reason for rejection should be included in the automatic message sent by Finance via FC. In this case, GO or program staff should update the data and document what happened, if necessary.

	Void
	This is used when payment has already been transferred but subsequently bounced back from the bank, usually because of errors in bank information. The reason for the void should be included in the automatic message sent by Finance via FC. In this case GO or program staff should update the data and document what happened, if necessary.

	Cancelled
	This is used when a payment will never be released (for example, in case of a decrease amendment).

	Program staff or GO can recall a payment from approval if it was submitted in error. When the program approver rejects the payment the reason should be noted; this is generally something to be addressed by program staff.

	Process for Requesting Grant Be Assigned to Different Program Code
	At times, program staff may inadvertently assign the wrong Division or other codes to grants. If this is discovered after a grant is accrued, an adjustment to the coding is done at the discretion of the finance department. As this entails significant work by Finance and Accounting staff, program staff should write an explanation of what happened and request the change directly to Budget/Finance office through the Global Support System, along with evidence of permission for this change from the Chief Financial Officer.

	Holding Payments
	Payments are not issued on grants that have overdue or unapproved reports, or to grantees that have overdue reports on other grants. If there are unapproved (but received) reports on a grant that is for the same project as a grant with a pending payment, those reports should be approved before payment is released.
	Because of the organizational hierarchy system, we don’t generally hold payments if there are overdue reports on different grants to the same legal organization where the grantee entity is different (an example would be different university departments). There could be exceptions tothis: verify that the grantee entity is in no way responsible for the overdue reports on another grant to the same legal organization.
	Before releasing payment, GM should check the FC notification bar which can be seen on the payment and on the proposal page of the organization record. It lists the overdue and unapproved reports from other grants. If there are overdue reports, the responsible program staff should be notified that the grantee has overdue reports and that those overdue reports are holding back payment on a new grant.
	Exceptions to this rule include:
	For grants to individuals, sometimes it is necessary to release payment to vendors when there are overdue reports on the grant record. If the overdue report is a transcript, which may not be available by the time payment is due, do not hold payment.

	FC will alert you when there are overdue reports on other grants to the same grantee when you try to release payments to that grantee.

	Payment Schedules for Grants Over $500,000
	In 2010, senior management decided that grants above certain dollar thresholds should be broken up into multiple payments rather than be paid in a single installment. While interim reporting and payment installments were a common practice for large or multi-year grants, they were not consistent. Concerns underlying this policy change included managing OSF’s cash needs by avoiding abrupt large disbursements, and minimizing the opportunity cost of selling profitable securities before grantees needed funds.
	As communicated by OSF’s president, the policy states that grants of $500,000 to $1 million should be divided into at least two payments and grants over $1 million into at least four payments spread equally over the life of the grant. If there is a payment over $1M, it should be approved by the President. Exceptions can be made when supported by cash flow projections of the organization. General support grants or project support grants where significant activity happens later in the grant period would not qualify as exceptions.

	Accruals
	An accrual is the recording of an expense in the period it is committed, regardless of which period the expense is actually paid. OSF records grant expenses on the date of signature of the grant letter by OSF, regardless of whether the grant will have multiple payments.
	It is essential that program staff review and confirm that the account codes while setting up payments during compliance review before the grant is accrued to prevent coding errors that are time-consuming to correct. Grants Officers should also review the accounting codes during compliance review applied to grants before the grants are issued.
	The accrual depends on status. Proposal status must be in Grant Letter Processing, and when then OSF representative has signed it, the status changes to Grant Letter Processing Completed.
	This status should change to Approved & Accrued through the integration process between Foundation Connect and NetSuite within 8 hours.
	Once a grant is accrued, program codes assigned to the accrued grant are charged for the full and complete cost of the grant, with the exception of any payments designated as “contingent”.
	Accruals can be double-checked in the NetSuite accounting system if desired.

	Reverse Accruals

	Chapter 8 - Organization Grant Reporting
	Post-Award/Monitoring
	OSF monitors the progress of work supported by grants through various forms of monitoring and evaluation. The goal of grants monitoring is to ensure that the project is conducted in substantive and budgetary compliance with the approved proposal and budget, IRS regulations (in case of U.S.-funded grants), and OSF standards and policies as described in the grant agreement.
	Reports
	Reporting requirements are specified in the grant agreement sent to the grantee upon award. There are different requirements depending on the funding source of the grant (US funded or non-US funded) and on the type of grant (general support or project; individual grant). Grantees are asked to refer to their grant agreement to understand requirements specific to their award.

	Scheduling Reports
	Report due dates are indicated in the grant agreement issued to the grantee. The frequency of grant narrative and financial interim reports varies and is affected by the type of grantee organization, type of grant awarded and the grant term. Reports may be scheduled for submission on a quarterly, semi-annual, or annual basis as determined by the awarding program, but the program must enter at least one set of final reports (both narrative and financial) for each grant in the Foundation Connect record.
	Multi-year grant awards typically include at least one set of interim narrative and financial reports, as well as a set of final narrative and financial reports due 15-60 days following the conclusion of the grant term. Sometimes, especially in Budapest, a final report is scheduled before the end of the grant payment, and the final payment on the grant is paid as a reimbursement with the amount of the payment determined by the amount expended in the final financial report.
	Grants officers should verify that program staff has entered the minimum required set of monitoring events in FC as per Reporting Requirement by Grant Type noted below.


	General Reporting Requirement by Grant Type
	ORGANIZATIONAL GRANTS.
	General Support Grants
	General support grants are awarded to support the operation of the grantee organization without restricting the funding to specific projects or activities. The grantee organization (U.S. public charity or equivalent) reserves the right to decide how to spend the funds consistent with the organization’s charitable mission.
	The grantee is only required to submit an annual report outlining the organization’s work over the corresponding grant award term, in line with the organizational budget and strategy.

	Organization-Level, Program-Level, and Project-Level Grants
	Most grants awarded at OSF are organization-level, program-level, or project-level grants. (These are all considered types of project grants from the legal point of view in the United States.) These types ofgrants are restricted to support specific activities or programmatic work of the grantee as defined in a proposal narrative and budget.
	OSF does not have unified, approved narrative or financial report templates. Grants management may provide guidance on narrative or financial report guidelines upon request from the program, although a number of programs have developed their own detailed narrative and financial reporting guidelines for grantees.
	If there are multiple payments scheduled for a grant, payment is usually released after the interim reports have been approved by program staff (recommender) and the grants officer (although multiple grant payments scheduled because the overall grant amount is over $500,000 do not require reports before each installment).
	At a minimum, the narrative report should explain activities of the grant including an overview of progress made toward the goals of the grant to date. The financial reports must detail the Grantee’s expenditure of the grant funds against the approved budget line items and include a clear balance of funds to date. Final reports should account for full expenditure of the grant and explain the project outcomes.
	For grants to U.S. public charities or equivalents where the grantee has submitted a bifurcated lobbying/non-lobbying budget for the entire project, grantees don’t need to provide bifurcated reports, but they should provide an overall financial report for the entire project, including activities not funded by OSF funds. They should not attribute OSF funds to any specific activities, but the total income minus expenditures should imply that all funds from OSF were expended.

	Expenditure Responsibility Grants (U.S. –funded grants to organizations that are not public charities or equivalent)
	To comply with U.S. IRS regulations, Expenditure Responsibility Grants (ER Grants) require annual reports detailing the use of grant funds until all funds are fully expended or returned to OSF. A template for this report is available in Foundation Connect.
	For each calendar year in which the grantee receives U.S. funds from OSF (even if OSF funds are disbursed in December), an annual report (ER report) has to be submitted by the grantee that contains:
	- a narrative description of the activities undertaken by grantee with U.S. funds,
	- a detailed financial report on how the grantee expended U.S. funds, compared to the approved grant budget, in the calendar year.

	The annual report must be submitted to OSF within 90 days of the end of a calendar year, scheduled for March 31, where the grantee has already received U.S. funds. For ER grants including equipment purchases, the grantee must provide a list of items purchased. In addition, the grantee must continue to report on equipment for three years following the conclusion of the grant or for the useful life of purchases made. A summary of ER report scenarios and actions is provided in the table below.
	In case of bifurcated grants (consisting of both U.S. and non-U.S. sourced funds), the reports should clearly distinguish between expenses coming from the different funding sources, following the format of the approved bifurcated grant budget. Funds from U.S. sources cannot be used for activities allocated to be funded from a non-U.S. funding source.
	ER Report review guidance:

	INDIVIDUAL GRANTS
	The number of reports required may vary depending on the type of grant, and/ or the length of the grant. Grants such as scholarships require the submission of verified reports at the end of each academic period. The only exception to this requirement is when the grantee is awarded to study at an accredited school, and all payments are made directly to the school. In these cases, the school agrees to use the grant funds to defray the recipient’s expenses or pay funds to the recipient but only if the recipient is enrolled and in good standing with the school.
	For scholarships, OSF must arrange to receive a verified report for each academic period on a timely basis. When the grantee's study is completed, a final verified report must be obtained. All final reports should be dated and received by the due date listed in the grant agreement.


	Compliance Issues
	Grantees must be in compliance with any previous grant report requirements in order to be eligible to receive new OSF grant funds. Program staff must make reasonable efforts to obtain overdue reports from the grantee, and OSF will withhold future payments to the grantee until the missing reports are received. In addition, if grant funds are not expended for the stated charitable purposes, OSF has the option to seek the return of such funds or grant an extension of the grant period.
	In addition, OSF may terminate the grant and require a return of all funds paid to the grantee. This requirement should be included in the “Rescission/Termination” language of the grant agreement.
	OSF has a duty to investigate when it appears that all or part of a grant might have been diverted or used for prohibited purposes. OSF must take all reasonable steps to recover the diverted funds and withhold any further payments. For the U.S. funding entities, OSF must demonstrate to the IRS that it has a clear procedure in place if it discovers that there has been a misuse of the funds. The phrase "all reasonable and appropriate steps" includes legal action when appropriate. Legal action need not be taken if such action would in all probability not result in the satisfaction of execution of a judgment. Noncompliant grantees should be put on the Do Not Fund list (see section on Do Not Fund List).
	Reviewing Reports
	Program staff and grants officers should review reports and consider whether they are satisfactory from a programmatic sense and whether the funds have been expended in accordance with the activities and objectives outlined in the approved narrative proposal and budget.
	Common issues with reports include the following:
	Financial report issues:1) The grantee has made a calculation error in their financial report. 2) There is an issue with the exchange rate used. 3) The grantee applied grant funds to an expense that was not included in the originalbudget or which was not pre-approved by OSF staff. 4) The grantee shows unspent funds and the grant needs to be extended or remaining funds need to be returned.
	Narrative report issues:Commented [ERP1]: Link here1) The grantee has not provided adequate feedback on the project implemented.2) The grantee has included language that raises concerns about lobbying or campaign intervention activity on the part of the grantee.

	When funds from U.S. sources are expended through an ER grant, the following points need a more detailed examination:
	Grantees will often overstate the reach of their work and imply that OSF funds helped achieve certain legislative victories. The grantee may use language that raises concerns about lobbying or campaign intervention. However, when asked for clarification, the grantee will confirm that he/she did not engage in prohibited activities. Either an email from the grantee or a revised report can serve as clarification on lobbying or campaign intervention concerns.
	There are, unfortunately, times where it is confirmed that the grantee engaged in prohibited activities. In these cases, the grantee will be asked to refund the grant funds spent on the prohibited activities to the relevant foundation within the OSF network. For grants made from OSI-Budapest using a mixture of U.S. and non-U.S. funds, there may be the possibility to recode the grant, thereby obviating the need for the grantee to return funds to OSI-Budapest.
	Re-granting: If re-granting occurs, program staff needs to confirm that a sub-grantee checklist was completed or can be followed after the fact; if not, the grantee will need to cover these costs with other funds or return the grant amount used for this activity. A full description of the policies relating to re-granting in the ER context can be found here: Exercising Expenditure Responsibility when Re-Granting U.S. Foundation Funds.
	Capital Equipment (totaling more than 750 USD per item): Grantees under ER cannot purchase capital equipment over $750 per item. If in the review of a financial report it is found that a grantee has purchased an item over $750, the grantee should be asked if the item expense can be covered through other sources of funding. If not, equipment reporting should be added to the grant record, and the expense should be should be discussed with legal to determine how long reporting will be required.
	Grants to Individuals: The grants-to- individuals rules apply whenever money is awarded to an individual for his or her benefit (e.g., providing funding to an individual for travel to a conference or training). These awards cannot be funded with a U.S. Sourced grant. On the other hand, a grantee providing funding to anCommented [ERP2]: LinkCommented [ERP3]: Linkindividual to perform a service for the grantee for the benefit of the grantee (e.g., a consultancy or an employee attending a conference or training on behalf of his or her employer) is not included in these rules, and thus can be funded with U.S. Sourced funds. The rules for grants to individuals and how to indicate such awards in a budget are explained here: Grants to Individuals within Expenditure Responsibility Grants.
	An ER grantee can only award grants to individuals (with the exception of humanitarian aid) if the private foundation OSF entity funding the initial grant has grants-to-individuals procedures registered with the IRS (currently only the OSI-NY entity and not FPOS.) If granting to individuals occurs in an ER grant funded by OSI-NY, it should be investigated to see if procedures substantially similar to those of OSI-NY were followed (the procedures that OSI has registered with the IRS are relatively common-sense procedures, so it isn’t implausible that a major institution, like a university, might coincidentally comply with them). If not, then the grantee will be asked to cover the expense through other funds. No individual grantmaking can be funded through an ER grant from FPOS.
	For more information regarding ER see the U.S. Sourcing Guidelines for Prospective and Current Grantees.

	Lobbying activities, political campaign activities The “Lobbying” rules prevent any U.S. sourced funds from being used to support certain efforts toinfluence legislation, as defined in U.S. tax law. The European OSF funding entities may decide to make grants for lobbying activities, but may not fund such activities from U.S. sourced funds. The lobbying rules are explained in more detail here: Lobbying - Brief Summary.
	Most grant issues can be resolved through discussions between the grants officer and program staff. However in the case of lobbying or campaign intervention concerns, it may be necessary to review the issues with Grants Management senior staff or the Legal department in order to determine if action must be taken.

	Submitting and Approving a Report in Foundation Connect:
	Grantees can submit their reports via the on-line portal or send them directly to program staff. Once the report is received, the proposal owner can submit it for approval in Foundation Connect. Once the proposal owner submits the report for approval, an auto-request is sent to the Recommender to approve the report. The final approver of the report is always the grants officer. When appropriate, a grants officer can ask for clarification, request changes or reject the report. Once the report is finalized, the grants officer approves and the next payment can be released or the grant can be closed.

	Return of Grant Funds to OSF
	If the grantee reports that they have unexpended funds remaining and an amendment isn’t going to be issued, the remaining funds should be requested to be returned. If the remaining funds are $200 and under, and the grantee wasn’t issued an Expenditure Responsibility grant, these funds can remain with the grantee and the grant can be closed. In all other cases the program staff should contact Grants Management to arrange for proper return of funds.
	When grants management is notified that funds will be returned, a refund record should be created in the payment schedule. Grants management will reach out to Finance for the correct account information then provide program staff with the account information for the bank to which the grantee should return funds. Grantees should be instructed to include the grant ID in the wire notes, or check memo.
	The grantee must return funds to the bank of the funding entity which awarded the grant. If the grantee returns funds to the wrong funding entity account, the funds will be returned to the grantee to be sent to the correct bank. OSF cannot transfer retuned funds between the banks of its various entities.
	Once the funds have been received by the bank, Accounting will notify Grants Management to credit the funds in Foundation Connect. Refunds don’t need to be submitted to program directors for approval, and should be fully approved by Grants Management and Accounting. Once accounting approves the refund in Netsuite they will request that the grant be set to Financial Closed to trigger a reverse accrual.
	Once the reverse accrual is triggered, the grant’s original budget code will be credited with the refund of funds. Program should speak with the Budget Office to access any returned funds for future spending. If there are no questions on the grant, the grant can be set to Closed.

	Misappropriation of Funds/Internal Audit Review
	If a program has a concern regarding the misappropriation of funds, an audit of the grantee can be requested. This is done through the internal Audit Team located in Budapest.
	OSF Protocol Regarding Suspicion of Fraudulent Activity, found on KARL, outlines the steps for reporting and investigating suspected fraud by OSF grantees, OSF grant seekers, or OSF service providers. As the protocol explains, fraud may take a variety of forms depending on the context of the individual or organization suspected of fraud and the nature of the beneficiary of the fraud. Bad practices and fraud are not the same thing; it is the intent that determines whether an action qualifies as fraud or simply bad practice. Because intent may be difficult to establish, it is important that grant makers are forthcoming and thorough in reporting any suspicions they may have. The Audit Department and the Office of the General Counsel will work with grant makers to investigate any allegations.
	With questions relating to the protocol, please contact the OSF Audit Department or the Grant Making Support Group.


	Chapter 9 - Modifications and Amendments
	Introduction
	Please note that the entire amendment process is currently being revised.
	Grantees can request an extension to any current grant, asking for more time to implement their projects, or to spend down funds that remain at the end of the grant period. Grantees should request their amendment via email to their program counterpart. The program staff should confirm the revised grant term and approve their amendment via email.
	Program staff should create an amendment report in FC, outlining the new grant end date and report schedule. The email exchange with the grantee should be added to the record and approved by a program officer or higher, and then submitted to Grants Management for their approval.
	If an extension is for three months or less, no formal letter will be sent by Grants Management, the email exchange between the grantee and a senior program staff member will be all that is required. If the grant extension is for greater than three months, an amendment will be sent from Grants Management to the grantee for signature. If a grantee requires an amendment for its own legal reasons, Grants Management can produce a formal letter even for extensions under three months. For Expenditure Responsibility grants, it is best to produce an amendment letter for all but the most minor modifications.

	Change in Purpose
	If a grantee would like to make a change to the grant purpose during the course of the grant, the revised purpose will need to be approved by the Director of the Program. For grant purpose changes, the grantee should submit a financial report and a brief proposal and budget for their intentions for the remaining funds. The appropriate staff person should approve the revised purpose and budget and an amendment letter should be sent to the grantee for countersignature.

	Budget Amendment
	Many OSF grant agreements contain language requiring the grantee to obtain approval from OSF if they deviate from any line in their approved budget (apart from personnel expenses) by more than 10%. Generally this approval can be communicated by an email from program staff, with a copy saved to the Foundation Connect record. In some cases the grantee will require a more formal letter, which can also be provided by program staff written on generic OSF letterhead. If they require real legal approval, then the letter must come from the entity that awarded the grant, signed by one of its authorized signatories.

	Superseding Grant Agreements/Decrease Amendment Letters
	Amendments can be produced after the fact if the grantee requires it. A superseding grant agreement should be produced if modifications are requested before the grantee has countersigned the agreement, or if the modifications requested are so substantial it is simpler to revise the entire agreement.
	If a grantee determines that they will not need the entire amount of the grant, a modification letter reducing the grant amount can be produced. In Budapest this is an official practice (called a “decrease amendment”), but it is optional in New York, based on the preferences of the grantee and the program. The Legal department should also be consulted if there is any question.


	Chapter 10 - Grant Closure
	Cancelling a referred grant
	Confirm grant status and funding source.
	In the Approval History related list, click on the submit for approval button.
	Confirm submission
	Once the record has been submitted, the recall approval button will appear.
	Once approval has been recalled, proposal status can be changed.

	Introduction
	Grants should be closed within a reasonable period after the end date of the grant. Program staff should be reminded about grants that are pending final report approval and closure, as it is common for this work to be delayed and postponed. Once final reports have been approved by program staff, the proposal owner should change the proposal status to closure requested, indicating that the record is ready to be closed. Grants Management should approve final reports, and once approved, change the grant status to Grant Closed, Closed.
	If during the course of the grant period program staff request a grant to be closed, there are three options: the grant can be canceled, rescinded or terminated.

	Cancelling Grants
	Very rarely, a grant that has already been approved will be stopped before the grant agreement is signed by the OSF signatory. In this case, the grant should be set to Grant Closed, Cancelled.

	Rescinding Grants
	If the grant was accrued and the grant agreements were never countersigned by a grantee, GM can rescind the grant. A rescission letter should be drafted and sent to legal for signature. This agreement doesn’t need to be countersigned, it can just be sent via, or via email or post where DocuSign isn’t appropriate. Once the rescission letter has been sent the grant record should be set to Grant Closed, Rescinded.

	Terminating Grants
	If the grant was accrued and the grant agreement counter-signed by a grantee, and then grantee and the program mutually agree to not continue with the grant project, a termination letter should be issued. If payment has been made on the grant, any remaining funding, or the full amount provided, canbe requested to be returned depending on the circumstance of the termination. A termination letter should be drafted, and sent to legal for signature
	Grants may also be terminated at any time at the request of the grantee or the program before the scheduled grant term end date. Some of the reasons a program may wish to terminate are: non-compliance, inability to continue with project, change of an organization’s legal status, change in the grant’s project scope, etc. If a grantee or a program wishes to initiate the process of grant termination, an email request including the grantee name and grant number must be forwarded to grants management requesting that the grant be terminated and the reasons for termination. This request to terminate will be added to the grantee file, justify the grounds for termination, and form the basis for drafting the termination letter. If a grant is terminated due to special circumstances, the Grants Officer will draft letter and have it reviewed by the legal department before securing signature and mailing to the grantee.
	This agreement should be countersigned by the grantee. Once the termination letter has been countersigned the grant record should be set to Grant Closed, Closed.

	Grant Closure Letters
	Foundation records are closed at the conclusion of the grant term and upon review of the required narrative and financial final reports. OSF does not automatically draft closure letters at the conclusion of a specific grant’s term. The only exceptions are grants to organizations in Russia – and currently all grants to organizations in Russia have been suspended – who typically request a grant closure letter upon end of the grant term. Closure letters may be drafted upon request from any grantee organization. The letter states the amount, term, and purpose of the grant and states that all requirements have been satisfied by the grantee.

	Individual Grant Closure
	Individual grants should be closed after all narrative and financial reports have been received, evaluated, and approved.
	· All final reports for U.S.-funded project based individual grants need to be reviewed for lobbying before closing. U.S.-funded Home Country Project reports from Scholarships grantees should also be reviewed for lobbying. If there are financial reports, they need to be reviewed to ensure that the money was expended and used for the purpose of the grant
	· After reviewing final reports for “pay as you go” grants, assess whether the grant has been overpaid or underpaid. Reverse or add-on accruals must be completed accordingly (see section on Accruals).
	· If program staff requests that a grant be closed because the grantee has dropped out of the program, they must insert an explanation in the note section. A rescission letter must be drafted before closing the grant.
	· If a report has been waived, an explanation must be provided.

	Do Not Fund Process
	Most types of grants include a requirement to submit narrative and financial reports. Exceptions include matching gifts, charitable event fund grants, and general support grants. The IRS sets explicit minimum reporting requirements for grants to individuals and expenditure responsibility grants. Failure to provide those reports requires a prohibition of funding to those types of grantees. U.S.-sourced grants to public charities and all grants referred to overseas entities do not have a statutory basis for includingCommented [ERP7]: Linkreporting requirements. However, it is the view of the general counsel’s office and a common industry position that financial-statement or IRS auditors could reasonably expect us to produce any reports obligated in our grant agreements. (This is an argument for encouraging programs to stick to statutory minimums or only require elective reports that they intend to pursue and read.)
	Historically, GM efforts concerning grantee reports consisted of patiently reminding programs about overdue reports and developing electronic reports and alert reminders to track outstanding reports. In 2004, GM in New York instituted a policy of withholding payments to grantees that had overdue reports on any OSF grants. In 2006, GM in New York received approval from management to institute an annual grant closeout process. It was agreed that any grantee may be subject to funding prohibition for failure to provide missing reports, excepting large international organizations or universities with multiple autonomous field offices, colleges, or other program units. This annual Do Not Fund process was implemented in Budapest in 2013.
	The Do Not Fund process is a post-fiscal year activity targeting recipients of grants ended during the prior year who have not submitted reports. Program directors receive an initial email from the GM director that outlines the process and includes an initial listing of their targeted grants. Program staff is expected to contact grantees at least twice, creating notes in Foundation Connect for each contact.
	Special reports were created to enable programs to independently review their progress in securing overdue reports and then reviewing them and requesting the grants officer to close them. While these reports are based on grant end date, sometimes grants have reports due months or even a year after the end date. Those grants are manually excluded from the final recommended DNF list. Some grants have grant end dates extended through a formal modification if they are not able to conclude activities and report based on the grant terms. Final notification letters are sent from GM alerting each grantee of the impending funding prohibition and requesting reports by the end of the month. These letters are attached to the FC record for that grant. A list of DNF recommendations is prepared with the FC record of each remaining grantee vetted to confirm the accuracy of the designation. Program directors are alerted of which of their grantees will be recommended and sometimes appeal for more time for a particular grantee. That is given at the discretion of the GM director. This list is then provided to OSF’s president and is usually accepted outright. Occasionally, grantees with which we have a special relationship or large decentralized grantees are exempted from DNF status. The FC org records include a Do Not Fund checkbox that is selected for these grantees, which blocks subsequent payments in FC. A Do Not Fund note is also created in the org record. The specific grant record is then updated to closed status and a note added there about DNF status. Missing reports under that grant record are set at noncompliance status.
	Occasionally, a DNF grantee approaches OSF for renewed support. DNF status is revocable if the grantee provides the missing reports on old grants. When there has been a significant time lapse or turnover at a grantee organization it is sometimes not possible to reconstruct missing reports. In those cases, the director of grants management and the general counsel’s office can determine to rescind DNF status based on a memo from the program indicating what basis they have for concluding that the grantee will this time comply with reporting and other grant requirements. That memo should become part of the FC record for that grant. Prohibited ER and U.S.-funded individual grantees are not eligible for renewed support unless missing reports are submitted, due to IRS restrictions.


	Chapter 11 - Record Keeping
	Introduction
	The Office of Grants Management is the repository of grant documentation for Open Society Foundations and has primary legal responsibility for the maintenance of grant records. Effective October 2012, GM maintains electronic grant records in Foundation Connect; prior to that date, GM stored its records in the Grant Tracker system. Grant documentation is contained in a unique electronic proposal record using a system-generated log identification number
	Prior to the launch of Foundation Connect, GM also kept a paper file for each grant awarded. GM currently does not maintain paper grant files, with the exception of sensitive grants that only have minimal information recorded in Foundation Connect, and grants made by the OSI-Budapest Foundation entity, for which paper copies of grant agreements must be retained for legal reasons.
	OSF U.S. entities are required by the IRS to keep records for a period of three years after the filing of annual tax returns. (See IRS Publication 4221-PF, Compliance Guide for 501(c)(3) Private Foundations (available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p4221pf.pdf). The European foundations must retain paper grant records for six years and electronic records indefinitely.
	At a bare minimum, for audit purposes, OSF must maintain records that show:
	A. Name and address of grantee
	B. Amount distributed
	C. Purpose of grant
	D. Approval process history
	E. Evidence that the grant was in compliance with OSF’s Conflict-of-Interest Policy
	F. For the European entities, a “grant balance sheet”, with signatures from the granteeconfirming receipt of installments

	In addition, grant records contain:
	A. Proposals and budgets
	B. Docket write-ups/Pre-Grant Inquiries
	C. Payment approval history
	D. Grant agreements
	E. Finance and narrative reports


	Retention Policy
	The OSF record retention policy provides general guidelines for retention of foundation records as well as procedures to follow for destruction of grant documents.
	Grants Management in New York has its own Records Retention Schedule, found below the following link:https://karl.soros.org/offices/nyc/referencemanuals/facilities-management/records-management-program/records-retention-policy.pdf/
	Grants Management in Budapest has the following record retention schedule:https://karl.soros.org/offices/budapest/referencemanuals/records-management/osi-records-management-guidelines/hesp-records-retention-schedule/osi_bp_records_retention_payroll_personnel_finance.pdf/
	Any paper grant files continue to follow this retentions schedule. For electronic grant files in FC, OGM does not actively dispose of records per the record retention schedule.
	Following the end of each fiscal year, US private foundations such as OSI-NY and FPOS are required by the IRS to file the 990-PF tax return. Our fiscal year end of December 31 means a May 15 filing deadline, which can be extended 90 days to August 15 and once again to November 15 (FPOS’s and OSI’s de factofiling deadline).

	Grants List, Audited Financials and Other Year-End Activities for U.S. Entities
	While audited financials are technically separate from filing of the tax return, financial information is a significant component of the tax return data. A key grant-related element of the audited financials is calculation of the “grants payable” amount, which is liability on the entity’s balance sheet. It consists of all accrued grant amounts that are unpaid, and accumulates from prior years. For amounts accrued for grants that extend beyond the year following the fiscal year, there is a calculation for “net present value” which discounts the value of future payables based on a conservative inflation rate and investment return – usually 5%. Another GM-related element that feeds into the financial statements is the “grants receivable” amount, which is the sum of unpaid commitments from any 3rd party funding sources.
	Additional grant information feeds into the tax returns for OSI-NY and FPOS. Most significant is production of the grants list, which includes name, address, purpose, grantee organizational tax status, amount awarded and amount paid for any grants accrued or paid during the fiscal year. The accounting controller is responsible for reconciling the NetSuite and Foundation Connect accrued and paid amounts, and engages GM staff in review of discrepancies. GM is responsible for reviewing the text fields and refers to a style manual (see box below) in making corrections.
	Grants List Manual of Style for US grantees
	 Suite and Floor should be capitalized and follow on the same line as the street address, separated by a comma and should use the numeral for the number (e.g., 4th Floor and not Fourth Floor)
	 Post Office Boxes should look be: P.O. Box ### (e.g., no space between . and O, space between . and Box)
	 For Washington DC addresses: no periods in the direction part of the street address (e.g., NW) and do not separate it with a comma (e.g., for the full effect: 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Oval Office Suite)
	Some addresses to refer to:
	American Bar Association Fund for Justice and Education 740 15th Street NW, 9th Floor Washington, DC 20005-1009
	Accountability Project, Inc. P.O. Box 426, Church Street Station New York, NY 10007
	American Pain Foundation 111 South Calvert Street, Suite 2700 Arlington, VA 22314-1767

	 Street, Avenue, Boulevard, etc. should be spelled in full (no abbreviations)

	Expenditure Responsibility Statement for 990-PF Tax Return for U.S. Private Foundations
	The Expenditure Responsibility statement is a separate attachment to the tax return that lists all grants to organizations other than public charities that were awarded or paid in the current tax year, or grants awarded in prior tax years that have not had the full amount of their grant accounted for in a prior ER statement. The ER statement indicates whether these grantees have submitted reports on their activity for the fiscal year and the amount those reports showed as expended during the period. Those grants continue to be listed until they are reported as fully expended. The 990-PF return includes a few questions related to program related investments and expenditure responsibility grant making.

	Year-end GM Activities and Responsibilities
	As part of planning for year-end, GM coordinates with Finance to announce cut-off dates for the processing of grants and payments. The cut-off for getting a grant accrued and paid is usually the second week of November, and includes the caveat that lobbying or other issues can impact the ability to pay the grant. The deadline for getting a grant payment out is usually the first week in December. Grants officers have discretion with Accounting to process payments up to the close of the office for the winter break, but it is important to manage program expectations and have them make a case for the urgency of the payment. These deadlines are usually communicated to all staff in an email in September and followed up by grants officers to ensure adequate planning by programs. For grants referred to FOSI and OSI-AF, year-end dates extend into early January, but we do not communicate those dates to programs based at US offices to avoid any confusion.
	Most of the year-end work related to producing financials and tax returns takes place between December and March, when the books are closed and draft financials are produced for the arrival of our auditors.

	Specific Year-End Activities for NY-based Individual Grant Programs
	In New York, for scholarship programs that accrue estimated rather than fixed amounts, the finance department produces a list of variances that require add-on or reverse accruals. For grants that have been cancelled during the year, either rescinded or the grant letter not countersigned, there is a concerted effort to reverse those accruals during the same year in order to avoid having to report them on the tax return and thus subject them to record retention requirements. Accounting usually reviews the check register to determine whether any checks sent to grantees haven’t been cashed and should be cancelled and reissued prior to year-end.
	Once the payment submission deadline passes, grants officers who work with individual grant programs that involve 1042 tax liability need to remind program counterparts not to release any more grantee payments until January. The calculation of 1042 tax is based on the accumulation of paid amounts over the fiscal year and those calculations will be incorrect if payments originate in one fiscal year and are paid in another. Upon our return in January, Systems needs to reset the 1042 calculation mechanism.


	OSF Copyright Policy – June 2011
	In June 2011, Open Society Foundations adopted a policy on copyright available here . The aim of this policy is to ensure that copyrighted works produced by both OSF staff and grantees are disseminated and re-used as widely as possible, when this is appropriate. To that end, OSF has granted a Creative Commons license – a public license that encourages wide dissemination – to virtually the entirety of its own copyrighted works.
	As a pilot program, OSF is including a clause into the grant agreements of certain programs, whereby grantees will advise OSF whether or not they will license the works created with OSF funds using a Creative Commons license. More information about the OSF copyright policy is available here: https://karl.soros.org/communities/osf-intellectual-property-policy/view.html


	Chapter 12 - Data Management and Reporting
	Data Management – Organization
	Organization Legal Name
	Identifying and Handling Duplicates
	Hierarchy: Parent-Child
	English v. Non-English Legal Name
	Organizational Name Change
	Individuals v. Organizations
	Integration Issues
	Address Format
	Phone Format
	Legal & Mailing Country
	Type of Support, Required
	This is a drop-down where the type of grant should be selected.

	Reports and Dashboards – TO BE DEVELOPED
	Statutory reporting – IRS, Auditors - grants list, ER reporting, year reconciliation
	Salesforce link introduction to using reports and dashboards in SF – use the link in the manual or adapt them for FC.
	Easy reference of primary objects and report types in FC – translation to SF terminology included too
	Provide a list of most commonly used reports from GM perspective. What kind of report types for what kind of commonly searched data
	Advice about setting up report folders, groups, dashboard folders
	Report building tips – what are some of the things you learned the hard way?
	How would it relate to the job aid?
	Fill in gaps from the job aid, catching the structural difficulties
	New role of GM to have facility to do reporting instead of going to point person.
	Role should be defined in the manual
	Escalation path if GOs get stuck


	Data Management – Proposal
	Approval/Award/Accrual Dates
	Sensitive Grant Checkbox
	Format of Purpose Statement
	Assignment of Proposal Owner and Recommender Fields
	Use of Grant Condition(s) Field
	These are conditions that should be added, when applicable, to the proposal record. Although some of these conditions should ideally be added by program staff, it is the Grants Officer who is responsible for checking that the all the appropriate conditions are present. In Budapest, some grant conditions will trigger the insertion of specific language into the grant agreement.
	Audit recordkeeping: This condition triggers the insertion of this language into certain grant contracts:During the same period, the Grantee shall, if requested by OSF, have an independent audit performed on the entire organization at the expense of OSF. Such an audit shall include, and shall so indicate in the audit report, the OSF portion of the Grantee’s operations.
	Contingent grant: This should be selected when the grant has a contingent component.
	Creative commons licensing: This should be selected if the grant agreement contains a creative commons licensing clause.
	Detailed reporting needed: This condition triggers the insertion of this language into certain grant contracts: FURTHER FINANCIAL AND NARRATIVE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS [Reporting based upon the full project budget which the grant contributes to on a partial basis] Grantee shall provide financial reports covering the entire Project of Grantee as described in the proposal and budget referred to herein when submitting its reports regarding the Project.[Reporting based upon the full organizational budget] Grantee shall provide financial reports covering the entire organization of Grantee in addition to and together with the financial reports regarding the Project.
	Economic sanctions and export controls: This should be selected if the grant involves activity regulated by OFAC or another official sanctions regime.
	Endowment: This should be selected if the grant is wholly or partially to fund an endowment.
	Expenditure Responsibility: This should be selected if the grant is subjected to the Expenditure Responsibility rules.
	Fiscal agent: This should be selected if the grant is being paid through a fiscal agent.
	Key personnel: This condition triggers the insertion of this language into certain grant contracts: KEY PERSONNEL The grant is awarded with the condition that KEY PERSON NAMES AND POSITIONS shall beconsidered key personnel for the Project and may not be replaced by the Grantee in their respective positions without prior approval from OSF.
	License: This condition triggers the insertion of this language into certain grant contracts: LICENSE The Grantee hereby grants FOSI and the Open Society Foundations a perpetual license to use all intellectual property created within the scope of the Project (“Works”) internally or for their own non-commercial purposes. ADDITIONAL LICENSE [Note: If this provision is used, you must define “products and materials related to the Project” as the “Works” in the first sentence of the general “License” provision above.] In addition, the Grantee hereby grants FOSI and its licensees an irrevocable, fully paid-up, worldwide, nonexclusive, and royalty-free license in perpetuity to use, reproduce, distribute, publish, publicly perform, publicly display and make derivative works of, and otherwise modify and otherwise use a portion or the entirety of the Works on, in, or through any media, whether now known or hereafter invented for their own other non-commercial purposes, as determined by FOSI in its sole discretion. The Grantee hereby covenants, represents, and warrants to FOSI that the Works are or (as to future Works to be created) will be original to the Grantee or derived from materials to which the Grantee has obtained all required licenses, and that no third party has such right or claim that would limit, preclude or exclude the acquisition or exercise of the rights of either OSI or any foundation within the Open Society Foundations network of foundations, nor do they contain any matter that is libelous or obscene. The Grantee hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless FOSI, and its current and former trustees, officers, staff members, assignees, agents, and licensees, from and against any losses, costs, expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees), judgments, and damages resulting from any claim or action arising out of a breach of any representation, or warranty in this Agreement.
	Matching requirement: This should be selected if any portion of the grant is conditional upon a matching requirement.
	Payment schedule: This condition doesn’t currently mean anything, as all grants and all grant agreements contain a payment schedule.
	Rapid response: This should be selected if the Rapid Response mechanism has been invoked.
	Real estate, equipment: This should be selected if the grant involves the purchase of real estate or capital equipment.
	Recoverable: This should be selected if any portion of the grant is required to be paid back by the grantee.
	Reserve fund: This should be selected if the grant is being funding through the Reserve Fund process.
	Open Society Advised Fund: This should be selected if the grant is to fund a donor-advised fund or another fund described as an Open Society Advised Fund in GMSG guidance.
	Roll-back of proposal Stage and Status


	Chapter 13 - Special Grants
	Grants Using Outside ("Third-Party”) Funding
	OSF sometimes receives funding from third-party sources (not members of the Soros family) to beregranted.  AOSI is the only U.S. entity that can receive money from these sources outside the Sorosfamily.  The AOSI Board must approve any contribution or grant of outside funds before they arereceived. After accepting outside funds, the Accounting department must make special provisions totrack these funds. Regrants made with outside funds must be properly coded to ensure that they aredebited when the grant is awarded and paid. Some third-party grants (especially from governmental orintergovernmental sources) require special reporting back to the donor.  Some European entities canalso accept third-party funds.
	If a program is interested in pursuing a third-party funding opportunity, the Director of Grants Management should be contacted as early as possible in the discussions to make sure all proper procedures are followed.

	Asset Grants.
	Asset grants are currently only done in the United States. Asset grants occur when OSF donates used computers, furniture, or other assets directly, instead of cash. (This is different from a grant in which new equipment is purchased for a grantee; that scenario is like other grants where a vendor is paid directly for the benefit a grantee. In the case of purchasing new equipment for a grantee, the equipment is never owned by OSF or on OSF’s books.) If the assets have fully depreciated on OSF’s books, there is no need for a grant agreement. However, if the assets still have value, a grant must be awarded for the remaining value. The assets should be listed in the grant agreement. The grant agreement should be a modified version of a general-support grant agreement, with no specific reporting requirements or grant purpose. There are no reporting requirements (an annual report from the organization can be requested, but it isn’t necessary). The write-up can be extremely minimal, using some information provided by the person – usually in Facilities Management – who identified the grantee organization. The grant can be approved in FC by the Director of Finance.
	In the United States, grants of assets to non-public charities should be avoided if possible, as they will require Expenditure Responsibility equipment reporting.
	GM works with the Accounting department to determine how the grant should be coded. In the United States, the Open Society Institute (OSI-NY) is generally the owner of all assets. The grant should accrue normally, but GM should work with Accounting to make sure that the grant shows up as paid in Foundation Connect.

	Contingent Grants
	Contingent grant procedures are currently being revised. These are grants where some of the grant amount is not fully legally committed to be paid to the grantee, and therefore that contingent amount is not accrued and not charged to the program’s budget at the time of the grant award. Under current procedures, in each year that contingent amounts are to be released, grantees need to present a workplan for the year and the program needs to write up a short memo approving the contingent amount for release.

	Conditional Grants
	Conditional grants are grants in which some, or all, of the grant amount is contingent upon the grantee satisfying certain conditions. These conditions are usually a requirement for the grantee to raise funds from other sources to match all or part of the grant amount, but they can sometimes be other programmatic or organizational requirements, such as the hiring of a new executive director or the accomplishment of certain programmatic goals. For these grants, typically the payments that are contingent on the grantee satisfying these conditions are marked as “contingent” in Foundation Connect and those amounts do not accrue until the conditions are met. These grants do not require the same procedures as contingent grants without conditions. Usually proof that the grantee satisfied the matching requirement or other condition is enough for the grants officer to change the contingent status of the payment to “met” to trigger the accrual of that amount and then to release the payment
	Financial-statement auditors are very interested in these types of grants when performing their annual audit, and it is a good idea to have a discussion with Accounting every time a conditional grant is proposed. If the conditions are very likely to be met, Accounting will often request that the amounts NOT be made contingent in Foundation Connect, even if the grant agreement lists fulfilling a condition as a requirement for the amount to be paid out.

	Conference Grants
	In Budapest there is a unique type of grant called a Conference Grant, used when Budapest staff want to cover the expenses (accommodation, catering, travel and other conference-related expenses) for a small group of qualified individuals to attend conferences, trainings, or seminars. These grants are paid directly to the service providers or to the participants (individuals/grantee organizations) via wire transfer.
	A conference grant must not involve consultant or OSF employee expenses; those should be paid using the normal procedures for consultants and employees.
	If the event is organized by OSF, an event code might be required and the issuance of a so called “group letter” should be considered.
	Sometimes multiple grant records must be created for the same conference to ensure that service providers and participants receive their funds in a timely manner.
	Payments can be handled in a number of ways. Payments can be made in advance of the event, or as reimbursements.

	Flat Rate Reimbursement To Participants
	Calculate the best estimate for travel costs that will be incurred by the participants and pay them this estimated amount based on a grant letter. No additional money is paid and not excess money is returned if the real cost turns out to be higher or lower. You should only use this method when you are in a position to reasonably estimate the expenses associated with the conference participation. The Grants Officer’s justification of the rationale for using this method should be attached to the grant record.
	Wire payments (including advance payments) can only be made once the conference grant letter is signed and the accrual is created
	Make sure that all of invoices are issued to the proper grantor entity.
	Payments other than on-the-spot purchases, especially those involving advance payments for vendors are based on a written mutual agreement between OSF and the Vendor, administered in Contract Online.

	Converting Amount
	Invoices paid in different currencies should be converted to U.S. dollars at the exchange rate on the day the grant is prepared.

	Entering the Record Into FC
	Travel Grants (in the U.S.)
	The Travel Grant program is an individual grant program designed to allow United States staff to send qualified outside individuals (or small groups of individuals) to conferences, trainings, seminars, or academic colloquia. The Travel Grant program was set up in response to programs wanting to pay for these types of expenses without realizing that, under the U.S. private foundation rules, these expenses qualified as grants to individuals and were therefore not permitted under the tax code. The program and the applicant (or applicants) need to prepare an application which is then sent to the Travel Grant Committee for approval. The Travel Grant Program requires that the grantees be determined to be uniquely qualified to participate in the event, so the number of grantees that can attend the same conference is limited to three.
	Note that, if the outside individual is performing a service for OSF by attending the conference or seminar, this should be considered a program expense and not a Travel Grant. The Travel Grant Program is designed for events that benefit the outside individual. The travel grant program is described in Appendix 14.
	In Europe, the term “Travel Grant” refers to an individual grant for the purpose of travel to an event. These grants in Europe do not require these special procedures if funded from non-U.S. sources.

	Matching Gifts
	The Matching Gift Program is a benefit for employees of OSI-NY, along with members of the Board of Trustees, members of the U.S. Programs Board, and members of the Investment Committee of the Board of Trustees. When eligible persons make charitable contributions to U.S. 501(c)(3) public charities that are not supporting organizations, OSI-NY will match the contribution with a payment (technically a general support grant) three times the amount of the initial donation by the eligible person. also an option for an eligible person to submit evidence of volunteer time performed for an eligible charity, and OSI-NY will match that time with a monetary contribution based on a formula. OSI-NY will only match donations of at least $50, and OSI will only pay out a maximum of $45,000 in matching gifts per year for any eligible employee or trustee (the maximum for members of the Investment Committee is $25,000). Although matching gifts are technically grants from the point of view of the IRS, because they are awarded based on employee giving and not through programmatic decision-making procedures (and the mission of the charitable organization does not need to be related to OSF’s mission, although OSF reserves the right not to honor a matching gift request from an employee for any reason), the charitable organizations who receive matching gifts are asked not to state that they have received a grant from OSF in their public communications. For a complete description of the program, as well as GM’s role in its administration, please see Appendix 15.

	Grants to a UN Agency or Intergovernment Agency
	The United Nations and its affiliated funds, programs, and specialized agencies (World Health Organization, United Nations Development Fund, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, etc.) generally demand that grants awarded to them must use their specialized template as a grant agreement. OSF has attempted to resist using these templates over the years (they have some terms that are unfavorable to OSF, like limitations on reporting requirements and audits) to no avail. If a program wants to make a grant to a branch of the UN, we must almost always use their template (sometimes a renegade staff person at the UN agency might sign a regular OSF grant letter, but this is not a good practice since the UN may later disavow the agreement as invalid). Grants to branches of the UN do not require Expenditure Responsibility, so, to date, there have been no terms in templates provided by the UN that OSF was legally unable to sign.

	Grants Referencing an MOU
	OSF sometimes signs Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with grantees to outline a proposed partnership and to detail mutual obligations. MOUs are generally not legally binding, but they allow all parties to clearly understand one another’s expectations. An MOU may state that OSF intends to provide a grant or grants. When the legally binding grant agreement is drawn up, it may include a sentence like “As outlined in the Memorandum of Understanding dated ____”. It is generally not a good idea to repeat any of the other terms from the MOU in the grant agreement, because they may then be transformed from intentions to legal obligations. Check with Legal in all cases of referencing an MOU in a grant agreement.

	Inter-OSF Grants
	Over the years a variety of different entities have been set up for various legal reasons. Most were private foundations which only made grants to other entities in the OSF network. Sometimes these entities needed to make grants to each other, or to OSI or FPOS, or, in rare cases, an outside grantee. The term for these grants used to be “Inter-New York” grants. These entities have a special classification code at the organization level so that grants to these entities can be excluded from certain management reports.
	Most of the entities set up over the years have since been closed down, although Open Society Fund still exists. However, NY grants officers may still need to administer grants between OSI-NY, FPOS, SEDF, and the remaining entities. These grants are very simple, although, because they require Expenditure Responsibility and there is generally no program staff to assist in their management, they can be
	As part of the US-sourcing efforts that OSF has been undertaking since 2011, the national and regional foundations, as well as OSI-Budapest and OSF-London, get a portion of their funding from grants from OSI or FPOS. These grants also require extra GO activity, but the Regional Director’s offices should handle the FC entry and there should be actual proposals and budgets, although grant amounts may need to be verified repeatedly with Budapest Finance staff and the Budget office. These grants should have real proposals and real reports, but extra handholding may be required to get them right and on a timely basis.


	Types of Contingent Grants
	Matching Condition
	Proposal Docs Required
	Organization-wide strategy and budget

	Reports Required
	Annual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposal

	Conga Templates in FC
	Insert matching condition paragraph in and after the 1st paragraph and also with Exhibit A: Form of Certificate

	Payment Set-Up in FC
	All payments are set up as contingent, unless initial advance is stated in grant agreement. An advance payment for a fully matching grant, would be considered "recoverable" until it's matched

	Examples
	OR2015-25030 (for UConn endowment); OR2014-14185 (for Innocence project reserve); OR2014-13523 (for Sundance Institute); OR2016-28655 for AFAC


	Performance Condition
	Sometimes OSF will make a grants to organizations with all or some payments conditional upon the occurrence of an uncertain future event. For example, if a grantee proposed a 2-part project, where the grantee seeks to host a conference and then move forward any policy reform that is voted upon in the meeting - the condition that policy reform was voted upon in the meeting would be required for the program to fund in the second part of the grant. Alternatively, the condition(s) could be related to organizational health, such building annual reserves, which would require an annual review process. All conditions should be agreed upon and noted in the grant agreement. A performance condition grant may be multi-year.
	Proposal Docs Required
	Organization-wide strategy and budget

	Reports Required
	Annual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposal

	Conga Templates in FC
	bespoke

	Payment Set-Up in FC
	All payments are set up as contingent, unless an initial outright payment is stated in grant agreement

	Examples
	OROR2016-27611 (for MDIF operating support)


	Multi-Year Contingent
	Multi-year contingent grants allow a program to express intent to fund an organization or project/program for multiple years without fully committing the funds. Per Clarifications to Policy on "Multi-Year Support Using Contingent Grants" memo, this mechanism is favored for grants of 2 years duration or longer, where there are annual payment installments of at least $100k. If Program recommend a multi-year grant of these characteristics, but decides not to use the contingent mechanism, then reasoning for full accrual up front should be noted in the docket write-up.
	Proposal Docs Required
	Organization-wide strategy and budget projection/pipeline for # of years that multi-year grant is expected

	Reports Required
	Annual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposal

	Conga Templates in FC
	Insert contingent language paragraph after 1st paragraph of general and project support templates

	Payment Set-Up in FC
	Initial year payment(s) set up as standard, and subsequent year payments are set up as contingent

	Examples
	OR2015-19509 (for European Council on Foreign Relations)


	Hybrid General Support - Matching Condition
	Sometimes OSF makes a grant with outright portion for general support and a contingent portion that is structured with a match. The grantee benefits from an outright - general support portion to help cash-flow. The outright portion may be paid when requested; the contingent portion may be paid when the contingency is met.
	Proposal Docs Required
	Organization-wide strategy and budget; proposal that outlines the matching requirements

	Reports Required
	Annual and/or Financial and Narrative reports in line with proposal

	Conga Templates in FC
	Insert matching condition paragraph in and after the 1st paragraph and also with Exhibit A: Form of Certificate

	Payment Set-Up in FC
	Payments for general support portion are set up a outright and payments totaling matching component are set up as contingent

	Examples
	OR2012-37125 (INET - Pyewaket)


	Some Relevant Links
	New Hire Packet  - page 6 Finance and Budget
	https://karl.soros.org/communities/new-hire-class-8-10-december-2014/files/essentials-of-grant-making/2-new-hire-packet_pages.pdf/dl/2-new-hire-packet_pages.pdf

	Memo with Clarifcations to Contingent Grant Policy - Multi Year Support
	https://osf.app.box.com/s/uf48e8budgy8nltkv8r6

	Screen Steps Update to FC, re: Accrual/Contingent Related Changes
	https://osf.screenstepslive.com/s/10935/m/45305/l/488352-release-8-4-august-24-2015

	Next FY Contingent Grant List in FC
	https://myapplications.my.salesforce.com/00Od0000003TPz8


	Questions for review with Finance and Legal:
	1. Are there any additional conditional grants scenarios that aren't captured above?
	2. Are the descriptions of the scenarios listed above accurate?
	3. Is there a maximum on the # of years a contingent grant can be issued?
	4. If a matching grants has annual caps on payments, would we need to reduce the grant amount/payments set up if the grantee hasn’t meet the full matching requirement at the end of the year?
	5. What if a grantee doesn't meet all their performance conditions? Would we need to write an amendment to reduce the grant/payments?
	6. What if the contingent payments scheduled at the beginning of the grant don’t end up totaling the actual payments required?
	7. For matching grants where pledges are accepted, how long would OSF need to schedule reports to monitor payment on the pledges?
	8. Does BP manage any contingent grants?
	9. Does any special notation need to be made to Accounting for contingent payments?
	10. When are contingent payments accrued?
	11. How are contingent grants reported in financial statement? Accrued liabilities?
	12. Are any supplemental approvals required in GM, Accounting, Budget, Pres office for contingency grants?
	13. Can all types of organizations (ED, 501c, foreign, for profit, etc) receive contingent grants?
	14. For Program, is there any special note that needs to be captured in the grant/docket write-up for contingent grants?
	15. How do you record advance payments in a fully matching grant grant? As recoverable?

	New Hire Page: Finance and Budget
	Clarifications to Policy on "Multi-Year Support Using Contingent Grants"
	Matching Grants in the Works

	Workflow Grantmaking Process
	Functional Workflow Diagram of the Grantmaking Process
	A functional workflow, also called a “swimlane chart”, depicts a complex process involving multiple organizational “functions” or departments. It uses different shapes to depict different types of action (see the legend on the following pages).
	This functional workflow represents the process at OSF of making grants to organizations. Perhaps 80% of this diagram is equally representative of how individual grantmaking is conducted at OSF. It is a high-level overview of procedures applicable to all OSF grantmakers and does not capture program-specific nuances.
	This document has been prepared to promote awareness of the roles of various OSF departments in grantmaking and understanding of how we work together. Functions represented include Applicant/Grantee, Program, Grants Management, Approver, Legal, and Finance. It has been developed through multiple iterations, in consultation with representatives of each function.
	The process is depicted chronologically across eight pages, broken down into the following action stages: Solicit and Assess Proposals, Conduct Compliance Review, Recommend and Approve Grant, Prepare Grant Letter, Execute Grant Letter, Initiate Payment, Issue Payment, Monitor and Close Grant. Stages in the grant process that are procedurally complex are depicted in greater detail. This detail is not an indication of the level of effort or complexity of a particular process stage.
	The diagram also identifies current and proposed metrics in Foundation Connect recorded at the grant-level to track the amount of time involved in completing various process stages. Metrics are also proposed to track the frequency of certain events in the processing of grants.
	With this shared understanding of the current OSF process and real-time awareness of these FC metrics, the intention is to begin identifying ways to streamline procedures, identify and remove bottlenecks, and improve coordination across departments. These efforts can result in consistent and reliable service to applicants and grantees and less staff effort spent on grant administration.
	This is intended as a living document, subject to edits based on feedback from OSF staff and updates as our process evolves over time. Please contact me with any comments, concerns, or suggestions.
	Joe BehayloDirector, Office of Grants Management
	Solicit and Assess Proposals
	Conduct Compliance Review
	Recommend and Approve Grant
	Prepare Grant Letter
	Execute Grant Letter
	Initiate Payment
	Issue Payment
	Monitor and Close Grant

	Solicit and Assess Proposals
	Conduct Compliance Review

	Grant Payment Process
	Grant Payment Processing

	DocuSign Guide – What My Grantee Sees
	Introduction to DocuSign
	After Clicking on the “View Documents” Link
	After clicking on the “View Documents” link
	"Review Documents" takes the authorized signer to the letter behind the preview pane
	"Finish Later" allows the authorized signer to come back to the letter later
	"Sign on Paper" gives the authorized signer the option to print out the agreement, countersign it, upload it and complete the DocuSign envelope
	"Change Signer" allows the person who was selected as the authorized signer to designate that authority to someone else


	On the Letter Itself
	View History allows the grantee to see all the information associated with the DocuSign envelope
	When it was created
	Who created it
	Who the recipients of the envelope are

	View Certificate
	View Consumer Disclosure
	Change Signer
	Decline
	Sign on Paper
	Finish Later
	The preview pane on the left shows how many pages are included in the letter
	An authorized signatory will be guided by the DocuSign service of where to sign on the letter

	DocuSign Signature Options
	Signature
	Initial
	My Name
	Company
	Title
	Date Signed
	Text
	Checkbox

	Finish
	Clicking this button will lock in the authorized signatory’s signature and any other option the grantee used
	Completes the DocuSign envelope if the authorized signatory is the last participant to take action on the Envelope or sends the envelope on to the next authorized signatory (ex. fiscal agency grant)

	6. Confirmation of Completed DosuSign Envelope
	Sign on Paper

	Compliance Review Actions for Organization Grants
	Grant Letter Review

	Referral Process Overview
	Background
	International grant making programs for OSF entities and their grantees are administered both by U.S. offices and through OSI Budapest. Prior to 2014, the U.S. offices (NY) administered grants that were sourced from both U.S. and European sources of funds. However, at the beginning of 2014, there were some changes in how OSF administered grants to overseas organizations. These changes included the following:
	1.Prioritize US Sourcing - As much as possible, NY GOs tried to source grant proposals originating in the U.S. from U.S. funding sources, while complying with IRS expenditure responsibility rules - including IRS public disclosure requirements on grantee organizations.
	2.Change in grants administration -In cases where a U.S originated grant proposal could not be sourced for U.S. funding, then the proposal was referred to BP GO so that the proposal could be sourced from European funds. Reasons for referring a grant for non-U.S. funding might include sensitive grantee work as well as ER-restricted activity like equipment procurement, re-granting to individuals and lobbying. Once the grant was referred by a NY GO, then a BP GO took over administering the grant proposal. Likewise, grant letters for Europe funded grants will be signed by the competent Europe-based authorized signatories.
	3.Threshold requirements - For grant proposals that were referred for European funding, there were certain threshold and sourcing criteria, which NY GOs needed to consider. Three sources of European funding might be identified for referral proposals: FOSI, OSIBP, and OSI-AF. FOSI and OSIBP funding sources could cover proposals for grantee organizations in most all geographic regions, including to Hungarian grantees, while the OSI-AF funding source was restricted to cover proposals for grantee organizations in Turkey, Mongolia, Tajikistan, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. For the proposals that were costed at $100k or more and referred to OSIBP, then a bifurcated budget isolating ER-restricted costs if ER-restricted activity was contained in the proposal. The chart below captures some of the criteria for the threshold amounts:

	There are a few notable Foundation Connect enhancements related to the 2014 change in funding source origin. Specifically, the January 13, 2014 Foundation Connect enhancement referred to the system differences related to this change.
	Changes in FC included:
	-Funding source approval “In Progress”
	-Funding source approval history and details
	-Notification email about Grants Officer change

	Grant administration change for referred FOSI/OSIAF/OSIBP grants
	-Compliance Review through Proposal Approval
	The NY GO shepherds the proposal all the way through the proposal approval. The NY GO ensures that all the items on the CR checklist are addressed before the referral to BP is made.

	-Grant Letter Processing through Closeout
	Once BP confirms the referral, then the BP GO will shepherd the proposal to award and post award phases, which cover: grant letter production, payments, report approval, amendment and other document production and closeout.



	Challenging Referral Scenarios
	For European entities it can be a concern if the payee and the grantee are not the same therefore it needs to be discussed with Legal BP.
	Scenarios when Payee can be different:
	Fiscal Partnership Scenario-
	There are some instances where it’s acceptable for another entity/individual to accept grant funds on a grantee’s behalf. Additional due diligence is required in these instances to help mitigate fraudulent activity and any diversion of funds. BP Legal must vet these relationships (between the individual and grantee organization) on a case by case basis. In order to vet these relationships, we need to be able to supply justifications for these relationships to BP Legal. An example of a justification:
	The grantee organization is in a sensitive or in a developing country and it’s not possible to receive funds to their bank account from OSF; therefore another entity/someone else receives grant payments on the grantee organization’s behalf. The payee only receives the money and handles it over to the grantee; no service fee is charged. There’s a letter that describes the grantee and payee scenario, which is signed by an authorized signatory of the grantee organization as well as by the bank account holder. If the payee and authorized signatory of the grantee organization is the same person, then someone else should be identified to sign the document on behalf of the grantee.
	a)Note: BP Legal will insist that if the grantee is located in a Western country they should open a bank account
	b)Authorization letter – a letter signed by the grantee and the entity receiving funds on the grantee’s behalf should be attached to the proposal record.


	Fiscal Agent Scenario-
	In instances where a Grantee doesn’t have the financial capacity (accounting and budgeting) to adequately manage and monitor a grant, then a fiscal agent relationship is likely. In cases where a grantee utilizes a fiscal agent, then the GO should ensure that the program has provided a justification for the fiscal agent. For all fiscal agent scenarios, it should be noted that BP Legal will inspect each instance carefully because there is higher risk for grantee non-compliance to terms and conditions of grant award if roles and responsibilities for managing the grant award isn’t clearly articulated for the grantee and fiscal agent. Also, the fiscal agent relationship is out of the ordinary in Europe and using a fiscal agent can bring an undesired suspicion of tax evasion, money laundering, fraud or worse from the authorities.
	For these reasons, we must ensure that the fiscal agent arrangement is both valid and can be easily supported in case of an audit. Ensuring that the justification for the fiscal agent is attached to the FC record and providing the BP GO a heads up with the detail on the situation is key to ensuring that there is a seamless referral process.

	Additional Grant Scenarios Require BP Legal Review:
	Always:
	•Contract online matches, except for expired contracts with no fee
	•Recoverable grants
	•Change requests to jurisdiction/governing law clauses
	•Sanctions compliance – OFAC red countries
	•Potential political activity

	BP GO's Discretion:
	•Conflict of Interest
	•Not clearly a grant (primary beneficiary is OSF, OSF exercises too much control, budget not cost based)
	NOTE: If grants contain oone of the above mentioned scenarios, please indicate to program that this might lengthen the process, especially in case of rapid response grants.

	Compliance Issues
	The below list is not a comprehensive list, but the most common issues. In order to make the referral process smoother and quicker, please ensure that the following items are checked before referring a grant for European funding:
	Confirmation that there are no duplicates in FC (organization and contact duplicates)
	Correspondence on the US sourcing review is part of the proposal’s Activity History
	Budgets are bifurcated whenever necessary
	When applicable, both lobby checklists are attached and only US staff is indicated on the Non-US funded checklist
	Budgets are provided as Excel files
	Math checks of the budget add up and budget figures are rounded to whole numbers – this is key because a budget table will be inserted to a Word file
	Please check bank accounts, especially account holder`s name and bank account numbers. If the bank information is submitted in the proposal, please verify the two data.
	Burma payments are usually paid in EUR, please make sure that the correct corresponding bank is inserted to FC
	If the Geo code shows only regions, but from the proposal it is clear that the project includes activity in a “politically sensitive” country, then attach a note explaining how the proposal was cleared with Legal and/or the relevant Working Group. If the proposal mentions Syria, Sudan, Iran, North Korea, or Cuba, then it needs to be cleared by Legal. If the proposal includes activity where OSF work is politically-sensitive like India and Russia, then it needs to be cleared with the relevant OSF working group. Examples: a proposal includes activity in Crimea (Ukraine), OR, the proposal includes activity in Russia or the involvement of a Russian citizen, but the Eurasia geo code is listed. In both scenarios, clearance from the “Russia Working Group” (#Russia Questions) would be necessary
	A heads up to the BP GO for any complicated referral scenarios, which will require BP Legal review


	Reasons for FS Rejection
	Funding Source is not appropriate
	Type of support is not appropriate, e. g. General Support is not possible from European sourced funds
	Legal review results in FS rejection, due to political activity
	Legal review results in FS rejection, due to risky fiscal agent scenario
	Missing approval from the relevant working groups (#Russia Questions, India WG)

	Reverse Referral Proposed Procedure
	BP has begun referring General Support grants to NY; this should not be more than a handful annually
	BP GO will do the CR and when completed reassign it to the relevant GO in NY
	If the program has a dedicated GO in NY to her/him.
	For programs who do not have a GO in NY Jenny/Joe will assign one GO during the portfolio review.
	Once the record is reassigned the NY GO will assume all grant administration tasks and responsibilities. Likewise, grant letters for US funded grants will be signed by the competent US based authorized signatories.

	General information on General Support Grants
	For grants made out of the US, it is required that the program to populate the docket write-up fields (organization description, project description, and rationale for recommendation) before they put those grants in compliance review. The reason for this is that one comes across scenarios in which the write-up fields indicate earmarking (even when this isn’t mentioned in the proposal) and this is a problem from the IRS point of view.
	Those fields should be populated and reviewed during compliance review to ensure that these are truly unrestricted general support grants. The project description can be something as simple as “to provide general support.” It just needs to be clear that funds aren’t being earmarked.

	To Do List for General Support Grants, Please Consider the Following:
	Make sure that the Purpose statement only says “to provide general support” and that Program staff is aware that only annual reports are permitted under general support grants
	If the Geo code shows only regions but from the proposal it is clear that the project includes activity for instance from OFAC and/or OSF “politically sensitive” countries, then please attach a note explaining how they were cleared with Legal and/or the relevant working group
	That the organization is a U.S. public charity or equivalent.
	That the docket write-up fields (org description, project description, rationale) on the proposal record are populated and review these fields to ensure that the grant is not being earmarked for specific activities.
	That the proposal is a very general proposal about the organization’s overall activities and does not specify what OSF funds will be used for, and that the budget is the organization’s overall budget and not a project budget.

	Referred Amendments
	FOSI/OSIAF grants that were issued before 2014 and require amendments are challenging issues. Firstly, they are usually outdated the period ended a long time ago, and also amendment requests are vague.
	In order to help to speed up the process please consider the following, BP GO need the below documents and data to be able to judge and issue the necessary documents, if any:
	Send BP GO an email about the amendment request
	Send summary about why amendment is needed (can come from program)

	Note: PLEASE DO NOT approve any European funding sourced grant amendments.



